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Elections.
Over Seas. .Washington Whisperings
The Maine Insane Hospital.. Maine
Club Women to Hold Home. Conference. .The Drouth of the Southwest.

Litters a Year...The Silo...Fall
on the Strawberry Bed ..Cockrels for Breeding.. Literary News
and Notes. .An Agricultural Contest
for Boys and Girls..Fairfield Personals. .Mail Order Department.
Editorial, County Correspondence,
The Churches
The News of Belfast..
Annals of Belfast. .The Conservation
Congress. Free Sugar,
i roy Reading Club...Divided Houseolds. The Maine Teachers’ ConvenTwo
Work

Nullification in Knox

tion..

regular meeting of the City Governwas held Nov. 3rd, Mayor Hanson
presiding.
The

BOARD

ALDERMEN.

OF

The records of the last meeting were read
and approved and the roll of accounts were
read and ordered paid, with the exception of
bill of E. A. Wilson for medical attendance
furnished to Fred Wardwell, as follows:

Contingent.$ 1,092 41
Highways. 1,168 45

Free Library.
School Contingent.
Free Text Books and Supplies...
School Repairs and insurance.
Sewers.
Cemeteries.
State road.

39134

School purposes.
for Hose
House.
Auto Road

General

$ 4,499 63

petition of Elmer B Decrow, et. als.,
praying that electric iights be installed on

I
were

Waldo County Registry of Deeds
ending November 5, 1013.
n L. Robertson, Belfast, to Marcelowlton, do.; land and buildings in

eek

I

Staples, Stockton Springs, to
springs.

A.

Levi

•lo.; land in Stockton

H. Clark, Searsmont, to Leslie a.
•.h, do.; land in Searsmont.
M. Larrabee, Waldo, to Augustus C.
do.; land and buildings in Waldo.
Baker, et als., Belfast, to William A.
and William H. Hall, do.; land and
in Belfast.
F. West, Frankfort, to Edwin P.
land and buildings in Frankfort.
J. Treat, Frankfort, to Edwin P. Treat.

I

39 75
241 07

Sears port and

Lake

Swan

avenues

was

read

and referred to the committee on lightsCouncil concurred.
The petition of Harry Dickey, et als., for an
electric light at the junction of Charles and
Salmond streets was read and referred to the
Council concurred.
committee on lights.
The report of the City Marshal was read*
accepted ar.d ordered placed on file. Council

concurred.

following

The
in

concurrence

Order

orders

were

with the

That the

No. 80.

read and

passed

Council:

City Treasurer be

and is hereby
instructed to
draw his order for the sum of $100, payable to
William B. Woodbury, the same being approauthorized and

priated

for

purpose of buying shoes for
children, and it is further order-

the

needy school

ed that the said appropriation be charged to
Winterport.
the contingent fund.
Howard, Searsport, to Arthur E.
Order No. 81. That the Road Commissioner
do; land and buildings in Searsport.
be and is hereby ordered and instructed to
i unt, Unity, to James O. Clifford, do;
clear the obstructions at the easterly end of
riity.
Condon street, so that in case of fire it may be
Griffin, Stockton Springs, to Lillias N.
to drive to the shore with the fire
io; land in Stockton Springs (twro possible
in

F.

u

engine.

Gurney, Waldo,

K.

Nathaniel Gur-

to

Waldo.

and in

Harvey, Bar Harbor, to Willis
Holden; land in Frankfort.

A

P

East
J.

Grant, Stockton Springs, to Royce
Lewiston; land and buildings in
.vprlngs.
e E.
Bean, Detroit, to Gertrude C.
: roy; land and buildings in Troy.
t
C. Gerry, Troy, to Gertrude C.
airfield; land and buildings in Troy,
.'•ne M. Hatch, Belfast, to Benjamin
do; land in Belfast.
ton,

1

WEDDING
-Ayfp.y.

The

BELLS.

marriage

of Albert Hen-

Miss A'ma

lady

ng young
~uit
cur

and

wore a

stylish

with waist to match and
hit of

blending

tones.

a

be-

She has

'•elfast several years, coming here
and wi h her mother, Mrs Lucinda
mak ng their home with Belfast

T de.
The bride, alter a
cation, will continue her work at
-»nes until December 1st.

Clyde W Ward of ThornBessie, daughter of Mr. and
A. Pearson of Morr ll, were

11 karson.
Miss

brose
12

C.t

Nov 3d ,at

m.,

Methodist

the

the

pastor, Rev. D. B. Phelan,
ti and using the double ring ceremony.
e attended by Mr. and Mrs. M. T.
Thorndike, the former a brother of
m.
The bride wore a becoming
bark blue silk with gold and blue
a

]

rd
h

long

coat

and

a

dart

blue

wore

groon are
where the

l

black
suit.

hat.
Both

graduates of Freedom

began.

romance

Since

Miss Pearson has been s most
teacher. The groom supplemented
at Freedom with a special course in

ation

..

rse

Mre at
ne

ke.

t.ie

University

farmers of

Immediately following

wadding trip

and

Thorndike.

n

of Maine and is

representative young

Mr. and Mrs. Ward left

on

the

cere-

the train for

will be
The bride has relatives
on

their

return

and many frier.d6, who wish her and
!‘g husband many years of happiness.

st

1

I;

\Rl>-MuRPHY. Harold A. Howard
lay Murphy were united in marriage
piscopal rectory in Camden WednesningOct. 29th by Rev. Henry Jones,
and

ward has been

employed by

the tele-

•ompany for about ten years and has
faithful and efficient man. He is genial
1

mmodating and

1

Ms.

The

has made

bride is

a

large circle

attractive young

an

exceedingly popular, and the newly
friends.

f

SECRET
•

MUNICIPAL

right

to

build

OFFICERS

C. Durham requesting

extension to his

an

factory

was

read and granted.

appeared before the Board
and requested that the street drain near his
residence on Church street be repaired. Voted
Melvin Parker

the

matter of

opening

the drain be left

with the Road Commissioner.
Louis deLemos appeared before the Board
and requested that a culvert be built near his
residence on Robbins road. Voted that the matter be left with Road Commissioner, with instructions to build.
Arthur Robbins appeared before the Board
and requested that the surface water flowing
from the highway upon his premises be turned
to its natural

No action taken.

course.

Henry D. Clark appeared before the Board
and requested that the sewer assessment on

cent

SOCIETIES.

meeting

of

New England

the

I

to the Belfast

lodge.

<

evening, Oct. 27th, the newly electof fet. Paul’s Lodge, F. & A. M.,
ort were installed by Charles Wilson
;tn, assisted by Leander Kenniston as

The contract prepared by the Belfast Building Co. for building the new school house,
together with suggested changes prepared by
the City Solicitor was read by the Mayor.
No
action was taken.
Edward F. Littlefield appeared before the
Board and explained the necessity for a street

light

at the

junction

of

Charles and Salmond

streets.

Adjourned.
NEWS

OF

THE

GRANGES.

At the next session of the Maine State
Grange, to be held in Bangor, December 16th,
17th am. 18th, the 5th degree will be conferred
by the officers of North Waldo Pomona Grange.

regular meeting of Morning Light
Grange, Monroe, Nov. 1st, the third and fourth
degrees were conferred upon three candidates
and

one

application

for

membership

officers are: W. Master, L. True
Deacon, Ralph Trim; Jr. Deacon,
Jenkins; Chaplain, Rev. David Upham,

was

county, having 215 members in good standing.
A directors meeting of the Grange
corporation was also held. The Grange voted to hold

is extended to Star of

forgetful

her

The entire

ceiling

covered with
evergreen and the shelves around the hall
were draped with black
crepe paper and filled
with Jack-o-lanterns which were so numerous
was

a8 to completely
light the large hall. The reception and supper committee wore masks and
were dressed in sheets, and the
ghost march
later in the evening produced a weird effect.
were en-

gaged

in and numerous souvenirs given for
performed. Pies, doughnuts and sweet
cider comprised the refreshments. Those who
feats

charge

of

decorations,

the

supper, etc., !

deserve much credit, for it was certainly
a very enjoyable social affair.—c d. Y.
C*

i_I

1

n
1
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UUI

a

..

UdU

But

loving father

a

was

of his

ir; her

VidlllCb.

Orono— Maine 3, Colb 0
Lewiston—Bowdoin 10, Bates 7.
Bangor—Bangor 14, Kent’s Hill 6.
Saco—Thornton 0, Cony High 0.
Portland—Portland 26, Lewiston H. S. 0.
Skowhegan—Farmington H. S. 6, Skow-

__

Labor and sorrow cease.
And life’s long warfare closed at
Her soul is now fn peace.
Soldier of Christ, well done,
Praise be thy new- employ;
And while eternal ages run,
Rest in thy Savior’s joy.

to

orated.

At
At
At
At
At
At

not

|

A Hallow e’en social was held at the hall of
Northern Light Grange, Winterport, Friday
evening, Oct. 31st. The hail was prettily dec-

had

Savior’s feet.

Tto nolr,.’

Progress Grange, Jackbe present on that occasion to share
the pleasure of a visit from the lecturer of
the Maine State Grange.

son,

gone. She bore the heartaches and
with Christian fortitude, laying all at

child, and raised up friencs
time of need
We may safely
leave her with such a Father. She was buried
from the house Oct. 6th. Words of comfort
were spoken by Rev. D. Brackett and we leave
her with her God.

re-

a special meeting,
Wednesday evening, Nov.
12th, for the purpose of entertaining State
Lecturer, B. Walker McKeen. An invitation

were

her

to

This is the largest grange in Waldo

ceived.

ors

The

all

sorrows

At the

:*y

'r

<

roll of accounts.

Games appropriate to the evening

Protection, Rev. D. B. Phelan transmembership from his home lodge in

J

BOARD OF

The petition of J.

Isaac Staples appeared before the Board and
requested that he he paid for damage done to
his sneep by dogs. Voted that the City pay
Isaac Staples $5 for damage done to sheep by
dogs, and that the bill be placed upon the next

•d of the

!

IN

Adjourned.

Maine.

Carle Jk Jones and l as won the love
of all who know her. The groom
•‘man at ire Coe-Mortimer Company’s
is also favorably known.
They reany valuable presents from friends

as

them pros eerily and happines. Th**y
their home in the W ebster house at

P

Augusta,

the property of Carrie W. Clark be abated.
Voted that request be granted.

employed

m

\

weights and
measurers, and it is further ordered that the
Treasurer mail check to the said Pennell at
on

book-

She has heen

I

being for Ireight and cartage

that

Winmfred Avery
at the Uriversalist parsonage at 10
v
"th. The pastor, Rev. Arthur A.
Mated and used the single ring serThe bride is a
ey were unattended.
and

Order No. 82.
That the City Treasurer be
and is. hereby authorized and instructed to
draw his order for the sum of $9.14. payable to
Levi S. Pennell, Deputy State Sealer, the same

last,

Wright

was a

After the

tne

war

he

was

a

Boston

Mrs. Mary M. Dresser, widow of John W.
Dresser, died Nov. 2nd at her home in Castine
after a long illness, aged S3 years. She leaves
two daughters, Mrs. Oliver
Thompson of Alleghany City. Penn., and Mrs. Charles B. Witherle

of

Portland;

and

W’illiam A.
Dresser, whose loving ministrations cheered
iier declining days.
From early fife she has
been a faithful member of
the Congregational
one

son,

church. Thft fnnorol
.1
rrr
r‘len, Howard Dunbar; Jr. Warden, Ray- hegan H. S. 0.
At
^ray; Secretary, C. W. Steward; Treas- H. S. 0.Rockland—Rockland H. S. 12, Camden afternoon, Nov. 5th.
!'"• W. Jenkins; Sr. Steward, J. C. Davis;
Belfast relatives were notified
early Saturward, John Ward; Marshal, Charles R.
-The Shoe Situation.
day morning of the death of Rev. Jonas W.
'r“
‘yler, Benjamin Wooster. Previous to
Vaughan, who had been for some time in the
"
stallation a fine supper was served in
Footwear manufactures in general are more
at Wells Depot. Mrs.
Vaughan
t,nquet hall and solos were rendered by busily engaged than heretofore, jobbers are Sanatorium
y
placing better orders and wholesalers seem left Saturday noon and accompanied the reAnna Packard and Miss Pearl Dickens of more
disposed to operate. Wet weather of late mains to Coxsackie, N. Y., for interment. An
1

--

1

5‘

"r

A social dance followed the installav*'*th music by Fish's orchestra.

W. Hatch,
jJ1'vJler‘t
the Bangor

district superinof
district of the East
^
conference, was elected principal of the
is
j- teller,Vt., seminary, now engaged in the
of his duties.
He writes Maine
that he is enjoying his work very much
who when

jj*""5

^"charge

has served to stimulate the re ail demand and
an improved business
anticipated from now on.
—Dun's Review, Nov. 1st.
In the shoe trade, manufacturerers are
looking forward with rather more confidence
than they did a year ago. Leather is active
at firm prices.—Bradstreets, Nov. 1st.
Ex-Senator and Mrs. Hale have closed "The

Pines," and left Monday for Washington, for
the winter, making t\e trip by private car.— j
Ellsworth American.

L

>

obituary

will

one.

world,

and was enthusiastic concerning the
country seen on his visit to Rum ford Falls,
Maine, and his trip of seventeen miles up the
river.

left New York July 5th on the Red Star
liner Kroonland and its 250 passengers were a
friendly family, all of whom were sorry when
He

U. S. S. Myamember of a
dry goods firm, for which he traveled.
Retiring from that business he was the senior
member of the firm of Wright &
Varney that
conducted the Crosby Inn in this
city for five
years and later was associated for 10 years
with his stepson, H. D.
Ames, in the management of the Bay View Hotel in Camden. He
was a member of the Grand
Army and of the
Masonic fraternity. He issurv.ved
by his wife.
tic.

on

yeoman

He left his home in California May
spent six weeks among the wonders
and beauties of his own country, that are not
exceeded the world over. He says that no
one has succeeded in describing the Grand
Canyon of Arizona. They all say it is “wonderful and beautiful,” and stop there, and he is
like the rest, rinding it beyond description. He
visited Pittsburg, Pa., and Washington, D. C.,
the latter called the most beautiful city in the
able

25th and

Androscoggin

Harry B. C. Wright, for 28 years a traveling salesman and subsequently well known
throughout Eastern Maine as a hotel proprietor, died Nov. 2nd at his home in
Rockland,
after several months’ illness. He was born in
Damariscotta 69 years ago in the Civil War
Mr.

PERSONAL.

in New York.

1

The

HEAL ESTATE.

transfers in real estate

63 87
107 00
306 67

Special Appropriation

Total.

:owing

47 88

Bridges..

Fish in the Penobscot in 1820

IN

161 07

126 80
537 50
32 03

Fire Department.

County.

Searsport. .The News of Brooks.
Stockton Springs.. .Ship News. .Born
Married.. Died.
\NSFEKS

134 07
54 72

Paupers

ittsfield Personals. .Recent Deaths.

I

him. He came back to PariB and returned The
COMING EVENTS.
gueBts all report it "a dandy time.”
home on that floating palace, the Imperator,
Massa- Church Fairs and
j
1
Music
and
the
Suppers,
landing in New York October 29th, after a
Miss Edith M. Southworth entertained the
chusetts Elects a Democratic Governor.
Drama.
record passage.
Hit or Miss Club at a Hallowe’en
The elections Nov. 4th resulted for the most
party last
The men of the Universalist church will
The old things of the Old World interested
Friday evening at her borne on Lincolnville
part as expected. In New York City Tamserve a public
but
the new things of the New World
on
him,
in
the
vestry
supper
Nov.
Avenue. Auction whist was
many met with an overwhelming defeat.
played, and the
13th. The committee in charge, Rev. A. A
are more pleasing.
Col. Hersey would pass score cards
John Purroy Mitchell, the Fusion candidate
were decorated with black cats and
E. L Cook, John Cuzner, JohnW. Knight, for a man of 60 anywhere, with his erect form
Blair,
for mayor, was elected by from 75,000 to 100,pumpkins. After the game the guests were
Luther A. Hammons and Frank I. Wilson, will and bright happy face, but he said he would
000 plurality, and the minor city offices were
invited to the dining room, where a
dainty
solicit the food, arrange the tables and
leave
today, Thursday, to celebrate his 77th lunch was served.
serve,
also carried by the Fusioniats. Ex-Gov. WilThe center-piece was a
but will not do the
cooking. They promise an birthday with his sister, Mrs. John P. Swazey, large jack-o’lantern, and the
liam Sulzer, Progressive candidate, was electplace cards were
excellent supper, well served.
in Canton, after which he will return to his
ed to the State assembly from the 6th district.
decorated with pumpkins and bats. Mrs. I. L.
home in San Jose, California.
Next in order will be the desposingof Murphy
Perry substituted for Mrs. B. O. Norton, who
!
November 28th the play "The Best Man"
as the head of Tammany.
is visiting in Boston
The Republicans
will be presented
at
local
amateurs
the
j
Coby
As reported at the time, while in
claim a majority in the lower branch of the
Germany,
lonial Theater under the
of
the Wo- Col. Hersey had an enjoyable
The parish supper given in the
auspices
legislature.
trip in an airvestry of the
man's Alliance of the First Parish
(Unitarian) ship, but since then two or three of the Methodist church last Friday evening by the
Local interest centered in Massachusetts
and rehearsals are already under way. The
airships have been destroyed with loss of life. Ladies Aid under the direction of Mrs. Annie
and the election of Walsh, Democrat, with
play will be given by the same talent which While in Belfast Col.
three Republican candidates to divide the
Hersey was the guest of M. Frost, president of the Aid, Mrs. Mary S.
| presented The Elopement of Ellen last winter Mrs. S. L. Milliken, Mr. and
Whitmore and Mrs. Judson Warren, was a sucMrs, Thos. B. Dins- j
It was
opposition, was generally expected
f°r *he North Church Guild, and which was more
:ess in every particular.
and others and was
A feature of the
thought, however, that the Republicans would I one of the
warmly greeted by a
big successes of the winter.
host of old friends.
supper was the entrance of a witch in regulaelect the remainder of the State ticket, but I
tion costume bearing a witch cake on which
the Democrats elected Barry Lieut.-Governor
A Bag and Basket bazar will be
were thirteen
given in the
and re-elected Donahue Secretary of State.
Hallowe’en Festivities.
lighted candles. After the supper a social was enjoyed, when Hallowe’en
The Republicans are hopeful they have elected j Congregational vestry on the afternoons of
Dec. 2nd and 3d under the auspices of the Witches and Black Cats Much in Evidence
James and stunts were indulged in.
the three remaining State officers. Bird, ProNorth Church Guild. In addition to the
and Fun and Feasting Galore.
sales,
gressive, for Governor, led Gardner, Republitea will be served. The committees are: Gen- i
All Hallows Eve, the night of October 31st—
can, by about 4,000, and Foss, Independent,
PERSONAL.
eral, Miss Grace H. Hall, Mrs. C. E, Owen and j the eve of All Saints or All Hallows
was a poor fourth.
day, which
The legislature remains
Miss Margaret Hazeltine; baskets, Miss
Miss Georgia Pratt of Montville arrived last
Amy is the first day of November—was more genRepublican, but the Democrats captured two E.
!
Stoddard; bags, Mrs. B. O. Norton; tea, Mrs. ially observed this year than usual by public Friday t> visit friends in this
senatorial seats and the Progressives increased
city.
E.
B.
!
Gilchrist; mystery, Mrs. C. E. Owen; *nd private entertainments. Seaside Grange
their representation in the House, elected a
Leroy A. Coombs and Judson Warren went
food, Mrs. I). L. Wilson; candy, Miss Evelyn led off the night before, which is its
0 Boston Mor
regular
Councillor, and may have annexed a seat in ; Morison.
day for a few days visit.
iance night, with a supper and ball.
For
the upper branch. A Republican was elected
Miss Charlotte Staples left Monday to sperd
more than a week the
decorating committee, 1 week with friends in Boston and
to succeed the late Congressman Wilder in the
Lowell.
uecemoer otn the Ladies’ Aid of the MethoMisses Marian V. Hayes, Amy P. Sholes and
third district.
Rev. C. J. Brown of Banger was the guest of
dist church will hold a sale, followed by
Susie E. Braley .assisted by others, had been at
supIn New Jersey the latest returns indicated
■lev. and Mrs. D. B. Phelan last
per, and probably an entertainment, although
Sunday and
work, up stairs and down, and the result of
the election of Fielder, the Democratic canthe latter has not been
fully decided. The fol- their labors was very effective and pleasing. Vlonday.
didate for Governor, by a plurality of 20.000
lowing committees have been appointed: In the dressing rooms and smoking room on
Kingsbury B. Piper of Augusta, was the
over Stokes.
Republican The Progressive
Fancy work, Mrs. D. B. Phelan, Miss Bertha the first floor the decorations were in
of his sister, Mrs. Joseph G.
vote showed a big slump from last year.
yellow ?uest Sunday
Whitten, Miss Ruth L. Macomber, Mrs. Alice ; and black, with witches, broomsticks, black Patterson.
Henry C. Stuart was chosen governor of
Bramhall, Mies Nettie Follett, Miss Lora :ats, etc., much in evidence. The same
Mr. and Mrs. Foster Pierce of North SedgVirginia, together with an entire State ticket.
design
Miss Ethel Frost, Miss Laura
was carried out in the
banquet room, and at wick spent the week-end with Mr. and Mrs.
Republicans and Progressives having declined Maxey; candy,
Miss
Clara Roberts; mystery, Mrs. Jud- ane end, on a
Manks,
to name candidates because of inability to
drapery of white bunting, scarlet (ohn Collins.
son L. Warren. Mrs.
Mary Whitmore; supper, maple leaves were arranged and set olf by
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin O. Hills of Northport
agree on a united ticket.
Mrs. Annie M. Frost, Mrs. C. L. Wright, Miss
brilliant electric lights. The tables were dec- ! eft
Maryland elected a United States Senator by
Monday for Greenville for a two weeks’
Ethel Frost, Mrs. Judson Warren.
Drated
with
direct vote.
jack-o-lanterns, etc., and were \ lunting trip.
most
attractive. In the dance hall the stage
The returns received up to the time of
going
Miss Leona Achorn was the guest of friends
December 9th and 10th the Ladies' Circle was arranged as an old-fashioned
to press were meagre and
living-room n Orono while attending the teachers convenincomplete except and Social Aid of
the Universalist church will
with an open fire, chairs, rugs, etc., and the
as to New York and Massachusetts.
tion in Bangor.
hold a sale, supper and entertainment in Medecorations of All Hallows eve. Supper was
Mis6 Clara R. Steward returned to Northmorial Hall. The following committees have
served
from
6
to
8
and
the
tables
were
p. m.,
OBITUARY.
Dort Tuesday after spending several days with
been appointed by the Aid, and will be supple- tilled
and
again
again. The menu consisted of
Belfast friends.
The friends of Mr. Adelbert Knight, one of mented by committees to be appointed by the i Daked beans, rolls, cold meats. salad3, fancy,
The
Circle.
Aid:
Miss
Frances
Mrs. Gertrude V. Frisbee returned last MonAbbott
will
be
our most respected citizens, were shocked to
mince and pumpkin pies
The supper commitlay from a short visit in Thomaston with her
learn of his sudden death last Wednesday fore- chairman of the general committee on fancy
tee was Mrs. Jos. A. McKeen, Mrs. Asa Sholes,
noon
He had been ill for some time with work, with the following sub-committees; Mrs. Augustus D. Hayes, Mrs. Wm. H. Bray lusband, Geo. O. Frisbee.
Dana B. Southworth, a student at Hebron
heart disease and arterio sclerosis, but was Handkerchiefs, Miss Loula A. Mason; bags, and Mrs. Nellie Grottor., who were assisted in
about as usual Wednesday morning and was Mrs. Leroy Webber; fancy aprons, Mrs. E. L. serving by the decorating committee. After \cademy, Epent Sunday with his parents, Mr.
returning to his home, 156 High street, from a Cook; towels, Miss Elizabeth A. Kellej; food, supper all adjourned to the dance hall. The ind Mrs. Ralph D. Southworth.
call at a neighbor's across the street when he Mrs. Charles H. Crosby; supper, Mrs John A.
iance orders were in orange and black and
Rev. Ashley A. Smith of Bangor arrived
fell on the walk near his home. A physician Fogg, Miss Edith M. Southworth, Miss Loula
Keyes orchestra furnished music.
Elijah Vlonday to visit Edmund Wilson and enjoy a
A.
Mason; entertainment, Mrs. George A. Ritchie had charge of the floor, assisted
was summoned, but
life was extinct.
Mr.
by :ew gunning trips in this vicinity.
Earl Braley, A. B. Smalley and Alphonso
Knight was born in Lineolnville, the son of the Leavitt, Mrs. E. L. Cook and Rev. A. A. Blair.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Colby of Sunset returned
late Abner and Julia Knight, but had spent
Ritchie. In one corner of the hall was a candy ast week from a three weeks’visit in NewYork
December
12th
a Chapman concert will be
ind
all
of
his
life
in
Boston.—Deer Isle Messenger.
Belfast
durDooth
in
and
practically
charge of Mrs. E. B. Lunt and Miss
ing his active years was employed as a given in the Colonial Theatre under the au- Lucy A. Cochran and it was liberally patronMiss Beulah F. Philbrook,
principal of the
zed.
Miss Myrtle Sholes had charge of the
carpenter. He is survived by his widow, tor- spicies of the Belfast Musical Society,in which
[slesboro High school, was the guest over
Mme.
Lillian
John
Blauvelt,
Finnegan, the juess cake, which was won by W. A. Shea. Sunday of Miss Frances A,
merly Sarah A. Whitmore of Lineolnville; by
Sargent.
Irish tenor, and other noted artists will appear.
two sons, Lyman A. of Boston and Bert L. of
Elijah Ritchie auctioned off a large number of
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Smalley and Mr. and
South Manchester, Conn., and by one daughfancy articles and aprons and did a thriving VIrs. E. H. Littlefield left
Monday on a two
The Young Ladies : ocial Union of the Bap- business with a
ter, Orilla C wife of Ralpl D. Shute of Belgrab bag. From 10 to 11a weeks’ hunting trip in New Brunswick.
fast. One brother also survives, E. O. Knight tist church will hold their annual Christmas
was
served
for
the
supper
dancers, with the
Mrs. B. R. Bachelder and daughter Flora
sale at the church Friday afternoon and evenof Worcester, Mass.
Mr. Knight was an
same menu as at the first supper.
The affair
•eturned Monday to their home in Iloulton
December
12th
The
ing,
honorable man in every sense of the word;
following commit- vas a success from start to finish, and best, of
:rom a visit with Mrs. Jesse H.
Webber.
quiet and unassuming he spent his spare hours tees have been appointed to take charge of ill it added a considerable sum to the treasury
Mr. and IV. rs. John Collins returned last
)f Seaside Grange.
in the home circle. He was a great reader the tables: fancy work, Grace Hayes and Amy
Wednesday from a few days’ visit with Mr
and a frequent visitor at the public library. Wilson; aprons, Carrie Greenlaw and I^thel
ind Mrs. Albert Pierce in North Brooksville.
Johnson; food table, Emma Knowlton and
He served in the Civil War and was a member
A Hallowe en party was given in the Baptist
Della Knowlton; candy, Mary Hayes, Bernice irestry last Friday evening under the
of Thomas H. Marshall Post, G. A. R.
Mrs. William McDonald and daughter Mona
He enauspices
Holt and Doris Clifford
The social commit)f the Delta Alpha class of the Sunday school,
listed at Lineolnville, March 26, 1862, as a pri)f Portland arrived Monday to visit her partee, consisting of Edna Hopkins, Ethel Sturteinvitations were sent to 60 others in the Sunvate in Company F, First U. S. Infantry and
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter I. Neal of Waldo.
was mustered out May 2, 1865.
The vestry was decorated with
He was twice vant, Winnie Morris and Geneva Perkins, are
ly school.
Stephen Small of Vinalhaven, who lias been
line trees, jack-o’lanterns, black cats, etc.
captured by the enemy and m both Lib bey and arranging an entertainment for the evening.
vest for several years on account of ill health,
md the witchs’ tent was a conspicuous featAnderson ville prisons, and last spring was pres a guest in
the home of Mr. Leroy A.
I;. January the Belfast Musical Society will
ire.
sented by Hon. L. C. Morse of Liberty with a
Two girls as ghosts greeted the guests
Coombs.
in the Colonial Theatre by local talent
it the door and with signs and gestures Dade
cine
made from wood of the latter prison. present
Mr. and Mrs. Orman A. Hopkins left yesterthe Gilbert and Sullivan Opera “Patience.”
;heni welcome ami directed them 10 the vestry,
The funeral arrangements had not been made
ior their winter home in Daytona, F!a.
lay
rhe
witch
in
her tent, her costume and pointed
at this writing.
In audition to these affairs Belfast is to have
v> ill visit en route in Boston, Richmond
rhey
lat having black cat decorations, told fortunes
ind Savannah.
Died in W.nterpor Oct. 2nd, Mrs. Susan a lecture course which includes musical featmd afforded much amusement.
The apple
Mr. and Mrs. Emery O. Pendleton, who have
Ford, formerly of Monroe, and daughter of the ures, of which previous mention has been
lobbing contest, which continued until the last
>een visiting their daughter, Mrs.
late Rev. Josiah and Wealthy (Hackett) Walk- made, and further particulars are given in
Sidney P.
was taken, and
were
a
ipple
hanging apples,
the local columns this week.
er, aged 68 years, 3 months, and 12 days. Her
source of great fun.
Then followed a hunt fur foung, in Greenville, will return home todaughter Esther was her constant companion
ring, a penny, a thimble and for peanuts hid- norrow, Friday.
Col. Philo Hersey,
and tenderiy cared for her till the last. She
Mrs. Susan C. Mathews and Miss Belle
len about the room. Miss Winnie Morris found
did not suffer long.
Heart disease quickly did
;he ring and Edward Perkins the thimble Mathews,who spent the summer and autumn
its work and she passed away to he with her Formerly of Belfast, now of California, tells
ind penny.
Charades, games, etc., fur- it their cottage on the harbor front, have reSavior whom she had loved so well. She was
of His F'irst Pleasure Trip to Europe.
turned to their Cedar street residence.
bished amusement for the remainder of the
one of nature's noble women, a devoted Chris
Miss Florence Brown has been engaged as
Col. Ph lo Hersey arrived in Belfast Friday
ivening. Sandwiches, doughnuts and coffee
tien from early life, and, like her Savior, made
evening from his trip abroad. It was the were served from a table decorated with jack look keeper for Carle & Jones and will begin
perfect through suffering. One after anoi.ier fourth time he has crossed the
Atlantic, but /lanterns and black cats. Misses Grace Hayes ler duties December 1st. She has had a simher loved ones were called away until nea-ly was his first
ind Ella Smalley were the committee in charge.
lar position with the Sardine Company.
pleasure trip, and a most enjoy-
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be published next week.

Oliver Neal of Searsmont
recently passed
his 105th birthday, and is
probably the oldest
man in the
country. He was in both the Mexican and Civil
wars, and remembers vividly the
early settlement of this section of the country.
He is a most
interesting conversationalist and
relates many anecdotes of his career
during
the wars.

the voyage ended.
He landed at Antwerp,
where they were celebrating the 50th anniversary of the freedom of their canal.
the floats of the great parade that of

Among

“Indusbees hover-

try”. represented by little girls as
ing around an immense hive, pleased the
Colonel most, as he dearly loves children. He
visited Hamburg and London, with its art
galleries, and places or historic interest. From
London he went to Edinburgh, where he was

pleased

with the

people,

spoke purer Enghe had heard in the English cities.
He returned to London, and then visited Paris,
who

lish than

to speaK of, and Versailles fashim with its palaces and parks. In

too well known
cinated

Turin,
race

Northern

of

women.

Italy,
His

he

a beautiful
Genoa was a

found

visit in

one and he spoke particularly of
the statuary and paintings of Columbus. After
six days in Rome, one of a party under the
direction of a guide, he went away wiih a confused idea of what he had seen. After a short
visit to Naples he returned to Rome and for
six days more wandered among her wonders,
returning to them three or four times to satisfy
himse'lf on certain things. Most interesting
to him were the cathedrals of St. Paul and St.
Peters. He, with others, was admitted to the
presence of the Pope, who blessed them. He
visited Vesuvius, Pompeii and Florence. In
Rome he met a man from his native county in
Maine, the world's greatest sculptor, Frederick Simmons, and spent a happy hour with him
admiring his wonderful work, particularly his
American subjects. Grant, Sherman, Chase,
Lincoln and Washington. The questions the
artist asked about home people showed he had
not lost interest in his native land. In Florence
he met the world's greatest copyist, a
lady
from Albany, N. Y., at work on copies of the
masterpieces. He spoke interestingly of his
visits to Venice, Northern Italy and Switzerland. In the latter country the slow methodical habits of the natives amused and impressed

memorable

Mrs. H. L. Carter and daughter Leslie went
to their home in West Roxbury, Mass., last

Hallowe’en festivities at the Universalst church were attended by about 35 members
if the Sunday school.
Misses Mildred Randall
The

jrace

Thursday alter spending the season in Castine. They were guest6 en route of Mr. and

Mitchell,Alice Southworth and Vaughan

Bayes had charge of the amusements, and
sverything, including the decorations, games,
etc., was suggestive of the occasion. Ghosts
ind witches were on the receiving committee
ind the guests were blindfolded and led through
forests and over bridges to the abode of the
witch, personated by Miss Velma Mitchell,
who foretold their fate. The vestry was decirated with lanterns and evergreen. A
peanut hunt, tucker and other games were enafter
which
Rev. and Mrs. A. A. Blair
joyed,
and Mr. and Mrs. Frank I. Wilson served
ioughnuts, pumpkin pie,sandwiches and cocoa.
All report a delightful evening.

G. McDonald.

Mrs. A.
Dr.
work

George B. Pheian, who is taking special
at the Western Hospital. Montreal, re-

lent ly returned

from

a

two

Lawrence with
tients in his private boat.

rip

the St.

on

William

weeks’
one

yachting

of ins pa-

Mansfie'd of New Auburn, Minn,,

Monday to visit his cousin. Mr. Charles
Sargent. Mr. Mansfield served four years

arrived
H
in

j

and went west at the close of
He has been visiting his old home in

the Civil War

the

war.

Jarland.

Mrs. E. S. Shuman will leave today,
for Boston, where they v ill take
the steamer City of Atlanta for Savannah. Ga.,
ind from there will go directly to Palatka,
Mr. and

rhursday,

George C. Trussell entertained eight
last Friday evening, Hallowe’en,
?la., but have made no definite plans for the
when her attractive home was converted into
vinter.
a veritable witches abode with black cat, bat
lantern
and
decorations. The den was specially
veek’s visit in Boston. She was in the train
awe-inspiring with its dim light from the
iccident at North Station last week, but did
electric fireplace. Music and dancing were ;
lot learn its nature until she read of it in the
anjoyed, and welch rarebit, cream cake, fancy
Lilly papers. The car she was in was next
;akes, and grape punch were served from a ; ;he smoker
and felt little or no jar.
iecorated table on china over a century old. |
Mrs. George A. Leavitt went to Rockland
\11 nad a delightful time.
L'uesday and was joined there by her daughMiss Arlene Wadlin entertained the Seniors
;er, Miss Lucie Leavitt, who has been spend>f the Belfast High school last Friday evenr,g several weeks in Boston. They then went
ing at a Hallowe’en party at the home of her
,o Cranberry Isle to visit Mrs. Leavitt’s daughparents, Mr. and Mrs. Mark A. Wadlin, which
;er, Mrs. Perley D. Stanley, and family.
was appropriately decorated for the occasion,
Mr, and Mrs. Charles H. Sargent have rerhe guests were received in the cellar, which
reived word that their daugh'er, Mrs, Win. L.
lad been converted in a witch’s abode and fillHook, of Billings, Mont., who was recently
id at this time with peculiar sounds and weird
>perated on at the Colum; us Hospital in Great
nusic.
From here they were escorted to the
Falls, Mont., is out of danger and that Mr.
'oom8 above where they were presented to a
Hook has resumed his work having been with
rentable witch and compelled to take most
ier for several weeks,
iwe-inspiring oaths. Dancing and games were
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick, W. Brown, w ho have
jnjoyed during the evening and ice cream and
iccupied their cottage on the harb. r front,
sake were served. The guests report a de>ea Breeze, for six months, closed it lost w*eek
Mrs.

lady friends

ightful evening.

Master Cuthbert Wilson entertained twelve
>f his boy classmates at a Hallowe’en party at
iis home last Friday evening. The decora;ions included many jack o’lanterns, and the

arriving early, bore these lanterns about
,he neighborhood to test the neighbors’
lerves.
Then they were invited to the cellar,
which had been appropriately decorated for
ioys,

;he occasion and there beheld a great steam
ng black kettle, from which two witches sud-

lenly appeared and served cocoa, with many
ither things "fellows are fond of.”
Then all
idjourned to the attic, where there were other
lurprisea and ice cream and cake were served.

tnd have taken
drs. B

rown

rooms

will

spend

in town for the
a

portion

winter,

of the winter

Massachusetts, an d in Philadelphia with her
laughter, Mrs. Willis Arnold.
n

Capt. Ernest O. Patterson, who has been in
government employ at Jeffersonville, Ind., revived notice Oct. 25th of his transfer to
Hharlestown, West Virginia, where he will
mild an experimental boat for the government,
rhe work will take a year, at least. Mrs.
Patterson will accompany him South.
They
ire glad of the transfer, as
they experienced
n Jeffersonville a severe snow storm before
frost, and then a long dreary rain with a cold
urind.

Mrs. Mary B. Doe is in Rockland,
Mass., for
the winter.
Mrs. Rosin a E. Trundy is
clerking in Shiro’s
and has rooms with Mrs. E. B. Lunt.
Mrs. Edgar L. Harding went to Boston last
Thursday for a short visit with relatives.
Mrs. J. W. Knowlton is in Searsport caring
for Miss Angeiine Carver, who is
seriously ill.
Mr. and Mrs. D. P. Palmer returned
Friday
from visits in Boston, Roxbury and
Brockton,
Mass.
to

Irving T. Dinsmore has returned to Bethel
continue treatment with Dr. Gehring, nerve

specialist.
Misses Olarabel Marth and Velma Mitchell
Friday from a vacation trip to Boston

returned
and

vicinity.

Mrs. B. F.

Wells returned Monday from a
days with her son, Benj. F.
W'ells, in Auburn.

visit of several

Mrs. Eugene Hooper and son Carl
guests of Mrs. Martin in Castine for
days the past week.

were

few

a

Miss Anne C. Crosby, who is spending the
winter at the Vendome, Boston, arrived Satur-

day

visit Miss Louise Hazeltine.

to

Colcord, who has been ill for some
time, is improving and is able o be at the
Gentner & Colcord stable part of the time.
Arnos F

Mr. Her ry A. Lloyd of New York has rehome from a visit with hit wife, who
is ill at th«- home of her daughter. Mrs. Horace Chene y.
turned

Hon. and

Mrs. John R. Dunton returned last

Saturday evening from their wedding trip to
Boston and have begun housekeeping at No. 9
Church street.

Fred A. Seward went to Waterville last Satfor a short visit, and will also spend a
few days in Pittsfield with his
parents, Mr
and Mrs. George V*. Seward.

urday

Harry

Mrs.

W. Clark and Mrs. Arline Cooplatter of Pittsfield, joined Miss Grace
Lord, one of the Belfast teachers, in Bangor
last Friday and were guests at The Colonial.
er, the

Announcement is made of the engagement
Edythe Mabel Keene, daughter of Mr.

of Miss

nd Mrs. A. \V. Keene of Canden. to Mr.
Charles
Merriam Anderson of San Diego, California.

a

Mr. and Mrs. Edward R. Estabrooks and
guests, Mr. and Mrs. L. A. LaBart of Boston,
and Mr. and Mrs. Robert P fonmhs who had
been at Swan Lake the

past

ten

days

came

to

Thursday.

town

Alvin H. Ellis, carrier

suffering

been

from

R.

on

F. D. No. 3, has

serious eye trouble and

a

Portland last Thursday to enter the

went to

Eye and
stituting

Infirmary.

Ear
on

A. I’. Colson is sub-

the route.

Miss Katheleen Tuttle,assistant in the Isles
boro High school, made a brief visit with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Benj. L. Tuttle, Bay
View street, last week on her way to B.ngor
to attend the teachers convention.
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Biather, Miss Esther Me
Kim and Miss June Berry of Bostor
had
been the guests for two weeks >f Mrs
Blather’s mother, Mrs. Mary Haugr. a. hei
cottage at Swan Lake, left Oct gist for their
home. They made the trip to and from Huston in Miss Mckim's touring car, whien she
drives herself.

Ray Harrison Lindgren of the junior ciass
the college of technology, University of

in

Maine, has been elected to membership in Tau
Pi. the honorary fraternity for engineers
a
the junior in the college showing the h.gh
Bela

grin

has an average standing in
his first two years of over ^5 per
Thenrs' of the students

Hill for the fall

tern,

was

1

auu:en

a

e.

iniproi

142, N". 3, fcehubert, Miss A. gie
mont.
At the first tri-annuai
the Literati and Eromatheu;
Paine and

:<

-ra

concerts

givti.

large and appreciative
program included a piano sm

fore

v

m-

cent.

j.

1

t

real’s

v’.mg of
•es

.Sa<ly Moody of Ru.\

gave

duet.

piano

Carolyn, the little daughter

V.

..

and the late Vannie Dolioti Havener
and, lias

selected

been

as

one

vI

>rt-

the

:»i

children to have her picture sent to tne Panama-Pacific Exposition, to be hung in "I he
iernpie ol Childhood", and has receiveu a
certificate with gold seal ana blue ribbon,to be
framed

as

a

Little Miss Caro-

remembrance.

lyn's many L!e»fast frienus
iongruiulaliuns.

and admirers

extend

hursua;\Y. A. Nichols went to Bt stori last
and returned Saturday morning with Mrs.
Nichols,who had been for the pas^ three weeks
at

Carney, Hospital,
serious

very

wnere

underwent

she

Mrs.

operation.

Nichois

a

blood

the
the journey well and is doing hi.eiy.
wishes to thank the friends who so kindly
remembered her with words of cheer doing
her stay in the hospital.
and
Norris N. Pierce, a native of Bangor,

resident oi Cape Elizabeth, visited Mrs.
;ast
Charles Brackett and daughter m Levant
week. After visiting his biother, b 5. Pierce,
will rein Bangor, and friends in Brewer, ne
the last of
turn to his home on Cape Elizabeth
of the
November. Mr. Pierce was a member

now a

Maine Heavy Artillery, serving under

First
Col.

Chaplin and
He

tain.

M. C. A.

was

Hon. F.

later

A.

Cummings
of

janitor

building and also

ran

tne
a

as

cap-

Bangor \

grocery

store

there.
The

leading

feature of the

of the Oct. 25th
ton

lbs-ue ot

magazine

Evening Journal is a
of the remarkable

Bateman

George Warren

Smith

section

the fcaiurcay Lewissketch by l rol. L. 2.

of

career

ot

Warrenton

Mr.

Pars,

was born in South tree
11*25, made several million collars in
in the west and in railroad

near

Rockland, who

dom

m

land speculation
of
deals in New York, and is now. at the age
enterbS years, hale and hearty and is said to
retain the same affectionate ai.u respectiui
Val uer
gard for the puliic as oid cmmotxre
)ilt.
Mr. and Mrs. Maine

Hills

aniNtu

on^a'ur-

beuiai
day 's boat frc m Iiangor, after a trip
They had
weeks through Aroostook county.
an enjojable hunting llip ol several u«}s,
with headquarters at a camp thirteen miles
above Ashland, and each brought home a ueer
and friends were generously rtmtn.herea with

Mr. Hills left Monday morning lor a
venison.
hills is the
trip to Hancock county unu Mrs.
A. S. heal.
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Cedar street.
Zion’s Advocate ol October 29th has the folA
lowing item ol Imereti in rtgaiu to Le\.
T. Ringold of Brockton, Mass,, who married

Miss f.attie Robbins ol Belfast and with his
A. T.

family spends the summers here: “Rev.
on
Ringold of the North church, Brockton,
account of ill health demanding cessation from,
his
active labor for a time, recently presenti d
of the ci. urch.
of the

resignation
pastorate
The church, howrever, has declined to accept
the resignation, and has voted Mr. Ring* Id a
year’s leave of absence.”

td

Don’t Get Cold Feet

[Concluded.]
might be, indeed have been
written, on the history, art and modern

m,

Volumes

EBRAND

The reader's mind must weary of

palace mention,
scription. Let me give
in this city of sighs as

sights.
plain market

a

brought daily fresh from slaughter,
infrequently in the streets; where

are

They look well—feel well
wear well—and are made
the

r

variety

greatest

—

milk for sale comes fresh from the cow
with her calf at her side and from the
goat herded over night in a narrow court
while the herdsman slept on the curbAt an angle in the narrow court,
stone.
under an overhead projection, day after
lav sat a woman of SOyears in faded gown
and wj.ite hair by dim light and with
nir, hands, mending for hire the overalls
At sunand frocks of the market men.
set—oh welcome cool of evening'.—she
sat w:tl; garments folded and u-ith hands
folde i, as if awaiting in half hope, half
It
the judgment of heaven.

j

Mere bulk does not give strength
are useless.

Heavy rubbers that

wearing quality.

or

crack and crumble

—

L. A. WEBBER, Belfast, Maine.

teen hundred years are passed since the
sweetest voice that ever broke on human
the true word for civic as for
ears

spoke
spiritual life.

But I must get to the

description:

one

end

and

representing

a

an

representative

a

interesting

of th<

|
!

i

forest, the other

innovation

at

hut

a

a

classes, though never
?ee a king, a castle, or a palace.
again
So farewell, my brave herder, the
Swiss tov, who, on the great train rusti-

this

ing upwards beyond

an

Kick out his song.
r.M-

.1’

ti-

fVin

tn

flrcnl'C

f I

nen

crvliliuno

who to greet their king returning from
war, with me for the first time scaled
the mighty ruins of the Acropolis, so

limited has been their opportunity to
travel even in their own little Greece of
soldiers whose
square miles

25,000

—

($1) per month
besides food and clothes, has of late
at

prowess

5 drachma

but must await the

ioubled that area,
Know

loroships of
they can keep it.

of their

.grace

if

Farewell tc the

the Powers to

Italians, who have the

happy faculty of singing day and night
heir simple t ardships into simple gracest
sand joys.
An Lour before our ship
slipped hawser at Naples an Italian
transport Lore 2,000 of their soldiers
from Tnt oli, a whole year after the war.
-• ome

to

•heir f&n-:lies. and

the debarkation.
mairr.e and had

There,

r

the

Fifty
?c

glaring

and

cun

-.-red witn

rest

ill

:-r

foots
to

si.

a:
v

for

'-lad.

war,

.oiTd

home

:

to

or

witness, d

more

; i.mp
helc

their

power.

These sea-

back at the

mil year at 80 c. per
t quei ch
heir thirst,

give

were

be carrie : to carts,
sun, ii. fr.i! uniform

baggage, the
:. full hour, while fleetplumed fellows came on
<

lers

we

seat

of

month,

go
ar.d receive the welcome
nor

Washington, D. C., Xov. 3, 1913.
view of the

agitation going

on,

traveler as well,

1
1

;

Within the last few days there hai
been an inclination to turn this hospita
matter over to the new created Stab
Board of Charities and Corrections, hut
visions of the Panama Canal bill, and the
since the matter would have to conn
five per cent rebate given ships flying
hack to the Council for final considerathe American flag and engaged in the tion it was thought best for the mem
foreign trade, as provided in the Under- hers to get the information first hand.
The investigation will center arounr
wood-Simmons Tariff bill, the forthcoman order introduced several weeks age
ing convention of the National Rivers by Councilor Benjamin F. Colcord oi
and Harbors Congress, which is io be Searsport calling for the resignation oi
held in this city December 3, 4 and 5 Supt. Heniy W. Miller and all the trustees.
“I have no charges to prefei
next, gives promise of being the liveliest
against the hoard,” says Councilor Colconvention in its history. And as Presicord, “but I believe that there should
dent Wilson will deliver the opening adlie a house-cleaning all around; in fact
dress, those in charge of arrangements it would be for the interests of the State
lo have a clean slate.”
for the convention are looking forward
The hearing is indirectly traceable t<:
which
with keen interest to the position
the fr.ction which has existed at the
the chief executive will take on matters hospital for the last few years between
relating to waterway improvement and the superintendent and Mannings.Campbell, who, after more than 30 years’ contheir relation to the subject of transpornection with the hospital, was recently
I removed by the Governor and Council
tation.
Whiie the program for the convention from the position of steward and treashas not been finally made up, in the main urer because of charges of inefficiency
and insubordination.
it is completed, and for variety and scope
Before this last step three new trusw il compare favorably with the program
tees were appointed by Gov.
Haines.
In addition They were Oliver L. Hall of Bangor,
of preceding conventions.
Dr. Fred A. Chandler of Addison and
to President Wilson, Secretary of War
Fred C. Smith of Pittsfield.
Dr. Seth C.
whose
direction
the
under
Garrison,
Gordon of Portland is chairman of the
Board of Engineers, charged with river board and Mrs. Laura L. Cony of BanYoung Thurston of Anand harbor work, perform their func- gor, secretary.
dover and Frank W. Burnham of Milltions, w ill have a most important place
are
the
other
members of the
bridge
o n the program.
This being a new- ad- hoard.
Dr. Chandler and Mr. Smith, two mi mministration, made up largely of men
who have come from scholastic walks of bers of the board, have preferred a numher of charges before the Governor anr
life, the position which it will take oil j| Council in executive session.
the intensely practical question of the
the country

the

■kiss—you should see these osculant sol- greatest interest.
The Dominion Government will be repdier greetings in Europe—till all of the
} re at; regie aferesaid had outshone the resented by Hon. John D. Hazen, Minister of Marine and Fisheries and Minister
Twilit of an Italian sun.
of the Naval Service, who has been es‘Saxonia” 1 have cad an exchange of p ecially designated by the Premier, Hon.
views as to aspects in Europe, with many Robert Laird Borden, to represent “Our
thinking n en. All substantially agree Sister of the Snows" at the coming conwith me that all too fast for the stabil- vention. At least one, and perhaps two
ity of our institutions, though by natural of the Ambassadors from foreign counforce and trend, the toiling millions of tries, will tell of the development of
the Old World are flocking to America, ports and rivers by their governments.
Now that the Board of Engineers,
as the Ultimate hope of civil rights and
civic: good; that ihe cure quick nostrums through its late Chief, Gen. Bixby, has
of the politicians are destined to prove recommended the purchase of the Chesas part of
disappointing; that an industrial democ- apeake and Delaware Canal
the scheme for an inland waterway from
of
the
interests
for
safeguarding
racy
New England to the Florida Keys, conthe masses must slowly and carefully be
nought out and put in practice, by which siderable attention will be paid to that
is now under course of
every industrious, sober, well meaning project, which
Representative John H.
man shai! in perfect
iberty have a fair construction.
lot and place in the world; hut that labor Small of North Carolina will address the
convention on some features of the Atlanas well as capital must come to fully respect ti;e essentials of justice, without tic Deeper Waterway, while Representative J. Hampton Moore will deliver an
which there can be no true peace.
A perfect city, a perfect country— i llustrated lecture on the whole subject.
Senator Fletcher of Florida and RepPiato’s ancient dream of an Ideal Reresentative Burgess of Texas will tell oi
to the
down
world
the
gets
public—when
the Gulf Coasl
simple business of building on the simple the waterways along
elements that underlie that dream—ele- from the Mississippi to the Atlantic and
Reprements again repeated, Justice, Purity, to the Rio Grande, respectively.
Peace and Good Will—Europe, America, i sentative Kelly will speak for the Ohic
River, Representative Humphreys foi
all parts of the world, will be alike fair,
and pleasure, not pain, will be the wit- the Mississippi, E. M. Clendening, Secre
of the stranger within all the gates.
In these offhand narrations I have tried
to bring to the readers’ mind the picness

New Orleans will speak on municipally
owned terminals as an essential part oi
the attempt on a
1
west of Spain, the first morning home- the scheme for increasing water trans
I portation. Senator Jones of Washingward bound after leaving Gibraltar.
ton, Governor Johnson of California ant
rose at daybreak for two reasons: first,
because it is a mark my mother gave Representative Knowland have been in
to speak for the Pacific Goast, ant 1
me, it being her life habit till two days vited
before she passed from earth, when she Senator Clarke of Arkansas, Chairmai
and I rose at the same time and saw the of the Commerce Committee, on water
Mr. E. S. Conway o:
narrow crescent of the old moon in the way legislation.
the Great Lake:
purpling pathway of the night conquer- Chicago, will represent
will be speakers, who are ye
and
there
in
the
wished
I
because
or.
Second,
to be selected, from New York and New
to
of the
I must now make
sunrise that I saw just

pay my
morning”
parting tribute of good will to Spain, aa
to the Old World in general—the Old

“beauty

Every
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Co.,

England.
Two evening sessions

have been ar-
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season,

early

of the earlier
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but
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have had

we

an

immense crop of

and horses have been rushed to the

The

of which I mailed you a
in September, and others

one

sample ripens
at

still later date.

a

Some

two

serious fire

sioning

been

pubii

worth

millions

dollars.
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square, occaAfter many
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The first step in correcting const ipatmn
f strong purga:
is to stop the use
So’ 'Siit utc lor them the mild, non gi ; g
hut effective laxative pills, I :.!;!• ;-i.
Strong, har.-li purgativesarect litt’:<• vamo.
;-e
in the treatment <>f c >nsr: paiion 1 •••
ir acti\
v. ear
t
••

n theii
the bowels a 1 fin
n.
-t stimul:!’
}-;lity to even ihe si:*
The eoiuinu d use of purgatives always
f
brings on « !iroiti• constipation instea*
correcting n. '• tli i’inkmts \ »u 1* 1
!•<*«.*
T1
s
assist
the
have no sti1
and liver just enough t get them in proper working or .t ami so gently that
they are not irritated by the treatn t.
1’inklets are for every im-mber of li.e
family. Each bottle contains coi ip!« e
directions for im*Any druggist cau
supply you with i mkletd at 2o centd per
<

recent

some

LET US

Pinklets, the New Laxative,
Gently Assist Nature

very

shower came upon us
lime.
We were not

one day about noon
deaths of old friends—Mrs. Alfr.- i G.
looking for it when Ellis, a loyal wite and devoted mother;
it can e.
Almost out of a clear sky it Mr. Lendal T. Shales, an honest and upsuddenly fell upon us. How it did rain! right business man; Miss Emily M. Hall
For hal f an hour or more it poured itself of
Winterport, whose portrait was so |
ou t up< n us,flooding the streets, stopping
car traffic and deluging the gutters; hut
work of my dear friend, Rev. J. A. bottle.

it

|

WOMEN TO HOLD

came

too

too

late, left

limited in

its

too

area

soon

to

and

was

be of great

benefit.

years ago last spring,
others, he and I joined

Forty-two

mate.

The situation in
very

Lockhart, I am sure; and Rev. •) P.
Simonton, an old-time friend and class-

Springfield has been a
Ordinarily we are
supplied with water, but for

serious

one.

very well
weeks w7e have been short of the necessary supply.
the trees

on

In consequence the leaves
have begun to wither and

with some ten
the East Maine Conference

To learn

probation

on

were

far apart.

heard him
man,

an

1 do not think I

preach.

We

were

ever

worker,

was

and

a
a

loyal

It
Hr
H.
H

lightest, finest,

(H

—the

whitest br°ad and
more loaves to every
—the tenderest, flakiest
and most digestible pas-
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B
B
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■j
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—cake and biscuits and
everything else yon bake

—yours by specifying
William Tell, the flour
that is milled only from
the best Ohio Red Winter
Wheat by a special patented process that makes
it richest in nutritive
value.

Tell your grocer that
nothing will suit yon but
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the writer.
that,

“bourne

whence

no

traveller

re-

Floorings,
MANUFACTURER

or more; but no one of us
Last October my salesman,
who had been with me for nearly eight

20tf

able

prices.

IHII AS I 101 MiKA A MAi II

Sheriff’s Sal*
STATE OF MAINE.
COUNTY OF WALDO, SS

TAKEN
A. L).

this

twenty-eighth day

1913. on execution Waled
of October, in the year of our i
teen hundred and thirteen, issue.!
nient rendered by the Supreme Ju lu
within and for the County of Knox, a
thereof begun and held on the secon
of September, A Lb 1913. to wit. on
teenth day of the term, being the 3i
September, A. D. 1913, in favor -f II
Clark of Rockland, in the County of
State of Maine, doing business at inland as Herbert C. Clark Company
John B. Murphy of Waterville, in lb
of Kennebec and State of Maine, f
of eighty-eight dollars and ninety
($88.991, debt or damage, and tw.
82H 99
lars and ninety-nine Cents
suit, and will be sold at public
*
Sheriff’s office, at 19 ‘nngtess sir.-.
Maine, to the highest bidder, on Wedt
third day of December. A. !>. 1913.
in the forenoon, the following desert
late, and ali the right, title ami mn rthe said John B. Murphy has in
same and all the right. tit'm and tnt•
the said John R Murphy ha<! in
same on the cightttnth day of in
1911, at 12.30 o’clock in tin ftern
n ti
when the same was attached
w rit in the same suit, to wit:
ho
or
of
Two certain tracts
parcels
in Stockton Springs, in the C-.ui.t
and State of M .ine, and describ*"!
58 and 59 on phm of land at sai.
.springs drawn by Brock A. Mar l.
corded with Waldo County Regis:
at Belfast. Maine, as “The treat I
tlie same premises described in
Arthur R. Sleeper t. John 1 Mi ,,
December 12, 1905. and recorded in
page 81, in the Waldo County R« c

day

j

Deeds.

W. H. w.

<• O

II

o- II

:i

0

goods of every deFurniscription.
ture. bedding, caputs, stoves, etc

Antique furniturt
specialty. If yoi
have anything U
sell drop me ;
card ami you will receive a prompt call.
posta
1
WALTER U.V.OOMH8,
Corner Cross and Federal sir ts. Belfast,
a

!

I had more leisure than I have, but I am I
confident that I get more satisfaction out
of every day’s work than I would out of

Bpent together.
Springfield, Mo.

G

We have reopened the t\> undr
street, under th* supermtei ’"m.c.
LEADBF.TTKK, an experienced
have a
,.r
pr mi
pared to till a'l .-r

1

Pine.

L. C. JVlO'tSE. l iberty, Me.
t* e

years, went home on Saturday night, apparently better than usual. At 7.15 the
next morning his head fell forward and

we

OF

Clapboards. Spruce, Basswood,

tell.

Our dear friend
every day’s idleness.
Miss Pratt of Montville, Maine, one of
my first Maine acquaintances, writes us
that the fields and woods of Maine are
beautiful beyond description this fall, and
that our dear friends, Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
Hubbard, are taking much pleasure in
drives through the country. They were
last knew them that I
so busy when I
can hardly think of them as otherwise
than as busy as ever. It is a pleasure
today to think of the many happy hours

BELFAST, MAINE

MAPLE, BEECH and BIRCH.

twenty years

he was gone.
There is, however, more satisfaction in
work than idleness. I sometimes wish

STREET,

MAIN

Hardwood Matched

Thanks to a kind Providence I
have plenty of work to do to keep me
busy six days in every week and strength
to do it, and if 1 should live to the age of
my father and mother, grandmother,
uncles and aunts, 1 may yet work on for
turns.”

can

Boston. Stand-

DENTIST,

England Conference and 93
The rest have passed on to

Southern New

M

near

Dr. W. C. LIBBEY.

genial

His decease, so far as I remember, leaves but two members of the
class of 1871, Rev. ,T. A. L. Rieh of the

Best Bread—
and More of It

factory

of different

companion.

■

trade in

DO YOUR
CAST!

,.

habits, but he

earnest

a

ard wages $10.50 per week. Good pay while
earning. Address
ADVERTISER.
Cera Belfast Republican Journal,
4w45
Belfast, Maine,

With the exception
in Dexter, Maine.
of meeting him on conference occasions,
1 never saw much of him, as our fields

tastes and

At the meeting in Portland, Miss Lucii
Connor of Fairfield was appointed his
torian of the Maine Federation. Mrs. J
Frank Rich of Rocklard was re-electei
Maine editor of the General Federatioi
Bulletin.
Mrs. Abbott has received many invita
tions to address various clubs throughou
the State and on the evening of Octobe
28th was the guest of honor at a recep
tion of the Waterville Women’s Club
She has been asked to meet with the Lis
bon Progressive Club November 26th.

the

very serious losses.

a

MASONIC TEMPLE, BELLAS I, MAINE.

Although the drouth was extensive years of agitation over tne location of a
prolonged for months, some sections new Court House the building is practiof this vicinity were favored with frecally complete and an ornament to the
quent showers. Here it; Springfield, and city and a credit to the county. At the
for a few miles east, we had one shower State fair
recently Green county took
one day in the midst of the drouth, which
the premium for the agricultural ami
if it could have been repeated every horticultural
display. Springfield recentweek and
extended over the entire
ly voted down the proposition in favor of
droulti
s-u.ihtn territory, would have a commission form of
government.

HOME CONFERENCE.

tees.

on

had

we

j

In fact anything you may wish.
All new goods and up-to-the-minute in styi

and

Philadelphil

work.
Previous to the mid-winter meeting,
the State president, Mrs. F. P. Abbot
of Saco, will call a session of the execu
tive board and all chairmen of commit

months since

:

v^..

NECKWEAR,
HOSIERY,
GLOVES,
SHIRTS,
HATS, CAPS

mar-

peaches. The quality as well as the ket and farmers, instead of si lling hay
quantity has been line. I am sorry the are buying it, while others are doing
solitary peach I sent you by parcel post their best to conserve their f -ed in silos,
should have been squashed on the way. I
hoping to weather the season through.
The above portion of this letter was
sent one to a friend in Houlton, Maine,
and he writes me that it arrived in good mainly written during the prevalence of
condition and wa6 very fine. Hope to do the drouth. It was laid aside to be finishbetter next time. About fifteen hundred ed and mailed, but the opportunity to
car loads were shipped out of the Ozark
Some weeks ago
do it seemed to fail.
region during two or three weeks’ time, the rains began to fall and to a remarkwhich would make a train load about able extei.t vegetation began to revive.
sixty thousand feet in length, or seventy- The lawns began to look green, grass
five train loads of twenty cars per train sprung up as if by magic, and w'e have
The picking and shipping of this quantity been favored with a partial second erupof
of fruit makes a big business for all con- hay; but the season was too far gone for
c erned for the locality in which the fruit
t he rains to be of any benefit to the corn,
is grown, as well as for the railroads and hay or potato crops.
At the present
The variety time, however, there is a good supply of
p roduce men to handle.
largely grown is the Elherta, a fine fruit, fall potatoes, and with the rye and wheat
beautiful in color, fine in form and de- growths of winter tnere will he considlicious in flavor. Other varieties ripen erable feed for stock.
later.

and St. Louis.

MAINE CLUB

have been

probably never before been
quantity and quality. Throughout this region ihere is no damaged wheat
jgj
tr3b*.
Qy*tafe
coming into market. It is all good. The
£-^f ^^!li?rBMMMB)WBMffiWffWBMBMy'4>Hrr">'Tir~'lT'^~ainrtli>i'm' ~fifHi..
abundance of the crop and its quality,
coupled with the abundance of the crop
elsewhere, have made prices low; lower fal! off. We have been prohibited tiie
proportionately than corn, for while use of water for springing the streets,
wheat has ranged around eighty cents
watering the lawns or washing vehicles.
per bushel, corn has been worth ninety Everything is dry, the pressure in the
cent*.
Under these conditions many of pipes is low', and of late special measures
the farmers have been storing their have been adopted to guard against the
wheat crop, holding it hoping, for higher breaking out of fires. Sir. dar conditions
OFFERS AN ELEGANT LINE OF
prices, while others are grinding it and exist in Kansas and Oklahoma, and as a
feeding it to their hogs and cattle. The result all kinds of feed have advanced
Cattle
crop of Irish potatoes is very meagre, from 50 to 75 per cent, in price.

ant

Medicine

we

Kansas has

equalled

Paleness, at times a flushed face, unnatura
hunger, picking the nose, great thirst, etc
are
indications of worms. Kickapoo Worn
Killer is a reliable, thorough medicine for th<
removal of all kinds of worms from childrel

Kickapoo Indian

Such have been

soil.

crops. Oats and wheat grew to perfection. The wheat crop in Missouri and

has Worms

and adults. Kickapoo Worm Killer in pleascandy form, aids digestion, tones system
over-coming constipation and increasing tht
action of the liver. Is perfectly safe for ever
the most delicate children. Kickapoo Worn
Killer makes children happy and healthy. 25c
Guaranteed. Try it. Drug stores or by mail

or

by which

the conditions

were particularly
development and ma'uring

That the annual mid-winter meeting of
the Maine State Federation of Women’s
Clubs, which will be held at the Statt
House, Augusta, some time in January,
I he made a real home conference rath 1
than a session of general interest, war
the feeling of the executive board, ii:
The officer
rec -nt session in Portland.
believe that more good will result from 2
session of this sort than from a meeting,
where much of the time is given over u
out-of-State speakers, discussing subjects of general interest.
The morning session will open at 1( i
o’clock and will he devoted to busines!
transactions, reports and the discussion
of reports. In the afternoon, one or twc
formal addresses will be given and thert
will be a round-table for the considera
tion of topics of particular important
to the Maine club women.
It is also planned to give all cnairmer
of committees an opportunity to meel
their committee members and any others
tary of the Commercial Club of Kansas especially interested in their specific lim
City, will tell of the use being made ol of work, for a short conference in ordei
that they may get a better grasp on th<
the Missouri, and W. B. Thompson oi

tures of two sunsets.

a

summer,
favorable for the early

—

Nearly

roop and
the atmosphere

very lortunateiy me
the spring time and the

|

will be watched with

in

confronted for three months.

nesses.

the United States but in European
countries as well, over the free toll pro-

of the rivers and harbors of

mark;

mean

period of a prolonged drouth to suffering
h umanity, to anmial subsistance, and to
• the
growth of vegetation? Much vege-

in

development

sun

and

:

Governor ami Council of the Maine In
sane Hospital in Augusta is Nov. 25th
The hearing will take place in the Coun
cil Chamber.
Atty Gen. Scott Wilso
will be directed to attend the hearing
and to assisL in the examination of wit

In

day

the hundred

d what does the 100 mark

an

1

not only

after

tation will thrive while the thermometer
On the second evening Hon. John Bar i
hovers round tiie hundredth degree when
rett, Director-General of the Pan Araer the earth is
abundantly supplied with
iean Union, will make his first essay inti
moisture, but it will curl and cringe and
the ranks of illustrated lecturers, beinf
d
die if there is no moisture in

and the middle three acute

Washington Whisperings.

Day

week after week the thermometer has
been nearing, and in some places reach-

illustrated lecture bi
Mrs. Agnes Greene Foster of Chicago
on “Some Wondrous Waterways.” Mrs
Foster is not only an authoress of noti
session will be

was

Bishops”, so much imagined in the voyagings of Columbus. It was a leaden
cloud, low stretching on the ocean rim,

will be

absence of moisture the heat of the
has been intense.

General Federation of Woman’s Clubs

The

blushing in purple
and rose behind two great gray wings,
whose outstretched tips touched what
might have passed for “St. Brandon’s
Cloud” or the “Islands of the Seven
eastern horizon

speaker

me

.he ca tie out of the wild mountains—
would sing it on the train in Italy, to the
lisgust of that "Longbeard” who kicked
nis crook out of the car, but could not

the

assuring. In consequence of
prolonged drouth the streams are
low, the land is dry, and for the most
part vegetation is at a standstill. In the

I

through Simplon tunnel and the
1.ember i plain to Milan, would sing his
weir, "ynodle”, that never fails to call

fearing

this

Sarah
Willard Strout
President of the Woman’s Nationa
Rivers and Harbors Congress, will pre
side and also make aa address. Anothei

1

ng

been in the

summer,

far from
of which will be Ladies

ranged for, one
Night. Mrs.

World whose children, so many of them,
of
seem hard-destined by the grim hand
ninenearly
an historic destiny, though

h.u)

y

past

severe

above our heads, but the promise of a
shower, or at least of a general rain, is

_

Cry

i

a

worst, but hoping for the best. Day
after day and week after week the sun
rose and set for the most part in the
presence of a cloudless sky. Today, as
I write, a few white clouds are floating

No better materials in cloth and rubber can be obtained than are used in the
made in all styles and
manufacture of GOODYEAR GLOVE RUBBERS
3izes but only one grade—the BEST.

■

■njwseii

prognostications,

fit

shoe

of

peaks already engaged in the preparation of I
city,
!espair.
I
of the South Americai
mountain. The purple passed. The picturesque story
,vi:l come, verily, it will come, and as of a
of | Republics and what they are doing in thi
smile
The
morning
rose
than
deepened.
vt-rilv I would sooner be peasant
of improving their rivers and har
calm face of God’s ; way
nrince as peasants and princes have in ocean—that great
!
As a fitting climax to the lectun
bors.
nearest expression to man of His InfinWho said
li e a. air. there lived and died.
of Mr. Barret, Mr. Elliott Woods, Super
it
heart
j
Suddenly
leap.
nat ir. Pompeii, down around the spur of ity-made my
intendent of the U. S. Capitol, will shov
said to me, “Spain four hundred years
.■ t: in Vesuvius buried a harlot.
:!,p
the last word in the "movies” of til'
me ;
Let
west.
the
in
rich
worse—the self-devoted,
ago sought gold
It bur;-.
i Panama Canal, the pictures having bed
at
her
richness
jrple rob.' i libertine, who made her a show it to you in celestial
taken under the intimate personal direc
It has taken more than one hun- very doors.” Then the three sharp peaks
arlot.
i tion of Col. Goethals.
burnisher
with
,,r
fifty years to disentomb the of lead became tipped
the deouri.
by. Must w>- say it will take gold. It melted ar.d ran down
Children
clivities to the bases, spread south a
-i- to dig the rot out of our poor, rich
FOR FLETCHER’S
fire of gold through the forest, and north
nuinan
to
street.
tower
from
the
tu
to
traverse
the
face
city,
west,
through
I turn my
CASTO R I A
That great red
miles of blue waves, with a Oh, matchless artistry!
again
THE MAINE INSANE HOSPITAL.
I would come to Europe face peered, then rose right over the
: rue assertion
again, to meet the masses, say three peaks, and changed the ocean’s
again ;
! An Investigation to Begin Nov. 25th.
and try to help them tind a face to a sea of glory, and it was day.
v
a km
The date set for an investigation by th
F.
Phillips.
F.
and
the
limitations
ills
iron
iruerih :
■

man’s

and

to

models.

|

cas-

where groceries and fruits and vegetables are bought and sold, where meats
not

L

the

Not

of

is

hotel

|

not to state dea picture of life

tle and

far from my

|

during
grip of

drouth, the effects of
which are still quite keenly felt and
will yet be for months to come. For
many weary weeks, extending into
months, day after day and night after
night we scanned the heavens for the
promise of a shower; read the weather

HEAVY ARCTICS

j

probably had better do not so
Naples; quite as long but less
wonderful in history, though more beauIn supplement
tiful in natural setting.
of a previous mention, let me state that
late August finds the bay and shores no
less beautiful than then, though the dry
season is culminating, and old Vesuvius
is stid sullenly smoking, with no sign of
sickening of his fumaeeous habit.
more,
much on

no

Southwest

AND OTHER HAPPENINGS*”
Portions of the Southwestern States,
i ncluding some sections of Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas and Missouri 'have,

dry and comfort*

lir of

I have named but
sign post3 of them, and invite the reader
to standard works for details. I can do
Rome.

aspects of

Drouthgof the

The

=r1

SEAS.

OVER

DR. E. H. BOYINGTON
EYE
Twenty-five

SPECIALIST
years

experience

and skill in

fitting glasses enables me to fit any eye thal
glasses will help. Consultation Free.

44 South Main St., WINTERPORT, MAINE
Office Days, Mondays and Tuesdaya.
"Had dyspepsia or indigestion for years.
No appetite, and what I did eat distressed me
terribly. Burdoca Blood Bitters reached the
cause.”—J. H. Walker, Sunbury, Ohio.

Also, a certain lot or parcel of Ian :
in Stockton Springs, in the County
and State of Maine, and described a>
bered 47 on Plan of Land at said
Springs drawn by Brock & Marstonan u
ed with Waldo County Registry of 1
Belfast, Maine, as the “treat lot.” B«
same premises described in deed fron
Shorkley to John B. Murphy, dated l’<
19, 1905, and recorded in book 281. pay
the Waldo County Registry of Deeds
Dated at Belfast, Maine, this 28th
October, A. D. 1913.
FRANK A CUSHMAN, Si

William Lincoln West
Ex-Veterinary Inspector Bureau ol'
ludiistry I

K.

■'*'

Department of Agrini

VETKKINAKIAN:
ALL DISEASES OK IMMA"

TREATS

Hospital, Pharmacy and Office.
SPRING

STREET,
H onpital

>«

Phones—Hospital 69-13.

BELFAST
Closed.

MAI'1

vei

Residence 59^

'The Business
~m) LITTERS

A

YEAR

Farmer^s^Pa&e

Its Best Friends Are Its Oldest Friends.

Wisest Banner
Is

of

Them All."

machine for proare to be
and if one litter in a year is
t
able it would seem reasonable
p
It two litters under conditions that
,f:c favorable should he much more,
U a..t doubly profitable, i’lausible as
proposition appears on its face, it
ar short in common practice.
the rule that pigs farrowed in
II or at the approach of winter
(t.
ir less prosperous tmd growthful
,re
hose horn in the spring, yet nine
in ten this is due to enrlromj
■r
poor uiauagerneut—lack of
table surroundings and a sufHof proper food for tlie mother
as her litter.
u
breeder is without the disposiB
l'a- ilities to protect his pigs
I'.uch an environment he will be
brood

y

sow

a

pigs of which hogs

.a

1,

Let us consider for a

|

1

attempt rearing only spring

■

1
■-

hut if, on the other hand, he
natural aptitude aud liking for
me business and is in it with a
.nnatinn to succeed through havno but
robust breeding stock,
tig it with the requisites which
comfort, suitable food and vlgi
ire for the sow before aud after
wing as well as for iter pigs,
is every encouragement for havi!l litters and every prospect of
being nearly as profitable as
farrov oil in the spring.
am
and water diet, no matter
bnudant. will not develoii a wininto a profitable hog. and the
vho attempts such a feat will
little to show for his corn and
Nesting in large numbers with
of various and larger sizes in
re heaps or similar overheating
is as disastrous as exposure to

1

id.

it

aim must lie to keep the pigs
from the hour of their birth.
nice of tins prosperity cannot be
thnut using tin abundance of sue:
food in variety, given at fret intervals, and if cooked and fed
hat warmed in cold weather its
S'
feet is much enhanced
my scheme for two litters a year
: iportant to manage so the spring
:::• rs shall not come too early while
wither is yet severe and that the
: igs shall come early enough to
a good start in growth and vigor
winter storms begin
Speaking
•■nernl way for the northern half
t
rnited States, from March 15 to
and from S,.pt. 15 to Oct. 15
t
lie the preferable periods.
TV

-itj

r

i

!
■

t

I
j

tiever fto

IA
CASTOR
and
Infants

Kind You Have

K

Children,

Always Bought

of

ure

ary

opportunity

to earn

!
!

I

VMnber issue of Lippincott's
full complement of interestrial from writers who are well
discriminating readers. David
who wrote those famous books,
Treat;,” “An Accidental Honey'd Fasten a Bracelet,” etc., is
hor of the complete noyelette,
.speakable Turks. ltischaracliy delightful humor, yet the plot
enough to demand and hold the
undivided attention. A Southern
a

3

iness methods, find their house
their heads, and they naturally
a strong dislike for the one they
responsible. As it happens,
has met and fallen in love with
There are some exciting hapbefore they finally understand
reciate each other.
Besides the
'te, there are many clever shortchosen for their popular appeal
'can interest.
■

the articles of educational
ihe November Wide World
may be mentioned “The Iceof Norway,” “Through the
Witchcraft,” “Our Trip to the
f Lebanon,” “Across the Con1 “A Wanderer in Sicily."
All
ofuseiy illustrated articles cons well worth the attention
of
ople who are anxious to increase
■wledge. Of the "stories from
which are really far stranger
•re exciting than any fiction, meniit be made of "The Crusader’s
"Twenty Dreadful Days, ”“How
ed the Team,” “The Hunted
.” “Stopping a Runaway En"The ‘Beast-Man,’
and a highrting account of “School Teachihe West.” The illustrations—
from photographs —are unusual
g
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cellently reproduced.
'rand Magazine for

^

November
number of excellent short stosuch writers as J. J. Bell, Hor*
Annesley Vachell. Austin Philips,
“r
nnyson and Frank Savile,besides
‘"ti-r instalment of “Unto Caesar”
An article that will
: "‘lioness Orczy.
r:
the women is by Mary Boazman,
’'
!
j' ct being, “In Which Profession
I leal Lover to be Found?”
Apl
;iy. clergymen should be loved at a
b
c, authors and poets have too
°f the feminine in them to make
1
lovers, while artists are not much
lrrAccording to this writer, sailors
!
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If every farmer would take for bis
rule "Only the best is good
enough for me" farm raised stock
would take a quick jump in quality.
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blow down.

breeding

Upon the parent depends the value of
ail that will be raised from them. The
best is likely to be worth at least twice
as much as the poorest.
Why not
have them all “best?”
Do you raise 100 chickens, about fifty of which are males? Pick out the
best oue of the fifty for the head of
next year's flock and the next best for
I a reserve bird in case of nccident to
the best one. Choose tlie best six old
hens to put with this best male. Be
sure that they lay good eggs, well
j shaped, well colored, strong in shell
and of good size.
Do you know th. t
I Just doing this will insure
you against
one-half of the losses you have had?
j You say that, being on a farm, you
cannot bother to keep your best birds
j separate for breeders.
If it is really too much trouble to pen
|
\ off a small flock of breeders sell off
every bird that Is second best or worse.
Keep nothing but the best next fall,
even if only a few, and next year you
! will see results.
It Is noi feed alone that gives you a
lusty flo< k. It is a matter of shade or
sunshine as the chicks desire It; of
water, fresh and in clean dishes, all the
while. Instead of when you happen to
think of it; of milk or meat or bonemeal to make a good frame, as well as
l of bran and corn meal and oat meal
and cracked corn.
Bran with part middlings is the best
frame maker. Milk and meat or bone
are well worth while if there are not
inserts enough
And sprouted oats,
just dug under deep or plowed under fot
the birds to dig out again, if that is
easiest, is one of the best growing and
laying feeds
What is a cockerel? Any crower less
than a year old. The cockerel should
be not less than ten months old Early
In the season, if mated with yearling
or two-year-old liens, he will give good
fertile eggs when the older bird would
not.
Can you toll a snappy cockerel? His
appetite, his calls to his mates, his
compact luiiid. his size, his strength,
A
his services, all show his quality.
crow headed, long necked, long legged
| listless bird is useless as a breeder,
You can test tlie strength and vigor of
If
a cockerel by stretching his wings.
; he snaps them out of your hands before you can extend them he is full of
! vigor. This is :i first class test.

administration.
The lecture was

story of double identity; time, the
present; scene, New York. It starts out
with the proposition made by a judge
a

m

The Kind You Have
^

income to exceed the figures for 1912.
Enormous sums of money are sent
away from New England daily to Western concerns who have
realized the
merchandising conditions and are giving
the farmers the goods they really want.
“Modern progressive retailers anti department stores in New England do not
seem to understand the wonderful farm
incomes. At small expense they could
build up mail-order departments that
would connect the big stores and the
rural home in mutually profitable relations.
“Retail trade follows the easiest paths
for the huyer. If local dealers cannot
or will not
carry goods the farmer wants,
he will naturally turn his trade to the
stores that do. The only solution of the
question of the so-called “invasion of
New England” by outside concerns is
for the firms at home to sit up and advertise to the farmer.”

|
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Never
or Buffer

can
a

tell when

you’ll

cut, hruise, burn

or

ma.ch
scald.
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Graceful Tunic Effect^

HUMPHREYS

Two and Three Tier Skirts

These remedies are scientifically a
carefully prepared prescriptions; used t.
many years by Dr. Humphreys in his private
practice, and for nearly sixty yeurs by the
people with satisfaction.

Every Mode

FALL
Fric^

only

Fevers, Congestions, Inflammations..25
Worms. Worm Fever. ....25
3 Colic, Crying amt Wakefulness of Infants.25

j

We

j

blisses’

Kidney Disease.
Nervous Debility, Vital

25

|
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Eggs

Are what

you’re aiming
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|

your layers on the job—at
their best.
Do your part—

j
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You will be mighty glad you did 1
when you balance accounts.
|
fhe extra profits show plainly how important it 13 to keep digestion and health perfect
v/ .th this unrivaled regulator and tonic.
25c. pkg. to 25 lb. pa licit $2.50.
Lookout for Roup. It's liable any timenow.
Better make sure it does not come at all,
Use Pratts Roup Remedy— the a*
.ftteed
era.
remedy for roup, colds, catarrh. <*'>■.■
73
Money back if r*c»
Get Pratts 100 parfiLu
i'aok.
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Take Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills and
notice the difference in your condition.
You will he able to eat three good meals

of Not Guilty in the baton Case.

“Not
Plymouth, Mass., Oct. 30.
guilty” was the verdict returned by the
jury today in the case of Mrs. Jennie j
May Eaton, charged with the murder of
her husband, Rear Admiral Joseph Giles ;
Eaton, at their home at Assinippi last
March. The jury reported at 5.10 a, m.,
after considering evidence for eight
hours and three-quarters.
Mrs. Eaton smiled joyfully as she

day without discomfort.

The new blood, which TV. Williams’
Pink Pills make, will restore the stomach to its normal condition, positively
strengthen the digestive organs and increase the flow of digestive fluids.
I>onot put off finding relief a single
dav. (d -t a box of I)r. Williams’ Pink
Pills today and begin treating yourseM.

We Want YOU to Have The

Blended

Republican

Rheumatic

—

know the way—

Doan’s Kidney Pills;
Have proved their worth in
many tests.
Here's Belfast testimony:
B. Robinson, 6 Waldo avenue, Belfast, Me
j says: ‘1 still use Doan’s Kidney Pills wheneve p
In the November Woman’s Home Com
I feel that my kidneys are not
working righl
panion the campaign for “BetterBabies’ and they relieve me in a short time.
We kee] >
is still further carried forward by tin
this remedy in the house all the time. I
gladl, ,
establishment of a special department
verify all I said about Doan’s Kidney Pill
for “Better Babies” in which a series
of articles is to be published containing some years ago, as I consider them the bes 1
practical suggestions to mothers for th< kidney medicine to be had.’’
care of children.
These articles are tc
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 cents. Fob
be contributed by great authorities or
ter- M ilburn Co., Buffalo, N ew
York, sole agent
the subject.
The first in the series is for the Ubited
States.
entitled “The Meaning of Motherhood,’
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take n *
oi

old.

__

Women Students at the U. of M.

The enrollment of women at the Uniof Maine has now passed the 100
mark. This fall, 102 women students
have been enrolled as againt 72 last year.
There are 46 in the Freshman class, compared with 36 in last year s Freshman
class.
Of the 102 women, about 60 pursue the course in home economics, 30 the
course leading to the bachelors of arts
degree, and the remainder are taking

versify

special

courses.

Constipation causes headache, indigestion,
dizziness, drowsiness. For a mild, opening
medicine, uae Doan's Regulet*. 2Sc. a box at
all atorea.

Dr. D. S. Vittel

Announces that he has limited his practice
to

diseases of the

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
AND RtfRACTION.
Office hours—10
7 to 8 p.

a.

m..

m.

to 12 m., 1 to S p.

m

and bv appointment.

CORNER CHURCH AND BRIDGE STREETS
Telephone connection

23tf

Journal
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other.
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weak.
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PtKEECE CONFIDENCE

by Dr. S. Josephine Baker, Director
Child^Hygiene, Department of Health

MAINE.

It is a poor treatment for stomach
trouble that treats the stomach alone.

H. C. HofFses

]

1." ejjts
Each numb-

Back of all your lack of appetite, sourness
of stomach, belching of gas, nausea, pains
after eating, heavine. ami lump-like feeling in the stomach, is had blood. The
food is fermenting in the stomach, only
partly digested, because the stomach is

J

—

neighbors

1.

Uso Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for This
Form of Indigestion.

OUR CLUBBING OFFKRS
The following clubbing offers apply only to vT>civtions paid in advance; ard when payment is made r
should be stated what premium, T any, is desired, lr
is also necessary to say that none of these publications are mailed with I he Journal or from this office.
We have to pay for these piblications one year in

advance, and they

then sent from their respective
offices to our subscribers. Our clubbing offers are
follows for one year’s subscription paid in advance:
are

me journal ana rami ana Home,

I
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Dancing Frock
15 <‘#*nts.

PORTLAND,

NOTICE

Your

recommend^

FESSENDEN NEWS

-—

i

TRY' ONE!

Each Number

SON, AGtNTS,

number of live subjects,
among them, “The Growth of Refrigeration,” “How Big Business Loses, |
“Standard Freight,Cars, and "ConvictBuilt Roads.”
j

purcent

GAS ON THE STOMACH

W Extra^VjMTjl

j

a

15

Asthma, Oppressed.DifflcultBreatbing.2..

Company.

on

when

one

pictortat. RF.VTEW
PATTERNS

_

talks

with

HUMPHREYS* HOMEO. MEDICINE CO., Corn*
William and Ann Streets, Nev/ York.

contributions to the
November issue are: “The New Freedom
for Little Children,” by Mary Heaton
Vorse, in which the author shows how
the Montessori principle of education
may be applied by American mothers;
“The ‘Movies’ and the Theatre,” by
Daniel Frohman, the celebrated theatrical manager; “Thoughts as a Force ir
Daily Life,” by Ralph Waldo Trine
“My Son-in-Law’s Wife,” by a Motherin-Law; “Little Courtesies of Social

|

QUARTERLY
cents

pattern.

Rheumatism, Lumbago.25

Weakness.1.00
Urinary Incontinence, Wetting Bed. 25
gore T hroaf. Quinsy .25
17 La Grippe-Grip.25
Bold by druggistsHcr sent on receipt of price.

I

10

chased

Diarrhea, of Children and Adults......25
Coughs. Colds, Bronchitis. .2*r
Toothache, Faceache, Neuralgia..2.
Headache, Sick Headache, Vertigo.25
Dyspepsia. Indigestion, Weak Stomach.25
Croup. Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis.25
gait It he u in. Eruptions.25
Fever and Ague, Malaria.**'
Piles, Blind or Bleeding, External, Internal "
Catarrh, Influenza, Cold in Head.KWhooping Cough.2.

of the Moment

is Illustrated in the

Medical Book mailed free.

4
7
8
9
10
13
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
27
28
30
34

REVIEW

PATTERNS

Be preElec50c.

for

Always Bought

Signatur e of

Choicest Collection of I lancing Frocks
will be found among

pared. Thousands rely on Dr. Thomas’
tic Oil. Your druggist Bell it. 25c. and

No.
1
2

Bears the

Use For Over 30 Years.

finger

different parts of the State.
The boys wil! have to raise potatoes or |
a designated plot
of ground, and th: i heard the verdict. The moment the fort‘
mal proceedings were ended she put her
award will be based on yield, profit, exwho said he could find his double in New
hands
of
her
on
the
shoulders
of
method
attorneys,
marketing, condition ot
Y’ork City inside of a half hour—his hibit,
William A. Morse and Francis J. Geogan The original of the compound Rheumatic
field at close of season, and the best
double, as regards height, weight, shape ,:
and exclaimed, “These are the greatest ! Oil. The original formula has been puron
“How J Made and Marketed
essay
of the head, color of eyes and hair, his
Cash prizes are offered,
lawyers in Massachusetts.”
chased and the oii is being prepared by the
double in these and all the characteris- My Crops.”
i and later on it is planned to offer such
;
i
tics that can be conveyed by a descripa
as
a'AlIYi .lC.I-.l_/
riAVDC/.ilMLO.
trip to Washington,
tion. In the story, a woman, in order to premiums
Blended Kheumatic Oil
at the U. of M., etc.
j
protect her child, acta on this opinion ex- scholarships
wil
1
The girls
of Unity is a
one-tenth acre ot
Mrs.
Clara
grow
Pillsbury
j
pressed at a dinner party by a judge,
beans and can them under tht
guest in town of her son,E. T. Pillsbury.
and substitutes an innocent man for a string
of a local leader.
Rules of the
WM. 0. POOR &
Mrs. Amos Brann of Palermo is a
murderer under circumstances that make guidance
same nature will be applied to their conguest this week of her daughter, Mrs.
an interesting and thrilling story.
Ray test.
l-.EI.FAST. MAINE.
Edwin Marden.
Stannard Baker writes an article entitled
Prices: 15, 25 and 50 Cents.
Try it.
"The Glory of Panama,” in which he i
Mrs.
Banton
and
son?
Dana
and
Seth
An Apple Grading Machine.
t23
shows how the Big Ditch, dug on honor,
of Freedom have been guests this week
is a fine exan pie of the new idealism in
of their daughter and
sister, Mrs.
The apple grading machine bought s
business.
He commends Uncle Sam’s
Charles Dan forth. —Fairfield Jonrnal.
short time ago by the State Department
work highly and says that as an example
of Agriculture was successfully demonNervous ana Sick Headaches
of efficiency it would be worth all it has
strated recently in the orchard of Harry
cost if it should be totally destroyed at
Torpid liver, constipated bowels and disorBearce of Hebron.
Mr. Bearce is
the time of its opening.
WISH TO ANNOUNCE to my patients and
member of the Indian Head Fruit Grow- dered stomach are the causes of these headthat I will be found at my ofto the
ers’ Association, and many members of aches. Take Dr. King’s New Life Pills, you fice, Roompublic
An especially attractive cover design,
5, Masonic Temple, from 8 a. m. to
association were present. Stats will be surprised how quickly you will get re- 5 p. m., after my enforced vacation on account
321 terse, descriptive
articles and 344 the
vivid illustrations, serve to make the No- Horticulturist A. K. Gardner and his
lief. They stimulate the different organs to of a surgical operation. I have materially
renovated and improved my cffice, installing
vember Popular Mechanics Magazine
assistant, H. P. Sweetser, made goot
do their work properly. No better regulator one of the latest models of the Weber founwith
the
time
one of the best issues of the year.
The
machine, grauing48 barrel:
25c.
and
34tf
invest in tain cuspidors.
for liver and howeis. Take
in 2 1-2 hours. The machine was muct
cover shows two sailor lads landing a
or by mail.
DR. E. S. WEBBER.
big gun along an airial cableway extend- discussed among the farmers and ths a box today. At all druggists
H. E Bucklen & Co Philadelphia or St.Louis
ing from the deck of a battleship to the general opinion was that with clean apples
coast.
The
stimulus of the Panama between 200 to 250 barrels of firsts anc
Canal
Norridgewoek’s Oldest Man.
masterpiece of engineering seconds could be graded per day, by
I achievement, which recently withstood crew of eight men. If the fruit wat
850
barrels
Nature’s severest test, an earthquake- large
per day could be graded
Joseph Smith, Norridgewock’s oldest
CLEANING.
on the spirit of the nations, is
manifestman, observ“d his 90th birthday Oct.
28th and receivec many callers and a
ed by the renewed determination of the
S TEAMPRESSING
An interesting
shower of post cards.
British to tunnel the English Channel.
event of the day was his moving from
This old project, which is attended with
and REPAIRING.
his old home that was built about 100
more complex problems today than ever
and in which he had lived 40
is discussed in all its bearings byJ. BELFAST PEOPLE HAVE GOOD REA
age
years
TO ORDER;
before,
CLOTHES
CUSTOM
j E.
years, to his new home that has been
Murphy. Another important transporSON FOR COMPLETE RELIANCE.
his
built
Mrs.
daughter,
by
I tation project is the transcontinental
recently
Tel. 216-18
At 52 High Street.
Do you know how
Horace Frost. Mr. Smith walks about
Lincoln Highway which will connect the
To find relief from backache;
I Atlantic and Pacific shores of the United
two miles a day and does considerable
To correct distressing urinary ills;
work. He is the oldest member of the
States. A map in the November magazine shows the proposed route.
H. H. i
To assist weak kidneys?
Baptist Church in Somerset County,
having joined it when he was 30 years
Windsor, in his editorials for November,
is

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Parcgoric, Drops ancl Soothing Syrups.
It is pleasant.
It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic substance.
It destroys Worms and allavs FeverConstipation, Wind Colie, till
^
11s.8,
’‘‘.‘‘.'eves
Troubles
and Diarrluea.
Teething
It regulates tin*.
Stomach and Dowels, giving
healthy and natural sleep.
The Children’s Panacea—The .Mother’s Friend.

a

Farmer.”
“In 1912 nine leading crops alone
brought New England farmers $117,643,000,” said he. “This year, in spite of
shortage in some of these crops, better
prices for farm products will enable the

City.
Other splendid

visit to this country.

one

ness

New York

In

of

special series
on
this subject that is to be given
throughout the winter by various advertising men of New England. Mr.
Priest, who was formerly located in Boston, spoke on “How to Reach the Busi-

j

■

some-

well as learn what it means to
winter in tne depth of the
Hid Mr. Otis has portrayed the
a capital manner.
Trouble with
:! eves starts early in the story
have
to
do in prohoys
plenty
n.e property of their employers,
s a chance to show what
they
of. It is a capital story. New
homes Y. Crowell Company.

PA t of the strawberry patch ought
to
renewed every year. The fall is
a good time to do this.
Straw berries
iet out in spring rarely bare fruit that

Sta-

*

0• is (Kaler) is deal, but anhis books ;s out and it will be
y interesting to boys in this vir it deals with a winter
spent
ern
Maine. It is called “Boy
a
Lumber Camp.” The boys
icinity of the Penobscot River
an

i

saw.

ever

tions.

Life, by Christine Terhune Herrick; anc
| “Reducing the Meat Bill,” by a retai
butcher Margaret Deland begins a new
chapters promise a story as interesting j serial story, and other fiction is contriband significant as Mary Antin's. Rihbany,
uted by Mary Heaton Vorse, Quincy
who is the son of a Syrian carpenter, | Germaine, Juliet Wilbor Tompkins, Pawas brought up under conditions almost
tience Bevier Cole rnd Zona Gale.
precisely like those described ill the
Gospels, and the intellectual and spiritual metamorphosis which he has under- AN AGRICULTURAL CONTEST FOF
BOYS AND GIRLS.
gone is even more surprising than the
change in his physical environment. The
other serial in the Atlantic, "Letters of
With a view to interesting the boya Woman
Homesteader," began in Oc- and girls of the State of Maine in agritober and has been pleasantly commendculture, a State-wale contest has jus'
ed. The letters are a human document been announced by the extension departin the real significance of that thread- ment of the University of Maine Co legs
bare term. They were written without of Agriculture, in which the hoys arc
thought of publication by a young widow, girls of the State, especially those in tht
who after going out to daily service in a rural districts, are invited to participate
western city found an opportunity to go
| for attractive prizes. The contests wil
homesteading, with results that every j be in potato raising for the boys anc
reader will enjoy.
string bean canning for the girls, am. ir
order that the contest may be carried or
In the November American Magazine,
with united efforts, a limited number o:
Maravene Thompson begins a new serial |
boys’ and girls’ clubs will be organized ir
story entitled “The Woman’s Law." It j

o-

'ath contains special articles of
-ral interest, sucli as The Comth of Australia (illustrated,) by
J. Neill, which is not only edu1 full of the niost valuable inbut is- charmingly written
:.
of interest.
The illustrations
<me magnificent
views of the
Valiev; Rome, Italy; and inviews cf the Theosophical
•Tigress recently held in Sweden.

n

;
i

The November Atlantic begins with
the autobiography of Abraham Mitrie
Rihbany, who twenty years ago was la
penniless Syrian immigrant, and today
occupies the pulpit made famous by
James Freeman Clarke. These first

News and Notes.

November number of the Th«
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Get Better Themselves.

By C. S. VALENTINE,
Poultry Breeder and Expert,

The strawberry fruits best on new
land or after some other kind of crop.
For instance, a crop of vegetables, like
onions, can be raised and removed before it is time to set out strawberries.
A strawberry bed may be made successfully from the mouth of August to
early October in many regions.
The soil should be well top dressed
witli farm manure, chickenymanure or
commercial fertilizer and thoroughly
turned under.
It is a bad practice to
simply rake the fertilizer into the soil.
For gardens mark off the rows eighteen inches or two feet apart, setting
the plants about six inches from each
other. For field culture make rows from
two and one-half to three feet apart
and set plants twelve indies apaat.
It is a good pian to mark the plants
which bear the most fruit. For transplanting take the runners from tlie
best plants only.
Take up as much
soil as possible with the young plants,
and if the soil Is moist it may be gently pressed around the roots, care being
taken that no soil covers the crown of
the plant.
If the weather is dry or if
plants have been purchased and received without soil on the roots more
care is necessary
Some water should
first be poured into the holes
With
care, under the driest of conditions.
every plant can be made to live.
Fall planting of strawberries requires fall cultivation.
Keep down
weeds.
Neglect will surely mean loss
and perhaps the ruin of the bed. Some
strawy manure put between the rows
will be beneficial.
By winter the
plants need protection. A mulch free
from weed seeds should be used. Clean
straw, marsh hay. coarse strawy mnnitre, leaves or even corn stalks serve
the purpose.
It should be spread an
inch or two deep. Too heavy a mulch
may smother the plants. In spring the
mulch should be raked off and placed
between the rows, only sufficient being
left to keep the berries clean.
The above plan can be run profitably
two seasons. The first season's crop is
small, but the second one is usually
large. By renewing a bed each year
in late summer or early fall mm h
With good
more fruit can be raised.
care and favorable growing conditions
strawberry culture is a money maker
either for home or marketing purposes

"Concerning Cyril
Maude" is an interesting account of the
well-known English actor who is now on
a

i.

not tickle.

they
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MV&MAS.
Experiment

season.

tact, they make Meal
lovers.
Pavlova writes on ‘‘The Fine
Act of Dancing” and Ellen Terry, Hiram
Maxim and Chevalier Ginistrelli describe "The Most
Impressive Sights”
are

-■r

moment their

milk where it is used and the second
that it is very much less work to feed
the corn through tbe siio than to dry
and busk it in tbe old way.
Every
farmer knows if hay or cornstalks are
thoroughly dry they will keep for any
length of time, while if damp they
will mold and spoil
However, if they
are really moist and solidly packed in
a room with tight walls they will keep
fresh and in good condition.
The process is very similar to canWhile there are various
ning fruit
crops which may be put in tbe silo,
everybody is agreed that corn is more
suitable than any other because it is
possible to produce such a great
amount of food on an acre, and it
keeps well and comes out in such fine
condition
There is no crop, unless it
be alfalfa, that Is capable of giving as
great food value per acre as corn.
There are two reasons why every
dairy farmer needs the silo. One is
that tbe cow with a ration of this
juicy, succulent feed in winter will
give more milk with less grain than
If fed drj bay. Another Important rea
son is the great saving of labor.
To shock Corn by band, busk it and
take it to the mill to be ground and
feed the meal with tbe dry fodder will
be double tbe work required to handle
tbe same crop through tbe silo, and
Suctbe results will not be as good.
cessful farming today means the saving of all possible labor and waste,
The round silo is altogether the best
form because it
can
be built more
cheaply than a square silo of tbe same
capacity ami also because it has no
hence
less liability of
corners and
If a tanner has his
spoiled silage
own wood lot or lives in a
locality
close P< lumber supplies be may find it
best to build tbe stave silo, but if he
has gravel and sand within easy haul
ing distance it will be wisest for him
to build of eonerete. as tbe first cost
till lie no more. and. besides, it will

B.

Him Rum His Oim

advantages Every farmer knows that
cows give much more milk on pasture
than on the same grass in hay.
He
knows, too. that fresh cut stalks are
much more readily eaten than the
same stalks after they are dried.
He
has observed that drying makes feeding stuffs less palatable and digestible.
The silo, then, is a method of giving
us fresh, green, juicy feed in winter.
It has two main advantages.
The first is that cows will give more

■

■

By JAMES

,

Breed From Vour Best sod They Will

Time Spent Now Pays Big Profits.

VAN

WAGENEN.
Practical Farmer and Breeder.
Tbe silo has been in use in America
more than thirty years.

By F. E. COBURN,
tary of Agricult ure of Kansas, “The

j

JARED

Could Build

COCKERELS FOR BREEDINQ

BERRY BED

--

By

England Stores, at Small Expense,
Up Business With Farmers.
“Any well organized New England
stores that will make an aggressive campaign of good advertising to our New
England farmers and their wives, and
will follow up the business as closely as
they cultivate charge customers in the
city limits, will surely reap a rich reward,” declared Warren A. Priest of
Springfield to the class in advertising at
Boston University college of business
New

HALL WORK ON THE STRAW-

THE SILO

lil! Harrowing Only Pays the Man Who
Takes the Hog Business Seriously.

MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENTS.

The Journal and Tribune Farmer,
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine,
The Journal and Wcman’s Magazine,
i

The publications included in our
may be sent to different addresses.

clubbing offers

of the Woman’s Magazine have
increase in their subscription price
and a consequent advance in clu bbing rates, and The
Journal and Woman’s Magazine are now $2.2s.
The
advised

publishers

us

of

an

The publishers of McCall’s Magazine have sent us
this notice: “The subscribers may select their free
pattern within 30 days alter the receipt of their first

magazine by making a request on an ordinary postcard, stating that the pattern desired is a free pattern
to which they are emitted.”

Republican Journal Publishing Co.

1

!

j

!

Republican Journal

The

BEl-FASTi THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 6.1913
PI RUSHED EVERY

The

THT

RSDAY BY

Jour. Pub. Co

Republican

For one square, on<
Advertising Terms.
i*>cr jt'r.|rth in column, 25 cents for one weel
nts lor each subsequent insertion.
tr •:
In advance. $2.00
Terms.
..(**) for sis months: 50 cents for thre
fe\r:
months.

After

regular and continuous
a change to deer meat

a

diet

o

is wel

The almost continuous rains last monti 1
bad for harvesting, but filled tb
swan.ps, streams and ponds, which wil 1
the lumbermen and ensure an abun
supply for the factories am 1

dar.t water

It is hard,however, for the farm
whose potatoes have rotted in th ?

mills.

look

to

on

this side of the

after all, is

Farming,

a

good

the

of cattle

weight

on

thi

ther

Wilson

day

mammoth

>

sweet

pototo,

an

Farro of McFarlan, N. C., a 1
old slat r-time darkey.” sent him a ’pos
sum t
go with it. The White Hous
then

3

instructed to bake th

should be

chef

5

in the pan with the ’pot
it may absorb the rich gravy
and if any one thinks that ’possum an ;
’taler, s a dish for darkey's only, the

sweet

policy

to her

Castle North, No 853, K. O. K. A., will hold

potato

sum, tnat

have go: another think con ing.

new

a

first

The

GUARANTEED

Grunt spent a week in
and Bucksport.

in Dover

CHEMICAL
PRESERVATIVES

services

at the

North church will be

as

p.

ARTIFICIAL
COLORING

it

We Invite Your

SOUND

SATISFACTORY
If Grocers and Marketmen do
have them

they

Retail

at our

James H. Howes

not

be obtained

can

Department,

as

well
OAK HILL. i*WHi»viiie.i
Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Holmes

all kinds of Fresh and Pickled

were married the same day, Oct.
Carrie, the older daughter of Mr. Albert Cunningham, was married in Bangor to
Mr. Chancy Harderson of Smyrna Mills, at

daughters

house, which was decorated with evergreens
and lighted by jack-o-lan terns. There Wa*
short program oonsiatirg -f a number ol
the audience was
dialogues and recitations.
favored with a recitation by Eugene Barnes
which was muen a, predated by ah. This wm
followed by refr. shmcQts oi home-made candy

from last year’s crop... At the annual election
of Quantabaeook Lodge, F. & A. M
h- i 1 Nov.
1st, the foil owing officers were elected; O. P.
Jackson, W. M ; F. E. Miller, S. W ; C. K. Simmons, J. W ; L. H. Thomas, treasurer; A. L.
M. ddocks, secretary; A. P. French, S. D ; D. L
Craig, J. D.; John W. Levensellor, S. S.; L. H.
Salisbury, J. S.; James Fuller, tyler. There
will be a | ublic installation of officers Saturday
E. B.
-.d Mrs
evening, Nov. 15th... Mr
Gilchrist and Mrs. Julia Wardwell of Belfast
called on friends in town Sunday... Mrs. Mary
Davis is visiting friends in Be Imont.

15th.

Moi.nat

me.rim
r.-.i

preva:.-

™e

tcld:i.,s

was

issue

u

atmosphei e

six inches

were

ground.

snot,

able

ii

tie paper
an arctic

We have

(

f

perha)

rttry tclore, hut it is seasoi

■

now.

Th<
betw

re
:en

v.

as

be the

to

the death of

lapse of a wee k
Sheriff Scully < f

Cumberland county and the cor.firmatio n
of his successor arid the Portland run
seller counted

on

reaping

that week and the wires

a

harvest i n

were

hot wit h

fast, will conduct the service.

verge of intervention, but our relations
with Euroi ean Powers are such that it
will be difficult to command sympathy or
respect for any eleventh-hour program
which the Washington Government may
be able to agree upon.
So serious is the
situation that even our garrulous ana
peripatetic Secretary of State is for the
moment silent and stationary. Doubtless the President at any rate is now
aware that the loose talk and foolish
commitments of Mr. Bryan are primarily responsible for Great Britain’s assumption of international leadership in
Mexico, which properly belongs to the
United States, but which this Government under the present Administration
has failed to exercise.

orders

for

reckoned without

convention. The Bowdoin alumni dined
at the Penobscot Exchange with covers
Clarence W. Pnjetor, principal
for 100.
of tlie Belfast High School, presided and
There were nc
was elected president.
It was voted to have
formal speeches.
J.
A. Hamlin of
a mid-winter meeting.
will not be qualified. There will be t 0
Old Town, Donald F. Snow and B. L.
the
law.”
chanpe. I will enforce
Bryant of Bangor were made a committee of arrangements.
n
About 70 Bates graduates had an inDuring the Massachusetts campaig
the Re$ ublican Congressional committi -e formal dinner in the First Baptist church
Over 200 attended the reunion
sent out thirty thousand folders to tl e vestry.
and banquet of the Castine State Norma!
Republican voters' of Massachuset s School, held in the Hammond streel
which show, by mears of extracts fro n church tonight.
Principal Albert F.
remarks made in Congress, that the U l- Richardson and most of the faculty were
Thomas Grindle of Blue Hi]
del wood tariff law curtains in its provi s. present.
was elected president; Russell Morgrage
e
of
words
the
use
to
Representath
of Calais, vice president, and Mary L.
ions,
Hastings of Castine, secretary and treasGuernsey of Maine, “deliberate, inte
tior.al and unjust discriminations again it urer. Reunions of the Gorham, Farmington, Aroostook and Castine Northe manufacturing and agricultural i
mal Schools, graduates will be held to,,
terests of the New England States.
morrow

and this set those who were about l o
..
open saloons to thinking. The new she
iff, Kir.g F. Graham, when asked by a
t
Press reporter as to his policy, said:
!t
wi.l be only or.e thing—enforcement,

These are not iong,conventional speeche 9>
but short, snappy extracts, each 01 ie
making a practical point. Senator Week 3,
for instance, shows by a statement rf
Secretary of Commerce Redfield and a
other by Chairman Underwood himss If
that the Democrats do not expect i 0
reduce the cost of living by their tar: ff

bill, which contains so much of menace
the prosperity of Massachusetts, to Mail ie
and to New England generally. August lg
P. Gardner, the Republican candidate f >r
governor, inquires why the Democra ts
put fiEh on the free list and left rice pr
Representative Guernsey
quotes a member from a Southe: n
State who declared on the .floor of tl ie
tected.

Maine

Mr. and Mrs. Robert P. Chase received
post card last Friday from Budapest, tiermtny announcing the safe arrival of thei
friends, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Robinson, wh
h ad made their escape from the most danger
It was the third revo
oua section of Mexico.
lution they had witnessed and the mos !

House “that he was in favor of a tar ff
that would close the cotton mills of Ne w
terrible. Mr. Robinson was a Bangor boy am
England and force them to move to tl ie
He managed to save hi
thi
iy a civil engineer.
cotton fields of the South, where
tools and pack mules.
j.
John
Representative
belonged.”

not

was

was

Rally

Sun-

only

the

high

cost of

living

that

was

taxing pocketbooks but the cost of high living
The speaker urged the common sense
as well.
doctrine of living within one's means, and
meeting just obligations. The address was
both forceful and interesting and was much
enjoyed. Special music by the choir added to
the

pleasure of the evening.

Ayers vSL-

!

Glad to know you have used it. Tell
your friends how it stopped your falling
hair and greatly promoted its growth.

night.

-:Mrs. Charles E. Bicknell, 88 Summer street
while out auto riding with her daughter, Mrs
Blanchard B. Smith, and some children, Iasi
Thursday evening, was thrown from the car
which struck a ditch that had been left unlight
ed on Maverick street, and quite severely injured. She struck the ground on her breast
and sustained injuries that brought on an attacl
of pleurisy. She was quite ill for several days
but is now much better and a complete if not
speedy recovery ia expected. The car wai
driven by a competent and careful chauffeur
in the employ of Mr. Smith, but in the darknew
he could not see the ditch and had no warning
whatever. None of the other members of th<
party were injured.—Rockand Opinion.

well attended. It

were

day and special notices were sent to ali interested and a sp cial service was rendered.The men’s
Forum held its first Sunday meeting of the
season with a good attendance. The Bible and
the Jews were taken up for discussion. Next
Sunday the subject of creation will be discussed,
including the theories of Evolution. All men
are cordially invited.
The first of a series of evening services in
the Universalist church at which Rev. A. A.
Blair, the pastor, will discuss popular books,
was given last Sunday evening, and was well
attended. Mr. Blair will not discuss the books
from a literary standpoint, but take them up
for the lessons they contain—moral, social or
philosophic. Last Sunday evening Irving
Bachellor’s “Keeping Up With Lizzie” was the
subject of Mr. Blair’s able discourse. Following a bright and interesting review of the
story, the lessons it brings home to the
thoughtful reader were brought out. The
fact that to the effort to keep up with Lizzie
was due. in part, the high cost of living was
spoken of, together with the theory that it

But the
si pplies.
Mayor Curtis, who:
Alumni Reunions in Bangor.
once took steps to have the prohibitor y
iaw enforced, and in the municipal corn *
Bangor, Me., Oct. 30. A number of
Oct. 29th a jail gentence of GO days wt
alumni reunions and banquets were held
imposed in a case of unlawful possessioi C tonight in connection with the teachers’
their

Universalist Church last

The services at the

Sunday

Ask Your Doctor.

Albert

..

and Gordon in threshing H. M.
grain turned out 16 bushels in 60 minutes and they were not hurrying eitherMrs. Garry Cunningham fell down stairs recently, cutting her head quite badly but re-

-Thompson

Just received

Light,
For

Wagons.
general purpose wagons.

a new car oi weoer

easy running

safe by

J. A. MCKEEN

TO LET
at

T wo desirable rooms adjoining on first flooi
the corner of Church and Grove streets,
Apply to MRS. ALICE I. THOMBS.
Telephone 121-5.

Wanted.
A horse for his keeping
the winter.
DR. E. SMALL.
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sick headaches.
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winter and be well.

have lost their potatoes and apples t;
freezing.... Leslie Thompson s transportinj
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in
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Friday

on

business-

ach,

and bowels-you suffer from indigestior
need Mi-o-na at once.
Mi-o-na goes to the seat of your trouble am

colon

you

1
quickly and surely ends stomach misery.
builds up and strengthens the stomach wall:
and glands, improves quickly the digestivi
system and assist nature to properly diges

food, thus insuring health for the entiri
system.
Do not suffer another day. Get a fifty cen
Co ^
box of Mi-o-na Tablets at A. A. Howes

potatoes

were

1-—

I

|
|

Folding
Card Table

I

chilled and frozen.

For Card

and Mrs. JeJTerson Neniey of Hampden,
who have been visiting their daughter, Mrs C
M. Conant, returned to thei home Sunday...
Mrs. A. D. Godsoe received news of the seri
ous illness of her brother, Thomas Deane o
Mr.

j

1

Orono,

last

Thursday

and left

immediately

Playing and Other

Games, the Sewing Room.

Study, Lunches. Teas,
Receptions, Etc.

foi

home_Mr. and Mrs. Fred Harden o E
South Monroe visited at the home of R. L
Clements Sunday... .The Misses Gertrude am i
Viola Conant were guests of Mr. and Mrs. F

his

A. Severance

in

Fiampden

This is a strong, serviceable folding table designed to be sold at a popular

price.

last week and at

It is easily operated, requires little
room in storage, (olds compactly, and

tended the Teachers’ Convention in Bangor
Miss Myra Porter, teacher in the White's Cor
ner school, also attended the convention Fri
day.Miss Alice Atwood of the vil
lage was the guest of her sister, Mrs. C
E. Bartlett, last week.Mr. and Mrs
C. H. Libby were guests
Libby’
mother, Mrs. Emily Parsors, inSwanville, Fri
day....Mrs. Fred Bean of Dixmont visited a t
the home of her daughter, Mrs. M. A. Halej
several dayB recently-Mrs. Julia Whit !
spent a few days at the village last week
with relatives-Mrs. C. C. Clements'entertained the Jolly Club of Twelve at her beauti
ful and spacious home Wednesday, Oct. 24th
Nearly all of the club were present beside
Mrs. Clement
several guests and children.
served a delicious dinner.beginning with tomato soup, followed by roast pork, a variety 01
vegetables, and lobster salad, with coffee gela
tine and assorted cake as dessert. The usua i
time was devoted to whist, after which a fim 1
program was presented.
of

Wilson's Honey
cure

any

Horehound

Cough except

and

Consum

Chronic Bronchial Coughs.
A la
for 25c. and money refunded if it
the

Coujh.

For sale

CITY

only

1

at the

DRUG STORE

the

change in weather Friday night and con e
quently they were frost bitten, and apples ant
1

YE6

Its Action is Immediate—SafeEffective.

When you feel nervous, irritable, tired am
dizzy -when you nave headaches, sour st«.m*
heartburn, indigestion and pains in th<

beauty pigs in his sty during the recent
cold snap.... Miss Edith Hobbs of Brooks is
the guest of Miss Gertrude Hogan....Dr. H
L. Trueworthy of Unity visited several patients

above

brought to his brother
Monday, and funeral
Christopher’s,
Dow schoolhousc
services were held at the
Tuesday afternoon, Rev. Michael Andrews ol
Searsport officiating. The interment was ir
the Dow cemetery near his old home place
where he resided for many years before going
to Massachusetts. His daughter and husband
Mr. and Mrs. Milo Curtis of Beachmont, Mass.,
accompanied the remains. His wife and one
child died many years ago, leaving one daughter and two granddaughters to mourn the losi
of a kind father and grandfather. He is alsc
survived by two brothers, Christopher of MonHe was a veterroe, and David of bwanville.
had been in pool
an of the Civil War and
health for several years. His old neighbor!
and friends speak of him with great respecl
and were sorry to learn of his death.... Mrs
Elwyn Dickey and Mrs. Marshall Rand visitec
Mrs. Watson Robertson last Tuesday....Misi
Maud Walker is the guest of her sister MarH. Littlefield for
gory at the home of E.
were

*

mers

7 little

zero

Monday up river on a hunting trip_The L'
A. S. of Monroe held a social at Henry Webber’s last Monday evening-Rev. Eliopoulas
is to sever his connection with the Monroe
I Center church for the winter, at least, for a
i larger pastorate... .The remains of Dennis
Moody, who died Nov. 1st in the Soldiers
Hospital, Chelsea, Mass at the age of 74 years

home

chimney built

his

of

registered only

were

3

dTY

XU-**

boys are after the skunks, regardless
the fearful atmospheric condition tha* f llow;
Miss Hazel Uxton. win
a successful hunt..
is teaching the Montville and Searsmont unior
school, has given good satisfaction arid ha:
been engaged for the winter term-Allei
Goodwin went to Palermo last Sunday to visi
his old neighbors... Eugene Adams is having

Elva Hasty and Helen 1. 1’hilbrick atthe teachers’ convention in Bangor last
week.... Mrs. Lewis P. Philbrick passed sev
eral days recently with friends in Lincolnville.
Mr. Chester Bartlett, who was employed

Monday morning-Mr. and Mrs. C. MSmalley of Belfast and Mr. and Mrs. E. H.
Littlefield of Swanville Center started last

went

1

|

phone

of Burn ban

the

..

! The

J

Center, Stanley Stevenson; Kingdom, E. A
Ramsay ; Goosepecker Ridge, Roberta \\ iggin
Vose, C. H. Vose; McFarland’s Corner, D. B
Plummer; Carter, Neal Whitcomb of Knox
White’s Corner, Addie Palmer.... And now

Th ir

ringing

j

1

)

and tell us your wants.
guaranteed and a square deal u
‘»r

..

presence was made ; in town Saturday_Quite a delegation fron
bells and the blowing this town attended the Hallowe’en ball ir
of horns. The evening was passed with music
the folks
Most of
j Unity Friday night
and games and was greatly enjoyed by allaround here were unprepared for the suddei

the

Libby

the

have a large list of far;.
* *
from $ot»0 to $j\00u.
terested
and want a bargain. \v
|
can sell you within a mile of B,
1
any town in tin county, and it v
i look over <'ur 'ist before buy in;

P. VS Jaquith
from Waterville las'
The schools be
Wednesday and Thursday
gan Monday and teachers have been assignee
by superintendent H. C. McCorison as follows

Harriman.
and family

raspberry I tended

Thursday evening
presented him with a box of cigars. Each one
of the girls presented him with a cob pipe,for
on

L.

:

j W6 price

A.

F.

at

only $4,300.

Newport and Pittsand Mrs. L. W. Howard visitec
relatives in Waldo and Belfast from Friday ti
Sunday... Miss E. M Harriman of Boston
who has been a guest of her brother, E. t

pork

gave

place should Soil quick

j

from visits in

Wednesday

....

I

i

field... Mr.

Nov. 1st, and Mrs. Barden had a fine mess of
dandelion greens Oct. 29th-The L. A. S. of ;
Monroe held a social at the home of Charles
Riley Oct. 28th_Mrs. Thompson Ford and j in Houlton during the summer, is now visiting
Mrs. Charles Small of Swanville were guests his brother, E. L. Bartlett-Mr. Elijah SimpSunday of Mrs. Watson Robertson-Mr. and son has bought two milch cows of Richard C.
Mrs. David Wingate and son of Monroe were Higgins and Arthur Leonard has sold three
guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. P. White last Sun- ; head of cattle to Ed Hunt of Unity_The
continues. Ross C. Higgins found
day_The young people to the number of 18 rush in

and 6 months,

Wagons

a

|

<

Misses

in Monroe

Weber

....Mrs.

SWANVILIE CENTER.

picked

F

to

Cushman of Belfas'
Misses Cassie and Holer
and returned Monday....
Charles H. Luce raised 350 bushels f potatoes
Ricker returnee
on one acre.... Mrs. A. M.

Unity passed Sunday with her father, il. M.
Higgins_Mr. Clyde Cilley of Belfast passed
the week-end in town_Mr. Richard C. Higgins

Robertson

!

storv, !
rheae I

>

and have the best view of
any on the Searsport road; t h
on the short; there is 60 acres v
in \v >od ami pasture;
good level !..•
potatoes and I ly; no r..cks; good
reason for selling ,s that the
pee.
'\e in Massachusetts.
They havi
very K \v, below the assessors’
only 1.- miles from Belfast \

...

Chase’s

Ralph

two calves

Hunt
Church next Sunday
is a good singer, a pleasing speaker, so come
and help in a good cause-Arthur Leonard
and mother are to occupy apart of \N ill Ward’s
house this winter and are nearly settled now.
Mr. E. L. Bartlett, who has been very ill,
is able to resume his duties at the p.stuffiee.

Cunningham, and Mrs. Cunningham very generously treated her neighbors to
venison
.The L A. S. will meet with Mrs.
Mary F. Nickerson this, Thursday, afternoon.
Mr.

J

MONTVILLE.
H. G. Boynton was in Waterville a part <<i
last week....C\ A. Boynton sold three cow:

Saturday... Mrs.
brought out the
Cushman Sunday

a"'re

high

CENTER

and

far,r'barn 40x100

1X v
OH
v

visiting her parents Mr and Mrs. Levi
Seekins ...Mr. A. W. Damm is in Burington
ton is

uTREET,

...

But who:

Bar.gor

business

on

OOCKS FOOT OF MAIN

from

in

were

Oct. 29th—Mrs. Levi Seekins is
convalescing under the care of Dr. Foster
Small_Miss Laura Holmes attended the
State teachers o nvention in Bangor last
week_Mrs. Bertha Burdeen from Thomas-

Salt Water Fish.

tion, spoke in the Methodist church last SunSecretary Bryan was on the stump i ■i ish subjects remain; and if this country day
evening on the work oi the association.
does r.ot protect their lives and property, He
high noon, in the home of her aunt, Mrs. Sam>:c-v .Jersey last week for the Dem<
spoke in Lineolnville in the forenoon and
uel Strickland, with whom she has beer, fur
Britain
riot
assured
that
Great
will
inn
was
i
down
in Northport in the afternoon.
crats, and the President
several years. Hers was a very pretty quiet
Mt hilt rrakirg a speech, in which h e terver.e, regardless of the Monroe docAt the ministers’ meeting held with Rev. C.
home wedding with only the immediate relasaid: "Morall y and not expediency s trine or the request of President Wilson B. Ames at the Unitarian p .rsonage last Sattives present.
Hope, the only daughter of
the thing char must guide us, and w e to keep off. And she will be fully war- urday it was decided to hold the union Thanks- Mrs. E. H. Nickerson of
Portland, had a bril■ranted in so doing; and for the lack of giving service in the Universalist church Sunmust never condone iniquity;’’ thus suj.
liant society wedding at the Congress street
Amerithe
administration
November
w
ith
sermon
Bi,
as
the
evening,
23rd,
day
protection by
by church at 8 p. m. Oct. I5th, when she became
gc sting, by inference, that,
efo:d Journal expresses it. “the polic y can citizens should have an equitable Rev. Walter F. Sturtevant of the Baptist the wife of Mr. Samuel Emery Whitten of
church.
Saco. Both young ladies were born here withof the United States has heretofore bee n claim against this government for their
The services for the week at the First in speaking distance of each other. They MUKK1LL.
property losses.
materialistic, soulless and covetous.”
Mr. F. A. Grey met with a serious accident
Methodist church will be as follows: this, have always been here more or less summers
ii
cuniuuiitcu iiuiii
dsiiiug lull mm
He was leading a
The recent article in The Journal o n in response to a request from this govThursday, everirg, the prayer meeting; Sun- j and have hosts of friends who wish them sue- last Sunday afternoon.
horse to water and the horse jumped and
Fearl Brook Farm has been extensive! s' ernment three European nations, Great day at 10.30, morning worship; Sunday school ) cess, health and haf piness. Mr. and Mrs.
threw Mr. Grey to the ground, breaking his
at
12 nv, Epworth League prayer meeting
Aibert Cunningham attended the Bangor wedcopied, appearing among others papei s Britain, Germany and France, have
Sunday evening at 6,30 p. m.; evening service ding, Hon. and Mrs. A. E. Nickerson the Port- collar-bone near the right shoulder-Mr. G.
in the Bangor News, Bangor Comme:
to
no
new
toward
agreed
adopt
policy
H. Erskine has been quite unwell the past two
at 7.30 p. m.
land one.
Mrs. N. went on from Portland to
Courier-Gazette an d Mexico until the Government of the
cial, Rockland
w’eeks, but seems to be gaining now.... Mrs.
The services at the Baptist church will be as Boston for medical attention. She is having
Maine Farmer. A Belfast business ma n
United States can submit for their conW. Dow and Mr. Ernest Higgins atfollows: Prayer meeting this, Thursday, even- trouble with her eyes and is under the care of George
remarked the other day that it was a sideration a definite plan for the future
tended the teachers’ convention in Bangor last
two
Marian
Lufkin
and
a
service
at
a.
specialist_Mrs.
10.45
ing; morning
m.;
Sunday
wees....The Ladies Aid will meet with Mrs.
treatment of that revolution-torn repubgood advertisement for Mr. M. B. Smitl
Sunday school at 12 o’clock. All who do not children of Quincy, Mass are guests of her
Roy Gurney Friday afternoon, Nov. 7th....
the proprietor: but it is more than thatThe making of such a request is ol attend
lie.
Sunday school at any other church are parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Nickerson
Rev. Wm. Fletcher from Waterville occupied
it is a good advertisement for Belfas
course tantamount to an admission
tljat cordially invited. Christian Endeavor at 6.30 Much sympathy is felt for Mr. and Mrs. E. A. the pulpit here last Sunday and will be here
; Robertson in the loss of
their oldest son,
It makes known the fact that within tl e
the Administration has had no policy, and evening service at 7.30 p. m.
in two weeks.... Mrs. Lottie Murch is
Richard. We remember him as we knew him again
city limits Belfast has farming lai ti and it is a question how long these three
Rev. W7alter F. Sturtevant preaches every
with her daughter, Mrs. Elbert Sawyer, in
schoolroom—as
best—in
the
always
genia’,
equal to that in any part of the work I. great powers will hold their hands, es- Sunday afternoon in the Baptist church at
Augusta, who is very ill with typhoid fever.
obliging and ready to do the tasks assigned
and a single farm that has produced th is
peciallv if their subjects and interests Saturday Cove and also conducts a Friday him
_The good people of this towm made a donaassociates
His
to the best of his ability.
year 4:2,000 bushels of potatoes, to se >" in Mexico should be imperiled.
tion to Mr. Everett Nash and his housekeeper,
Incase evening prayer meeting. A Sunday school
when he worked on the railroad speak in ;he
Mrs. Bray, last week.
He is nearly blind and
intervention should be found necessary has been organized with forty regular attendnothing of other crops.
terms of his ability and trustiness.
Much interest is manifested and mem- highest
both were sick, and every one seemed glad to
it is evident that Great Britain, Germany ants.
work
on
the
who
is
also
at
His
brother,
Ray.
bers from the Belfast Baptist church accomIt may surprise those familiar wil 11
do something to enable them to pass through the
and France would act in unison. The
railroad, was at home for a short tin e but has
winter comfortably.
pany Mr. Sturtevant, who makes the trips in
A goodly sum of money
the up-to-the minute journalism of tl
situation demands a trained and experiE.
returned to Portland-Mrs. W.
Datnm,
his auto.
wras raised, and a large suppiy of groceries and
present day to learn that many yea * enced diplomat,and he is not to be found
who underwent a critical surgical operation in
At old Kind’s Chanpl in Rnstnn tropk-ilnv
vegetables given. Thej w ish to express their
ago the Monday morning newspapers
in the White House or in the State DeBangor, the first of October at Payns Hospital, thanks and
services
are
held
at
noon
appreciation to their friends ai.d
to
which
all
daily,
Richmond, Virginia, and Halifax, Not x partn.ent. The Boston
had so far recovered as to be able to ride down
Transcript says visitors and those without church connections
neighbors for their kindness-in their time of
to
Mrs.
S.
D.
in
Scotia, were printed Saturday night
her
sister’s,
Hampden need... .Several of our
Greeley,
oi the situation:
are especially invited.
There is organ music
good farmers have
avoid work on Sunday. One Saturds
a week ago.
Mr. Daram went to Hampden
As a result of the drifting course ot from 12 to 12 10; then follows a twenty-minacres of potatoes under a thicK frozen crust of
in the late fall happened to be a beaut
Sunday and returned Monday accompanied by earth at this writinir.
the Administration in dealing with the ute service with short address. These
meethis wife.
We are all glad to see her back
ful day, ai d tl > Halifax paper had a Mexican situation, this nation is today
ings are in charge of Unitarian ministers of
local it.-m which read: “We are no v confronted by the gravest crisis in its Boston, anu near by, anc November 21st Rev. again, for she has been greatly missed both so- THORNDIKE
foreign affairs since the war with Spain.
cially and in the home_Mr. Elmer CunningRev. Nathan Hunt will preach at the Center
the sunshine of Indian sun
basking
Not only is the Government on the Adolph Rossbach of Boston, recently of Bel- ham of Caribou sent home a deer to his father,
at 10.30 a. in.
Mr.
met.

Inspection.

SWEET

Flagstaff, where they
spent one week on a hunting trip ...Miss
Lottie Young is in Boston on a business trip.
_Ernest Hea|d is visiting his uncle. Dr.

Rev. C. J. Brown of Bangor, Secretary of
the Maine Methodist Sunday School Associa-

leave Mexico, abandoning their property and business interests, while Britto

DAILY--J

--RECEIVED

SANITARY

as

Monday

returned

D. B. Phelan went to Searsport Tuesday to attend the meeting of the Methodist
Ministerial Association of the Rockland District with the Searsport Methodist church,
Rev. O. C. Barnard. Dastor,
Rev.

Dresses

AND

Simon Hart f om the Herrick and Gale
shop in Rockland was here last week and
cleaned the three marble statues on the Sumner lot in Pine Grove cemetery-Dr. and
Mrs. Benj Keller, Dr. and Mrs. Foss of Rockland, and Mr. and Mrs. Addison McCorrison

the Mexican

Suits, Coats,

FREE FROM ALL

Mr.

present.

of the administration—or the

Miss

home.

meeting at the year in the North visiting relatives
Church next Friday night. It. is hoped that
APPLETON.
every boy belonging to the Castle will be
the

MODELS

on business.
BELFAST, MAINE.
emerged from its swaddling
SEARSMONT.
clothes and won recognition as a fullPROSPECT FERRY
Charles Cunningham passed several days in
Heald, in Thomaston.... Miss Adna Pitman,
Mrs. Oliver Perkins, who had been visiting
ffedged nation; that of affording the proin
this
summer
with
relatives
who spent the
The Epworth League her sister, Mrs. Emma Luke for a few days,
Rockland last week
tection of the flag to American citizens
Rev. Willard L. Pratt, for more than five place, has returned to her home in Stoneham, Hallowe'en
party, Oct. 31st, wa> very enjoy- returned to her home Monday ...Mrs. Emms
wherever they might be. That has long
years pastor of the First Baptist Church,
Mass ...Roy Taylor has returned to West- able and all report a good time... Mrs. Liew- Luke has go: e to Penobsc *. visiting-Harbeen the policy of Great Britain. An Brewer, has tendered his resignation to take
ho has been visiting his
boro, Mass where he has employment in the ellen Hanson is critically ill. She is cared for vard Harding,
indignity or an injury to a British subject effect Nov. 30th. He has been called to the Insane hospital. George Simmons has moved by her daughter. Miss Susie Hanson. Weath- brother,Percy Harding,for the past two weeks
First Baptist Church of Rockland.
in any part of the world brought a
from the house recently bought by James er conditions have been very unfavorable for returned t- his h me in Norwood, Mass., SatThe services at the Universalist Church next Spaulding to the place on Canal street owned harvesting ; otatoes and several growers re- urday.
Mrs. Olive Bowden is vis ing friendi
prompt demand for reparation, backed
in Sandypoir.t ...Emery Bowden has beer
port badly rotting crops-One of our promiup by ships and troops if necessary, and Sunday will lie as follows: Preaching service by Fred L Davidson.
visiting his mother for a few days-Tht
nent farmers reports the apple crop much
Americans in times past have sought at 10.45 in the morning; Sunday School and
men's Forum at noon. No lecture next Sunday, SWANVILLF,
smaller than last year, but with advanced members of the Longfellow School League
protection under the British flag. Now
It so happened that two of Swativiile’s fair
but there will be one the following Sunday.
prices he has realized more money tha;: he did he id a Hallowe'en p .rty at the Ferry schoolPresident Wilson orders ali Americans

when

Fresiden t

some one sent

The

respect President Wilson has reversed
what became the policy of this country

no ex

YY
perse for butchering and dressing.
have r.ut heard of any lowering of th
price of beef or butter to consumers.

Ti.■

to

j

NEW

FINNAN HADDIES

SANDY POINT.
Mrs. Elthea Grant, widow of the late Zenas
B. Grant, who died June 30, 1913. has left her
old home here to live with her son, Clinton
S. Grant, in Brockton, Mass. Mrs. Grant is 78

question. follows: Prayer meeting Thursday at 7.30
at 10.45 a. m.;
That is the President’s own affair, and he p. m.; Morning worship Sunday
school at 12 m.; C. E. Prayer meeting
In one Sunday
is the one to be held responsible.
at 6.30
m.

The cost of the butter is not re
but the beef was bought at les
live

appealed

DEMAND
MclNTIRE’S

Sunday.Mr.

morning service at the First Parish
Church (Unitarian) is held at 10.45 a. m., Sunyears of age, and has been a lifelong resident of
Allen T. Treadway makes the point that
day. The Sunday School meets at 11.45.
Sandypoint, with the exception of the last two
American wages in the silk industry are
The Christian Scientists hold services in
winters, one of which she and her lute husband
ten times what thev are in Japan, while their
hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at spent with their daughter, formerly Mrs. Buck
the protection in the Underwood law is
11 o’clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30 j of
Bucksport. now Mrs. Wilmot Greenleaf of
wholly inadequate against Japanese o’clock, to which all are welcome.
Oak Bluffs, Mass.; the other with their sons, !
1
The services next Sunday at Mason’s Mills El wood S. and Frank H both of Dover, Me.
competition, which is becoming stronger
will be held at 10.30 a. m., followed by the Mrs. Grant was accompanied to Brockton by
every day.
Sunday Bchool, and at Trinity Reformed church her grand-duughter, Gladys Mae Grant, who
With all due respect to William J. at 2.30 p. m., followed by Sunday school.
made the trip to Maine to take her grandmother

lack of one—on

putted,

e

South Attleboro

misfit in his present office.
But he is r.ot to be held responsible for

:re.-se.i beef from Canada have ap
peared ir the Chicago market—all dut;

side of the border, and there is

and

that he is

are

than ti

The Churches.

him to prevent the Democratic slashing
of the jewelry schedule. Representative

and

His many
Charles Whitten is quite sick.
Mrs.
friends hope for a speedy recovery,
Eunice Stephenson of Portland is stopping a
few weeks with her sister, Mrs. E. F. Banton.
...Clarence Gcodrich. who has been working
for Mr. Charles Colby for the past year, has
returned home ...Johnnie Nu.ter beat the
record in potatoes this. year. He raised 59
bushels on 1-S acre of ground.

Get it today in usual liquid
chocolated tablets called Sarsatabs.

The Seaside Spiritualist Society hold regular
Sunday services at their place of meeting on
High street at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m.

Saturday night

ents

builds up the whole system.
form or

primarily

B ryan, and the fullest recognition of his
unquestioned abilities, it must he admitted, and we believe is generally admitted,

pic
dea 1

Argentina

Siberia and

Butter from

are

that the Democratic town committees of

were

ture.

hose interests

growing

North

ground

w

NORTH MONTVILLE.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Whitten are spending
Y. Mrs.
a few weeks with relatives in N.
Delia Bohn is keeping house for them-Mr.
Claude Nutter from Belfast, visited his par-

nervousness,

paleness,

cures

uring suprt m.acy of New England. Representative William S. Greene shows

The Lewiston Sun?

free.

men

County Correspondence.

Sarsaparilla

of cotton, sugar and tobacco,
and who look jealously at the manufact-

We See that Dr. Sun is coming to thi *
country. Any kind of an old sun will b
welcome. —Portland Press.

er

Cures all humors, catarrh and
rheumatism, relieves that tired
feeling, restores the appetite,

the

corned.

help

free -trade country, than in the United
States, a protective country, the British workingman has less than half the
amount of wages wherewith to meet
his bills. Mr. Rogers charges directly
that a drive has been made at the Northern
manufacturing industries by Southern

ph'R]HI«''N

dear meet

Hoods

a

Bu“Manage

CHARLES A. PILSBURY,

Rogers of Massachusetts, upon the authority of William R. Hearst, Samuel
Gompers and the British Board of Trade,
points out that it is clear that though
the cost of living is greater in England,

Mrs.

has heavily braced legs, which are selflocking. either open or closed. The
legs are rubber tipped to prevent noise
or injury to hardwood floors.
This table is refined in design and
be used with good taste in any
part of the house.
can

It is 30 inches square, 27 inches
high, 1 1-4 inches thick and weighs

only

pounds.

10

The

price

is very low.

Wall

! Paper
JUST REcElYl

4500R0!
1914

FOR SALE BY

PRICES:

5c.tol5c.
Its the right paper—right tune
right price and the right plan

70 Main

r

Street.Belfast,

Can't

YOU.

h. e. McDonald,
Maine.

>

Style Wall Paper

buy.

!

!

we

show

them

Yours truly,

Carle & Jones

1

The Belfast Musical Society will hold theiz I
first meeting this fall tomorrow. Friday, even-

The News of Belfast
Miss Minnie French returned from Lake
Moxie last Friday with a 200 pound buck.
$2.25 to Boston on the
-teamers of the Eastern Steamship corporation
■3 now in effect.
The winter

fare of

Allen L. Curtis and Miss Helen M.
Sheldon are both critically ill at their homes
with tuberculosis.
Mrs.

Tuesday issued a proclamadesignating Thursday, November 27th, as
Haines

Gov.
n

Thanksgiving day.
Twenty-five pony votes will be given everyone attending the matinee
at the Colonial
next

heatre

Saturday,

meeting of the fire department last
Tuesday evening the men were presented with
igars by W E. Kotman.
At

a

monthly meeting of the Woman’s Hospital Aid will take place in Room 2, Masonic
Temple, to-morrow, Friday, afternoon.
The

relatives have received word of the
critical illness of Edward M. Partridge, formerly of this city, at his home in Waltham,
Belfast

Mass.

street.

Counterfeit half dollars

circulation
-.n i several have been taken here.
The counterfeit is said to be a very good one but does

ring

not

are

in

true.

E. A. Wilson

was

called to Unity Mon-

lay in consultation with Dr. H. L.
n the case of Mrs. Annie Condon

nerly

>f this

Truworthy
Webb, for-

city.

Winnifred Sanborn, who has been

Miss

rhp nnct

snmmt-r

in tVio U

Pitiirn

Telegraph office, entered the employ
ity National Bank last Monday.
Work of
House

a

was

lady’s

em-

ITnii\n

the

of

renovating and repairing the Opera
begun Tuesday. The old kitchen at

left of the

the

Mr. George Weymouth of Northport, formerly of Morrill, has moved to Belfast, taking
a rent in the A. W. Leonard
house, formerly
the Blodgett house, on Cedar street.

W. A. Winchester, who recently sold his
farm in Waldo, has bought the Walter B,
Dutch house on Elm street and will move
there soon.

Union Suits

The regular monthly meeting of the Waldo
County Veteran Association will be held with
Union Harvest Grange, Center Montville, to-

t- ilk and Woo!

The annual banquet of the Maine Schoolmasters Club was held at the Bangor House
Oct. 29th with 231 present, including Inez M.
Pendleton. Meda M. Dodge, Vera S Pfaff and
Leutner Hatch of Islesboro. John Kendrick
Bangs was the speaker and the Bangor High
School Orchestra furnished music.*

Heavy Weight Cotton
Light Weight Cotton

Crosby, all

I

entrance

rest room, with

will be converted into

toilet, etc.

Rev. and Mrs. Walter F. Sturtevant, Miss
Grace H. H::yes and Edward Benson,left Tues-

day noon in Mr. Sturtevant’s car to attend the
quarterly meeting of the Lincoln Baptist A isolation in 6t. George.
members of A. E. Clark Camp, Sons
f Veterans, are requested to be present next
Monday at the aunnal inspection by Col. E. K.
uld of Rockand. Supper will b? served at
■3
30
'clock in Memorial Hall.
Ail the

j

Long Sleeves
Elbow Sleeves
Short Sleeves

and School Association will meet

the High school room next Monday evening with the special object of making the parents and teachers better acquainted.
Mr. A.
D. Hayes will speak for the teachers and Hon.
R. F. Dunton for the parents and guests. The

Half Low Neck,
Elbow Sleeves

in

be

Victrola will

Dutch Neck Elbow Sleeves

Children's
Underwear

used, and there will be a
All interested

illustrated lecture

“Rome, Ever Old
Miss Cora
Stanwood Cobb of West Newton, Mass., in the
Universalist church tomorrow, Friday .evening.
The illustrations are from slides taken by Miss
Cobb during her sojourn in Rome, and she is
said to be a fascinating speaker. The lecture
An

given

will be

will

under

be

the

on

given by

au

pices

and Crafts and is free to its raeubers.
mission
a

nc

to

...

outsiders,

..ho.

to Castine

In Cotton and Wool

James H.Howes j

Ad-

25 cents.
cuiuui

JuwLuaii

ceam

went

the Decrow launch

Louise last
Saturday and played the local team, losing by
the score of 30 to 12. They were out-classed,
on

hour, but is

now

open from 9

The W. C. T. U will meet tomorrow, Friday,
Mrs. John Collins, Pearl street.
After the business session there will be a
thimble party with readings from book “Two"
by Mrs. Edith Smith Davis.
afternoon with

particularly by heavy players. They will
play the Brooks team next Saturday, weather
permitting. Their iine up is: Cottrell, f. b.:
Johnson, r. h. b.; Jipson, 1. h. b.; Vaughan, r. n.;
son of the late
The marriage of Ervin W
Gannon, 1. n.; Woods, c.; Shute, 1 t.; Norton,
Stillman P. and Margaret P. Wood, formerly of
r. t.; E. Woods, 1. g.; Libby, r.
g.; Ritchie, g. b.
Morrill, and Mildred D daughter of Charles
Mention was made last wee': of the
resignaof Vinaltion of Miss Helen Dunn as superintendent S. and Annie Frothingham Kittridge
haven, will take place Saturday, Nov. 8th.
nurse of the Waldo County General
Hospital,
to take a more advantageous position in AuThe annual meeting of Seaside Chautauqua
gusta. her home city. It hardly need be said Alumni will be held this. Thursday, afternoon
that the hospital management are sorry to at 3 p. m., at the home of Miss Isabel Ginn, 110
lose the valuable services of Miss Dunn, and High street. All graduates of the C L. S. C.
1 ionic
her departure will also be regretted by her aie requested to be present.
supper at

Constipation
dizziness,
medicine,

a. m

to 3 p.

cold

men

were

with

drowsiness
For a mild, opening
Doan’s Regulets. 25c. a box at

Correspondence.

H
jjS

given by Mrs. Kred Coombs
Lena Rose, who attended.
Mr. and

and Miss

were

Tuesday

J. Morison.

I. Keating
Clerk of
the rescript from the Law Court in the case of
the Essex Fertilizer Company of Boston vs.
George O. Dan forth of Freedom, a suit for a
balance jf $50 on account. The motion for a
has received

Courts Geo.

new

tri..

was

sustained and

granted.

The

case

tried in April before Judge W\ C. Philbrook and the verdict was for the defendant.
C. W. Hussey of Waterville and Arthur Ritchie
for plaintiff. John R. Dunton for defendant.
was

School Signals. The regular signals
for no sch >ol is two blasts of the fire alarm,
repeated three times, thus oo-oo-oo. This will
No

sounded at 7.30 a. m. for no school in the
forenoon and at 12 15 p. m. for no afternoon
session. Supt. W. B. Woodbury has thought
t advisable to close the two primary schools
when weather conditions would permit the
members of other grades to attend and the

be

Primary grades
earlier, at 7.15 and 12 o’clock,and if
a.i the schools are to close will be repeated at
„ht usual hour.
will be sounded

alarm for the
Jo minutes

tendance and much interest manifested at the
meeting last Monday evening of the Belfast
Board of Trade. One of the matters discussed
was the placing of the steamer Tremont,
Captain

Barbour,

route down the

Reach, intowns, and James H.
Howes, Ralph D. South', orth, Ben D. Field
and Chas. F. Hammons were made a committee
to contract with Fields S. Pendleton of New
York, who owns the Tremont, for a service
during at least nine months of the year on the
proposed route. A great deal if not all of the
trade on this route is diverted to other places
from lack of facilities for reaching Belfast
The organization of the Waldo County Business Men’s Credit Association was discussed
and a special meeting of the Board called for

cluding

on

seven

a

or

more

Wednesday evening
tion.

There

to

perfect

the

organiza-

second
annual food fair to be held the middle of next
February and the following committee was appointed to have charge of details: Dr. W. L.
West, Ralph D. South worth, Elbridge S. Pitcher. Orrin J. Dickey and Walter J. Clifford.
was

also discussion of the

John Cochran Chapter, D. A.
open meeting last Tuesday even-

The D. A. R.

second annual Bangor Fruit show,

1 he
der

the auspices

of

ihe

Bangor

un-

R., held

an

Chamber of

ing in the High school room, when they were
privileged to invite their friends to see an
interesting collection of pictures of Historic
Places, shown by the balopticon owned by the
High school and which was operated by Prin.
■ellies and pickles. Among the Waldo county
C. W. Proctor. The views were arranged by
exhibitors will be A. L. Biaisdell and Everett Miss
Amy E. Stoddard, who made interesting
N. Bartlett of West Winterport, large apple comments and
explanations of them. There
growers; Mrs. Jeanette S. Rogers and Harry
was a wide range of views, including many
W. Littlefield of Biooks. apples,and Miss A. L.
colonial houses, with both exterior and interior
Clapp of Winterport, jellies and preserves views. As the chapter has studied colonial

Commerce, will >pen at City Hall, this, Thursday, evening and continue through Friday and
Saturday afternoons and evenings.
There
will be a fine collection of apples, preserves,

Prises of

$10 to $50 will be awarded.

Only about a dozen members of the Waldo
County Fair Association were present at the
annual meeting last Friday afternoon. The
meeting was called td order by President
Hayford and after the reading of the records of
the last

meeting

the treasurer submitted his

annual

report,which was accepted. It shows a
deficit of $300 for the present year. The deficit in 1911 was $1,50C and in 1912, $800. The
total indebtedness is now $3,311, most of which

by a mortgage on the property.
general discussion of plans for taking
care of the indebtedness the
meeting adjourned
without action, and without
electing officers
for the coming year.
is

secured

After

a

history largely since

its formation in 1908, the
pictures selected had a bearing upon that period, and so were of special interest to the
members. There was a very good attendance
of members and their friends. The regular
chapter meeting followed, and was held at the
Arts and Crafts room.
The regent, Mrs.
Frank H. Mayo, was in the chair, and among
the other business, the chapter extended an
invitation to Mrs. Herbert L. Seekins, whose
papers were filed. Ice cream was served at
the close of the business meeting. Mrs. Julia
G. McKeen and Miss Lucy A. Cochran were
the hostesses for the pleasant gathering.

Advertisements. If you want the
finest stocking, the neatest socks, and every
pair guaranteed to wear for six months or new
hose free, you should go to The Dinsmore
New

Store and

buy Holeproof. They

have them for

and children, in the new colors
and grades from $1.50 to $3 a box-“While
there is life there's soap” as the man said who
was saved from a wreck by
being washed
ashore with a cake* of soap. There are all
men,

women

kinds of soap, but

Live and Boiled

Lobsters,
Mackerel
Butterfish
Finnan Haddies

Haddock

Oysters

and

Olams

City Fish Market
E, f. BRAMHALL & CO.
Tel. 214

none

better for the money

than the soap advertised this week by the Old
Corner Drug Store.... Mclntire’s finnan haddies, fresh from the water and cured in this
| city without chemical preservatives or artificial coloring, are sanitary, sound, sweet and
satisfactory. If you do not find them in the
markets they can be obtained at the retail department of the Frenchboro Fisheries Co. at
the foot of Main street-The Regal dull
leather boot is the latest style for wear with

Dunton and Carleton Doak.

Women's Alliance of the First Parish
will hold the first meeting
of the season at the home of Mrs. Albert C.
Burgess, Church street, this, Thursday, afterThe meeting will open promptly at 3
noon.
o’clock. Mrs. Alva Roy Scott of Bangor will
speak on “The Abundant Life Through Service." All the women of the parish are cordially invited to be present and become members of the Alliance.
The

(Unitarian) church

Greatest Feature Ever

in

Belfast,

ihe

world’s masterpiece in photo drama, and the
greatest feature ever produced, Quo Vadis in
eight reels, will be presented at the Colonial
Theater the last three days of next week
This is the s? me feature which had a tremendous success at the Astor theater. New York,
Four thousand
and Tremont Temple, Boston.
peop e were employed in staging this gigantic

production
scenes,

three

of

costing

acts

an

five

hundred

$150,000. The sale of reopen \\ ednesday morning.

over

will

served
Nov. 12th,at 9 o’clock at the box orfice. —Advt.
seats

A Democratic

Conference.

A

m

eetir g of

Democratic county and town committees,
interested members f the party,
was held at the Court House last Saturday and
State committeeman
was largely attended.
Eben F. Littlefield called the meet ng to order
and called upon S. A. Parker to p-eside. On
taking the chair Mr. Parker stated the object |
of the meet.ng, which was to advance the interests ot the party in this city and county by
further perfecting its organization. After remarks along this line by others Kingsbury B.

the

with other

of Augusta, who was present as the representative of the State committee, spoke at
some length on the needs of the party, which
included a party organ and unselfish men who
would work for their party, not for selfish
ends but for devotion to the cause. He would
read no man out of the party, nor would he
coax one back who had read himself our..
In
closing he said that Waldo county is one >f the
best organized counties in the State. After
further discussion as to the need of a
party
organ in Waldo county the matter was referred

Piper

to the

county committee and the chairmen of
the town committees, and when they are
ready
to

report a practical arrangement another
meeting will be called to take action on it.
Ensign Otis of the Rockland Opinion was
present to learn the conditions with a view to
making a proposition,and Frank I. Wilson represented the Water ville Sentinel.
Mozart Qoncert Company. The Entertainment Course of The Redpath Lyceum
Bureau will give its first number Tuesday
evening, November 11th. Tnis will be an
entertainment by The Mozart Concert Company. The press comments from other towns
The

where this

company has entertained are very
complimentary to the company, and we feel
sure that Belfast is
to have an evening of
in

pleasure
listening to this entertainment.
The tickets for the full course are now on
sale, and are to be obtained from O. E. Frost,
Charles E. Rhoades, Clyde Holmes and Eton B.
Lilchrest. The price for the full course, adult
ticket,is $2.00. This year the managers of this

costumes, and is also to be had in
King and Russet calf at The Dinsmore Store,
authorized Regal agents-James H. Howes,
Odd Fellows’ block, is receiving daily new
j
models in suits, coats and dresses and invites j
inspection. He also has underwear to meet
all needs—union suits in silk, wool and cotton; :
flleeced, bleached and cream, in high and low
neck, long and short sleeves, and children’s
underwear in cotton and wool-A single
furnished room and a double room suitable for

course are

bed room and sitting room to let. Apply to
For. scalW. B. Woodbury, 108 High street
lops, live and boiled lobsters, finnan haddies,
oysters and ciams, go to the City Fish Market, E. F. Bram hall & Co-Annual meeting
of the WaKo Trust Co. at their banking rooms
at 10 a. m„ Nov. 18th... Wanted, a horse foi

making a saving on rent of at least $200. The
seating capacity of the church is not more
than 300, therefore it will be necessary for you
to obtain tickets early, because no tickets will
be sold beyond the seating capacity of the
building. Further notice in the way of posters,
circulars, etc., will be distributed within the
next few days.

smart street

...

his keep during the winter.

making a radical departure in offering full course tickets to the pupils of our
schools, irrespective of age, at $1.00. This
consists of five numbers, two of them
being lectures, and the other three along the
musical line. All of them are high class, and
altogether it is an expensive course of entertainments. The only way that the promoters
are able to provide such a course as this at the
price which the tickets are to be sold is due to
the fact that it is given in a church,
thereby

course

man

Mr.

steamers.
from

Church,

the

visits

this

Boston who

extend thanks to all who contributed

Daniel

Superintendfollowing
Schools to Superintendent W. B. Wood-

ent of

pupils in
generally:

of interest to those who have

High school and to our citizens
My dear Mr. Woodbury: I have read with
interest the inspectory report for the High
school of yt-ur city. I am pleased with the

efforts which are being made to increase the
efficiency of the school. The work in general
1 am
is of a grade that is wholly creditable.
much interested to note the expenditures you
have recently made for library and lantern. I
think these additions to the equipment will
materially assist the teachers in their work.
I cannot feel but that the work of the school
is in a large d, gree seriously handicapped by
the very inadequate housing accummouations
Not oniy is the building po-.rly aoapted lor
secondary sciiool work as it is now developed
t ut 1 feel that the health and safety of the
children is at stake and in a large measure under the present conditions. 1 am aware that
the matter of a new building is receiving verycareful and favorable consideration by the
citizens of Belfast. I cannot refrain from
urging that action he taken at the earliest
possible opportunity looking toward a provision for a new building which will adequately
a growing school and add
serve the needs ot
You
.n very great measure to its efficiency.
are free to command my services in any manfeel
that
1
can
be
of
assistance
ner in which you
to jou.
Very truly yours,
Payson Smith.

The Woman’s Alliance. The program for
winter ot the Woman’s Alliance of the
First Parish (Unitarian) church, has been arranged and that for this week is given in
another column. The remainder of the program is as follows: Nov. 18, address, Dr.
Edwin D. Starbuck, Boston; Dec. 4, Current
Events, Rev. Charles B. Ames; A Personal
Trip to the Petrified Forest, Mrs. Thomas B.

the
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uaviug

some

corn weatner

=

g Locke’sA

3

1
fn
y
j-j

hard one, all

a

toes

are

an

up

being shipped
from this

depot

this

berland Mountains, Mrs. Edward R. Pierce;
Jan. 2, Current Events, Mrs. James C. Durham; Notes of a Winter in the Bahamas, Mrs. !
J. W. Frederick; Jan. 15, Religious Intelligence, j
Mrs. Albert C.Burgess; Sidney Lanier and Selections from his Poetry, Rev. Charles B. Ames;
Jan. 29, Current Events, Miss Mel vena V.
Parker; Musicale, Mrs. E. S. Pitcher, Mrs.
Ralph H. Howres, Miss Charlotte W. Colburn; j
Feb, 12, Religious Intelligence, Mrs. James H. 1
Howes; The Walker Art Gallery, Mrs. Eugene I
L. Stevens; Feb. 26th, Current Events, Mrs.
Bancroft H. Conant; A. Short Story of a Great
River, Mrs. George R. Williamson; March 12,

Religious Intelligence, Mrs. William B. Swan;
Birds and Bird Protection, Mrs. Frank R.
Woodcock; March 25, Annual Business Meeting; Current Events. Mrs. Arthur Ritchie;
Along tire James River in Colonial Days, Mrs.
Elmer Sherman; Apr. 9, Religious Intelligence
Mrs. William Randall; The Writings ofStephen
Phillips, Miss Marian Hazeltine.
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Girls Wanted
AT THE

con-

THOMPSON MF6. GO.

of

amount

Several

season.

thousand cords of wood and the products from
a

portable

mill

recently placed

the horse-

on

back in Clinton will be shipped from here, beside the usual shipments.. .0. B. McKechnit
has

bought

lumber and

a

wood lot

m—i—

|I

ihe

near

took her young daughter Evelyn to the children’s hospiiai in Portland last week, where
she is

to

be left for treatment of

a

condition of the face and neck caused

badly

burned last

spring-A

REMOV AL.
W. M.

bad

very

Will

by being

Farmer’s Insti-

well

on

dairy

the

and

was a very

teresting and instructive speaker.

Department

brook of the

of

Thayer, The Jeweler,

now

be found in the South

Store in the Colonial Tiieatre Block

held at this village Oct. 27th was fairly
attended. Dinner was served by Burnham Grange. Mr. J.H. McSparrow of Pennsyl-

tute

vania talked

rwivio. /f

■

>

Power Station and will soon put a crew on cutting and yarding before deep snow.... Mrs.
I ercy Dunlap and two children and a relative,
Mrs. Johnson, of Orr’s Island, are visiting her
sister, Mrs. Cljde Allen_Mrs. W. H. Hunt

in-

Col. Pftil-

Agriculture,

who

|

had the meeting in charge, gave some interesting statistics about destructive insects.
Prof. Simmons from

the

University

of

Maine,

instructed in regard to grass culture.

Mrs. Fred

Vose of Fort Fairfield

Kinney’s

last week...

Joseph

was

1

at H. E.

Roy Call,

and

Chas Sherman and Chester Elwell have gone
to Lake Onawa for a week’s hunting-Mrs.
Nellie Shaw attended the Teacher’s Convention in Bangor....Florice Foster has gone to
York to visit at Prof E. S. Foster’s. Mrs. W.
G. Foster has returned home after visits in
New

Hampshire

and

the

western

Maine-The first in the series of
tertainments

will be

given

part of

course en-

Nov. 26th...

Mr.

Mrs. G. J. Mudgett spent Sunday at M. W.
Monroe’s in Troy... Miss Nellie Morse is at
home from a visit with her moth. r and sister
in Litchfield... E. P. Sullivan and family are
to spend the winter at the Sullivan ho estead
He is slowly gaining in
with Miss Maria.
and

health, his friends will be glad to learn....
Donald Libby, young son of H. I. Libby, who
has been critically iil, is now rapidly recovering. Don pi yed he
which didn’t

was a

horse and ate grass

digest.

1

A BRONCHIAL COUGH

|

is wearing and dangerous because the inflamed,
mucus-filled tubes interfere with breathing and the
fresh air passes through that unhealthy tissue.

S

display

District Watch Inspector for M.

and pota-

larg»

a

large

window

Ciocks-Banjo. Black Wood, Mahogany
and Marble. Kitchen Clocks. -Big Ben
Repeaters and Small Alarm Clocks.
-KEEP IN TOUCH WITH THE NEW THINGS_
We invite your inspection. Positively no trouble to show goods.

this station at

from

present, with prospects for

shipping

hay

a

—

in tms

right, everything

amount of

FIVE LINE OF

LJ

county. It came to us rather
suddenly and found many potatoes in barns
and box cars at the station, with the result
that some are frost bitten, but all are dug
from the ground.
We think the year 1913 will
pass for

We have

|

Jewelry Store

CLOCKS-.

—

3

H. J. LOCKE & SON.

of the

sidered... Quite

October 1st to December 25th.
the Holiday goods are arriving and its never too
early
to plan lor Christmas at

|[

jj

,0

FROM

ip

BURNHAM.
»»e

-V

so

Many
questions were asked and answered and altoit
was a day v.’ell spent by those who
gether
attended and are interested in agriculture....
Mrs. Maude Plummer, Traveling SuperintendDinsmore; Dec. 18, Religious Intelligence, er.t for the Girl’s Home in Hallowell, called on
Mrs. Harry Clark; Industrial woik in the Cum- her old friends, the McKechnies, recently....

;

m

“NEW GOODS DAILY—

Searsmont.

letter from the State

jj

ffl

=^i'->I|0||C^===30CZ

Jamestown,

corner

ji

5SI

e
buying new hose
buy Holeproof: Ask us to
y,Y
gr.,der. $1.50 to $3 00 a box.

S

ing was passed in social chat anu a good time
in general.... Mrs. Abide Cross returned this
week from visits in Boston and

port.

|

*/U

and various

very

week.

writer, who has been a passenger on all the
boats named and was on the wharf in Belfast
when the Daniel Webster tirst arrived at this

a

new
new ccolors
Ur-

I
8S

genWebster, which
erously-Burton Gray left Monday for Proscame on the Portland route April 21, 1853, was
to
visit
his
Mr.
and
pect
Mrs.
grandparents,
chartered by the government in November
A. K. Gray.... Miss Lucy Brown is visiting in
1861, but her later history is unknown to the

the

m

CHILDREN^

too, of
everv'week fortl|wdar?)r'K't""’y tn,n<
I”'’*’ an,J *' exPen8e
«ht to

show you the
e

copy they wish to
it to this office,

steamer, the

is

(di,
M

appearance.

a

Old-Time

bury

fit ami fine

from

esting meeting at the Heal schoolhouse Sunday, Nov. 2nd....Leo Crooker and wife of
Belfast were guests of relatives
8unday_
The supper given under the auspices of the
Woman’s Alliance Tuesday evening, Oct. 28th
There Mere a number of at the home oi Mrs. Avis Frohock, was worthy
obtaining a copy.
disappointed applicants for the volume adver- of special mention. A most enjoyable even-

other

people buy
style, perfect

for their

WH MEN WOMCCT AND

m

dispose of
and will send
with#the price at
which it may be sold, we can no*doubt dispose
of it, and there will be no charge by us.
We
simply wish to accommodate those desirous of

travelling

_-i_L_l__££a

most

lioleproornosieru

jj"'
JL

R. I ...Mr. and Mrs. Percy Drake of Boston
city every week, spoke the other night of are guests cf his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Adelwith
an older brother
driving to Bristol, R. 1..
bert Drake ...A pleasant social event of last
a id seeing the departure of the First Rhode
week was a variety and shower
party at the
Island regiment, Col. Sprague, on the steamer
home of Mr. and Mrs. V. A. W'ooobridge in
6 p. m.
many friends in social and professional circles
Governor to take part in the Civil War. The
honor of Mr. and Mrs. Burleigh Ordw.y, who
It is also with regret that Miss Dunn leaves
The next meeting of Seaside Chautauqua Governor ran on what was known os the inleft Nov. 1st to begin housekeeping i*: SearsBelfast and the associations she has formed
Circle will be with Mrs. F. H. Mayo, No. 39 side route from this city to Portland in 1856,
Tuesday evening Mr. F. G. Spinney opened
niont.
Mr. and Mrs. Ordway were the
here. The Kennebec Journal says:
recipim advanced class in the new dances, which inNorth port Avenue, Monday afternoon, No- and for several years later, and in 1860 ran to
ents of many pretty and useful gifts,
Miss Dunn is the daughter of Edward P.
including
is
extended
invitation
cludes many of the married people. General
uember 10th. A cordial
Boston direct. She was a sidewheeler, with a
a
letter
carrier in this city. She was
Dunn,
linen, glass, silver, agateware, etc. The party
to all w ho are interested and would like to bedancing will follow the class each night. There educated in the public schools here,
big walking beam showing amidship, and was was conducted
being a
by Mrs. Effie Gray and Mrs.
will be a series .>f six beginning next Tuesday graduate ol Cony High school.
Her tine, un- come C. L. S. C.’s.
one of the many coastwise steamers of her
Annie Lermond. Card playing and games of
usual business ability was recently commendclass that went into the government service
night.
ed by the officials of the hospital from which
A special meeting of the Law’ Library Assovarious kinds were in order, after which the
at the beginning of the Civil War. The GovThe Travellers Club will meet with Miss she has just resigned. Miss Dunn is very weil ciation was called Tuesday afternoon to act on
tables were spread and a delightful picnic
supin
a
off
known
in
this
ernor
was
abandoned
Hatteras;
gale
city, having many friends here, the matter of exchanging several volumes of
Elizabeth A. Kelley Tuesday, Nov. 11th. ProFruit and cigars were served
per was served.
who will be glad to welcome her back again.
in
and the T. F. Secor, which, beginning
1846,
Mrs.
A.
A.
Amritear
ReSmall;
for
several
of
the
State
the
by
host and hostess. The party broke up
gram: Paper,
She will take up the district nurse work here, the Reporters
by
ran on various routes, including this port, was
at a late hour, all pronouncing it the best time
reading, "Village Life," by Mrs. R. F. Dunton; in the tight against the white plague.
ports. The committee in charge of the exoff Cnarieston, S.
while employed
burned
Mrs.
Edward
John R.
of the season. Mr. and Mrs. Ordway wish to
reading, "Modes of Travel," by
Board of Trade. There was a good at- change is Judge George E. Johnson,
by the government as a despatch boat. An-

The Ladies’ Sewing Circle of the North
Church ’.sill meet with Mrs. W. H. Hall, Congress street, Wednesday, Nov. 12, at 2.3" p. m,
Flans are being made for a social to be held at
•.he church Tuesday evening, Nov. 18th.
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Belfast-The Hallowe'en ball at the grange
was a succe.-s, and a most
pleasant time
was enjoyed
by all who attended_Percy
Cross is at home from Boston for a brief visit.
-Adelbert Hall has moved his family to
Warren, Maine, where he has employment....
Rev. Mr. Brown of Bangor held a
inter-

The first volume of Williamson’s History of
Belfast offered for sale last week through The
Journal was sold (by telephone) a few hours
after the paper was issued.
If any of our

tised last

H

hail

a’intpr spfs in

readers have

Yet

Holeproof

I

..

B. F. Heald leave the last of the week
for an extended visit in
Dedham, Mass.
Mrs.

LINCOLN VI1LEMiss Mabelle Peavey returned

111

It any pairs fail, send
them back and the manufacturers will gladly and
promptly send you new
pairs in exchange. Even
the gauzy, summer
weights
are guaranteed-

held

Augusta

definite,
printed guarantee,
for
each
coupon
pair.

Three pairs of silk Holeproof for men and women
are guaranteed to wear
three
months without a
hole.

reports that were listened to with much interest of the State Sunday school convention
ill

a

Holeproof

hole.

...

at

H

Six pairs of cotton HoleProof for men, women and
children are guaranteed to
wear six months without a

ISLESBORO.
Mrs. Artha Warren left last week for M
attapan, Mass., where she will spend the winter.
....The many triends of
Capt. and Mrs. Jason
Greenlaw are glad to know
they are settled in
the Drexel cottage again for the
winter
The members of the Rose class
of Willing
Workers were entertained at the home of their
teacher. Mrs. Julia Rose, CLt. 31st....At the
regular session of the Sunday school.~ov. 2nd,

work preparatory to rebuilding the Kotman
cottage on the North Shore, Northport. I
stood on a stone foundation and that was repaired and raised six inches and made ready
f
the sills last week.
Mr. Fred V. Cottrell
v. ill be the builder and will be assisted
by Jos.
G. Patterson, and that means th t the workmanship will be of the best The work will be
rushed to get the building boarded and roofed
hpfurp

box of
contains a

EVERY

NORTH

m.

The finest stockings—the
neatest socks
^
And every pair guaranteed to wear tor six
months or new hose
free.

headache, indigestion

causes

County

readers

were

1
§

use

all stores.

will regret that this
Many
week we print the last of Mr. Franklin F.
Phillip’s notes of European travel, which have
been appearing from week to week under the
caption of "Over Seas.” Mr. Phillips is a
keen observer and a graceful writer, and we
hope to hear from him again.
our

Before the ashes

Vests and Drawers

of the Arts

Unity.

On and after Nov. 17th the Waldo Trust Co.
and City National Bank will close at 3 instead
of 4 p m. The Belfast Savings bank has been
closing at 3 p. m. for some time. When it
closed at 4 p. m. it was closed during the noon
of

short miscellaneous program.
are invited to attend.

Yet Ever New"

of

William A. Clark has returned from a huntto Lake Moxie, but without big game.
He reports game in that vicinity scarce, but
hunters numerous.
On the trip home on the
Somerset R. R. he counted 12 rifles and onlysix deer.

In the following combinations

LENGTH

yacht baam among boats of reThis vet ran isn’t so
very depass for about 30
c™Elt’
with a fresh coat of
paint if it wasn't for her
archaic model. AlfredJonson owns the
Polly
having brought her from Dighton not long
ago. Somebody may go yachting in the little
two-sticker or use her for a houseboat. She
18
probably out oi the coasting trade for
keeps.—Boston Sunday Herald.
Miss Frances Sanborn, toll
operator in the
local telephone
exchange, left last Saturday
for Boston and
vicinity, where she will spend
her two weeks’ vacation. On her
return Miss
Stella Durgin,local and toll
operator, will have
a vacation,
visiting her sister, Mrs. N L. Louden Page in
Beverly, Mass. Miss Gertrude
Raleigh who has been on a two weeks’ vacation resumed her duties in the
exchange Monday after a visit in Boston.
vintage.

■**> *nd might

ing trip

and
Cream

I

at
cent

day, Thursday.
The game arrivals at Bangor, Oct. 3rd included one deer each for Abner Thompson,
Henry Foster, Charles C. Fowler and E. J.

Fleeced

Hall, Henry Holt, A. Robertson, Harry E
Robinson, C. L. Whitcomb.
The Home

j

Heavy Weight All Wool
Light Weight All Wool

Bleached

Advertised Letters. The following letters
remained unclaimed in the Belfast post office
for the week ending Nov. 4th.
Ladies—Mrs
Oscar Allenwood, Miss Nellie C. Parker, Mrs.
W. F. Stoekbridge, Mrs. Rachel Willis. Gentlemen—Frank P. Ashley, Sam Elwell, Frank

'“"tary-old schooner Polly is wintering
th« Baker

ness.

To Meet All Needs

Prof. W. S. Wight of Bethel, a vocal music
teacher of State reputation, will come to Belfast the middle of November and give a free
concert with local talent and later organize a
singing school.

new'

Savings Bank has had its name
n bronze letters placed on the granite over
he entrance.
Mr. A. S. Heal placed the letters ir: position.
The Belfast

Dr.

at 7

L.

The Guild of the North Congregational
cnurch will be entertained next Monday evenng at 6 o’clock by Miss Grace H. Hall, Congress

Underwear

30,to make arrangements for the opera
to be given in January.

ing

5

____

Mason ft Hall have bought of the Charlei
Baker estate the storehouse at the rear ol
their Main street store, for use in their busi-

Probably no other remedy affords such prompt
and permanent relief as Scott’s Emulsion; it
checks the cough, heals the linings of the throat
and bronchial tubes and strengthens the lungs to
avert tuberculosis. This point cannot be emphasized too strongly—that Scott’s Emulsion has
been suppressing bronchitis for forty years and
will help you>
Be careful to avoid substitutes and insist on SCOTT'S.

_AT ANY DRUG STORE.13-77

FESSENDEN NEWS

CO.,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
ANNUAL MEETING OF THE

Waldo Trust

Company.

□
annual meeting of the stockholders of
Waldo Trust Co. of Belfast, Maine,
be
held at their banking rooms in Belf. jt
will
on Tuesday, November 18, 1913, at 10 a. m.. fm
the purpose of revising the by-laws, elect ng
a board of trustees, and transacting such other
business as may legally come before them
W. R. BLODGETT, Sec’y.
2w45

THEthe
! J

House to Let
107 Waldo Avenue.

Pent reasonable.
Inquire on
tf44
the premises.
When

baby

suffers with

eczema or some

itch-

A
trouble, use Doan’s Ointment.
little of it goes a long way and it is safe for
children, t 0 a box at all stores.

ing

skin

Belfast tor Half

Annals of

Century.

ForColds,SoreThroat,
Croup. For Aches,
Fains and Wounds,

BY AN OLD SETTLER

(Hon. Wm. G. Crosby,)

This year opened with three feet of
snow on the ground, the travelling sc
heavy that our mails were two and three

harbor

Boston harbor

city;

far down

was

and

Light,

the

as

home and be ready for
both internal and external ills.

of

IN USE 103 YEARS

frozen up as
a canal was

25c and 50c

through the ice seven miles in length
Our
to enable steamers to go to sea.
frozen that sleighs
own harbor was so
between lslesborough and the
The ice extended

main.

far

as

as

Owl

w

hich time, it

were

islands,

came

off

w as

s

said, foxes,

numerous

very

the

on

We

the main.

to

were

brought in contact with open water on
the 27th of March by cutting a canal
through the ice as far out as the MonuFor the first time in this locality the
up
amusement of riding on “ioe-b ats,
and down our river, was introduced. The

ice-embargo

this Port was

on

and of such duration that,

so

effectual

according to
5th of April,

on the
then at the least ten thousand cords of wood and bark piled on the
wharves at the village and at the Point,

estimate made

an

there

Kuss’s.now City Point, awaiting shipment. The river aDOve the upblockper Bridge was, even on that day,
It was predicted at the
aded by ice.
time that “the young men ol our village

then called

by ice again.’’
fulfilled; for the

of

purchase
appropriation was made as
stated in a previous chapter, arrived
It was built by
here early in January.
an

Tnere
the

purchase

at

was

printed

was

on

ac-

convey

delegates

trip, in
Whig

to the

Augusta, and the

steamer Frank took her

place; very much
certain people then

the annoyance of
styl'd I.oco Focos, who
to

bursting only by giving

were

saved from

vent to

their in-

published by
professed to be
Democracy, sup-

brig of about. 200 tons, named the
Maria Spear, from the yard of Master
cratic candidates, State and national, Rolerson, on the 28th of September,
Mr. A. H. Park, a nephew of the late
but opposed the local nominations of its j
1 Capt. Andrew W. Park of this town, who
of
The
it
was
suspublication
party.
died in September 1867, aged eighty-one,
pended before it reached the close of
a man blind from his birth, delivered a
its second year.
was a

and

a

course

practical printer

of lectures

the month of

but had been

engaged in trade for some
He was of nervous
years in this place.
temperament, honest in his corvictions,
by nature antagonistic to all chicanery
and demagogism, and not the man for
the place which by the force ot circum-

was

one

at

May

of the last

the Court House in

Astronomy!
topics on \';hicn

on

It
it

supposed that a blind man
could discourse intelligently; yet his lectures were very interesting and evinced
He
that he was master of his subject.
is now living in Massachusetts engaged
stances he was called for a while to fill.
After he left this place he was joint pub- in the business of milk-farming.
In the same month Mr. B. S. Foster,
lisher, 1846-7, with Mr. John Porter, of
the Limerock Gazette,

Gazette,
land.

at East

now

now

He afterwards went to

but returned to

Rockland,

would be

the Rockland

Thomaston,

Rock-

California,

where he died

m isoi.

On

the morning of

Sunday,

tne

10th

of March, the first fire of the season occurred.
It broke out in the second story
of a brick block on Main street, owned

by

the late Rufus B.

Allyne, Esq.,

which

covered the site of the stores now occupied by Albert C. Burgess, A. B. Matthews

and
floor

John

B.

Wadlin.

three stores;

On

the

1

ground
pied by the late Benjamin Hazeltine, another by our fellow citizen A. N. Noyes; !
the other

were

was

unoccupied.

one occu-

One of the

by

on

Mr.

thereafter known for many years
The old Anti-maOdd Fellow’s JHall.
value to him and then set the building on sonic feeling against “secret societies”
fire. He had formerly been employed by had not become entirely extinct, and on
Mr. A. as man-of-all-work about his house the 27th of December the Rev. Richard
and premises. He asserted that he had Woodhul), of Thomaston, delivered a
lecture at the Baptist Meeting-house in
an accomplice who came with him from
entrance to it he took from his office
such articles as he thought might be of

an

j

will include the amount of water power
available in the national forests in the
West and in the new national forest in

three brothers and their sister, gave two
<T L

1 IJf

DrtlliC

schooner

deck load of cattle and hay, was capsized at sea about the 13'li of September. The wreck was fallen in with about
the 20th, and her supercargo and crew
T hey had been on the
were taken off.
a

wreck seven days w ithout water or provisions, with the exception of a few raw

day after the schooncapsized, Capt. Durham, who

potatoes. The next
was

er

forests.

piuvv

Borneo of Beverly,
of this place, MasS.
Durham
George
a
ter, bound hence to Bermuda with
hold full ot lumber and provisions and
The

how the association educates the people
and the school children to the importance of the protection and use of the
Another model will
rainfall.

with earth, is covered with miniature
trees and moss.
On the other half the
earth
storm

Stephen Mutch,

The only
a few years since.
of the crew was Mr. Anson E.
Durham, whose brother was Master of
the schooner. Any one desirous of in,ther

one

terviewing Mr. D.

can

do

so

by calling

map of the
will also he

PEACH BLOSSOM CAKE
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i
t
>

]

s

1

j

1
-i
?
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|
i

1

a

tions.

It

and

ever swum

Among

in the sea.

our

townsmen,

prominent

in

seen.

natural resources

This

the first

was

constructed for the now

Washington

It will now be

for the tirst time

since the White House Conference.

A
of

cough
the

Consumptive Cough.

that bothers you

was

as

■

\

warns

is

one

of

con-

sumption. Dr. King’s New Discovery stops tire
cough, loosens the chest, banisiies lever and
lets you sleep peacefully. The first dose cheoks
Mrs.
the symptoms and gives prompt relief.
Merlz, of Gien Ellyn, Iowa, writes: “Dr.
King’s New Discovery cured a stubborn cough
after six weeks' doctoring failed to help.’’

poiuted
ceased.

and

$1.00.

u

coughs, colds,
Money back if it

for

All

druggists
G

r>.

for you.
throat and

same

or

fails.

Best

lung

Price 10c.

by mail.

nkj.H.i.l,:.

—

or

—

Doctors Use This tor Eczema

Dr. Holmes, the well known skin speDr. Evans. Ex-Commissioner of Health,
that the
relation be- cialist writes: “I am convinced
says: “There is almost no
D.D.D. Prescription ig|as much a specinc
tween skin diseases and the blood." The
l
malaria,
for
as
eczema
for
quinine
akin must be cured through the skin.
been prescribing the D.D.D. remedy
The germs must bo washed out, and so have
itch
the
take
away
salves have long ago been found worth- for years.” It will
The most advanced physicians of the instant you apply it.
less.
this country are now agreed on this, and
In fact, we are so sure of what D.D.D.
are prescribing a wash of wintergreen,
will do for you that we will be glad
thymol and other ingredients for eczema to let you have a $1 bottle on our guarand all other skin diseases. This com- antee that it will cost you nothing unpound Is known as D.D.D. Prescription less you find that it does the work.

for Eczema.

4

Wm. O. Poor & Son, Druggists.
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Allowed

MAXWKM.. wi.lnv
,l,.|:n I,.'
late *>1 Frank! 'it. m
id < omit;,
:
a p -titioii
Waldo, deceased, having !*i
praying that William W < lark oi Ftauktort nia\
be appointed administrator ot ih<- c-datt* of said
deceased.
noiieeio
Ordered. '11.at the said petilioiiei
all persi us inieivsted by ran*5 me * copy *>t tins
wilier to be published tlila*«* week' su* eessiveiy ;
.ii The lb-publican Journal.
m-wsp per pun
lisheti at lb Hast, tliat tin y :m.
app.-a r at a 1’; ooale Cour', ;•* be held at lleii'a^t. wit bin and lor
I Nov.-iaie-r, a. I).
said County, on the 1 1th >bi\
1 '313. at leu ot t he cloek
..
*.
show
cause, if any toey have, win the j
..,ei <>I said
petitioner shoul*: not b■■
.1 a >■ E> 1,1 P tiY, Judge.
A true copy, Attest:
AlSTHl Ji \v. I.1M*>AJ:I>, le g.ster
•*

a Probate Court held at He.last, uithiii and
for the Comity of Waldo. <>u the 14th day of
October, a. h'. 11)13.
I? 11A NK
CUSHMAN of p.eitasr, adtninisx
trator ol the estate ot benjamin W Knowlteii, !;:t* of Voutville. in said
unity ot Waldo,
At

Ordered. That notice thereof he given, thro*
weeks successively, in
l he Kepuhliean .1«*urn:ii.
■
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County. thai ail persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to he held at Belfast, on tie- 9th
I day
of December next, and show cause it any

*1.ased, having presented

they have, why the said account should not In
JAMES BIB BY, Judge.
copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

BDO SS.— in Court ot Prohate, held at el
Vi fast, on lie 9th day of Sci»tember, 1913.
Miller J. Riel.aidson, executor ot the estate of
Sarah A. Richardson.late of Troy.in said County,
deceased, having present'd his final account ot
administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Pro
bate Court, to beheld at Belfast, on the 14th day
of October next, and, show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed
JAMES 1.1BBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur \V. Leonard. Register.

\\J A

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of V. aldo, on the second Tuesday of October, A. 1). 1913.

a

pel;:ion praying

license to sell at private >.i!r eeiiam real
-late, deseribed in said petition, snouted in
M
ille. Me
o ui'ti d, I bat tlie said
petitioner g v »• notice to
;il! persons interested by causing a copy of tins
oidei to i..- published three works successively
Tut* ifepubliean Journal, a newspaper pub;.
lished at Peltast, that they may appeal al a Prohale Court, to be held at m*Hast, within and for
said Countyon the 1 lth day of November, A. 1>.
11)13, ai ten oi the clock before noon, ami slioiv
cause, if any they Imvi. why the prayer oi said
piHi loner should not be granted.
James LIBbY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
AltTHl it W. I Ko.NAUi*. Kegister.

;

Probate Court, held at heitast. witoin and
for the County o' Waldo, ou the 14th day of
A. 1>. 1013.

At;i

HON F
PAKKEK, administrator of the
estate of Catherine Mayo, late of Monroe.
| in said Count\ ot W alilo, deceased, having presented a petition praying that the Ju-ige ot Pro-

MY

bate may determine who are entitled
balance of the estate of said deceased,

1
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Leonard, Register.

it,
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.f AMJ-> l.l i;i
copy. An. -:
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l.DO ss. 1 (. in ,.i pilast, .hi the 14H. 1 lay
n.
.1
■loliu K. hunt. n. ;i> 1 iin.i
with ih<- will annexed. »n ;.-d.it
M. Palters.m late 01 lit*• t d. 1
1.,
deceased, litmus presented hi.ai :
account <4 administration of said .-si
■

UA

a

>

|

lice.

f
Otoe-red, That in.lie.
pweeks successively, in l ie- Ih-piih
1 -t,
a newspaper piihhde-o ir !■••
Mial a: persons inti tvdia; may HP. no
hate
Poult to l> held ..1 1 It id.
d.
llay of NoVellthi 1 he\t e
they I; -.e, why the said
allowe...
.1 A V.KS 1.1 l)PiV. Ji:.
A true copy. Attest:
A m ill j: W. 1 a -x
1:
•-

j
>

1
1

>

\1TA1 ho ss.

in (

M,, 1

r .4

>V !
.'I14 111
He
i'iizroy Ke,ley, executoi
1'

\

! 1.0

I

e,
..!
<*e|
u
-illi--!.--

-a
k<
111
\\ inn 1-..,
y
a
ile-'.'.i'c:. havi'e: pi
tc-i 1.
itdimnisti atiMfi of
tidj d;.!-Ordered, 11 it 1 :ic- tla 1 *»: ...
weeks .successively, in lie PcpiihHc a I
:i
a in vvSpain 1 puidi-h d in laty. hi,it all p. -••it' int<
Prohate otirt, to he h.-:d a;
so. .■:• »
lay of November next, and 1 -w -a
they have, v 1 y the
bt allowed.
.1A M PS PI HP. Y .1
A true copy.
vtt.d
Ain 1* 1 1: \\ I.i-.ii.wj; 1 >. I..
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i
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1
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1
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A l.ho SS.It. • .-ill 1 of IT"!
t'
-t
fast, on lie 14th dav
iidlitin:s| 1 ,iinr on t
11 if he 1 M. hoi
1
‘'-•a 1 -p.
>1 (if.il d- K. M'-i ill, late
He.; 1.:fount v. deeeasco. having pt.
And fin; 1 account ol admmi.sii
tate for allowance.
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Ordered. That notice the -of he _:vweeks successively 111 ! !:•• P.-ponm-aii
4 newspaper publish* d 1 Hep id ;n
that all persons mteiest.'d may hi
hate P’ourt, to he held at Pei? d >n in.>f Novi-mhei next, and show .-am. 4
have, why the d-iut account should m
lowed.
.1 A .MI S l.l Hit V,
A true copy.
Attest:

.1
?

■

j

;i

October.

same distributed accordingiy.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
certain instrument, purporting to be the last !
ot this
will and testament and codicil "1 Curtis E. I all person* interested by causing a copy
three weeks successively
Mitchell, late of Unity, in said County of Waldo, order to be published
a
in
Tlit
.Journal,
newspaper'publishRepublican
deceased, having been presented for probate.
ed at Bellast. that they may appear at a Probate
Oi deled, That notice be given to all persons inCourt, to be lend at Belfast, within and tor said
terested by causing a copy of this order to be
County, onthe ll thday of November,a.D. 1913,
published three weeks successively in The Re- at ten ot the clock before noon, and show,
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they cause, it any they have, why t te prayer id said
j may appear at a » rebate Court, to be held at petitioner should not be granted.
Bel last, within and for said County, on the secJaaiKS LIBBY. Judge,
ond Tuesday of November next, at ten of the
A true copy. Attest:
clock before noon, aud show cause, if any they
a u nit it v\
i.konahp. Register.
have, why the same should not he proved, approved and allowed.
I he .*iibscrib4 DM I NIST R A I nil’s NOTICE
JAMES 1JBP.Y, Judge.
er hereby
give* notice il.ai he h:.* been
A tine copy. Attest:
administrator ol the e.-iate of
;
appointed
duly
j
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
BRADFORD J’. GARDNER, late of Belfast,
LDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel- ! in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
All persons ha\mg de1913.
bonds
as the law directs.
of
the
14th
October,
day
|
fast, on
mands again*! he estate of said deceased are deHarriet E.’Nickerson,'.executrix of the last will ot
sired to pre.st ni ihe same tor settlement, and ail
Annie Nichols, late of Searsport, in said County.
I
to make paydeceased, having presented her first and final indebted thereto are lequested
j
meat immediately.
account of administration of slid estate for al1
E B. GARDNER.
I.I.SU
lowance.
Belfast, Octohei 14. 1913.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a
ICE. The subscribe! here
newspaper published in Belfast, in said Com ty.
EXECUTRIX'S NO'i
that all persons interested may attend at a Proby gives notice that *he lias been duly apbate Court, to be helu at Belfast, on the llth day
the
last will and *e*taol
pointed executrix
of November next, ami show cause, if any they
nient of
have,why the said account should not be allowed
ALANSON G. CASW Khh, late of Searstiiout,
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
in the County of \N a Ido. d« ceased. All persons
Attest:
A true copy.
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
having demand* against the estate ol said deceaseu are cesired i«> present the same lor settlei
ment, and all indebtco theietoare rtquesteTi to
II? ALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, field at Kelmake payment nninediateiN
li
last, on the 14tli day of October, 11)13. |
JKNME F. CAM WELL.
Cora M. Webster, guardian on the estate of
8eaismont. October 14, 19i3.
Goldie M. Patterson of Belfast, in said county,
having presented her first and ItuaK account ot
The
subscriber
NOTICE.
guardianship for allowance.
hereby gives notice that she lias l»e u duly
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three 1 appointed executlix ot the hist will and testaweeks successively, in The Republican Journal, ment of
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
LIKHEUS C. CUMMINGS, late of Prospect,
that all persons interested may attend at a ProAll |*erson<i
lu tile County of Waldo, deceased.
bate Court, to be iieid at Belfast, ou the 11th day
having demands against the estate ot said deot November next, and show cause, if any they
io pie*cLt the same lor setdesired
are
ceased
should
alnot
be
have, why the said account
tlement, and ail indebted ihereto are lequested
lowed.
to make payment Immediately.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.

A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W.
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lota

•

allow ed.
A true

:m
«»!

ot

ance.

Have,

'->

!

!<.
pl.AHA
Maxwell,

IvM

\

i,

newspa^ei published iu i.«•!i
tli.it a .i ] el NOUS interested III’.
bale ( ourt to be lie id at

\J

e!
ll'Al.l»u ss.—in conn oi Probate, lieuf at
m
ist.
on the 14iii day oi October, l‘J13.
Cora K. Vose. administratrix on the estate ot
Charlie .1 Vose. late of 1\iion. in said * ounty. deceased, having present'll her thud and It mu a**-

;

J

ai

a

lov.

Oidtied,
petitioner give notice to
all pel sons mtei o>too by musing a copy of ilnei del I .t be published three Weeks s'ovessively
in The Kepubiie.'
Journal, a m v.-p.ipei publisited it Belfast. that they may apia*n»Pro
el last, w it inn a-oi lot
bate « mi t. to be lie id a
said Ci iinty, on the 11 Hi day of November, a. I*
15*13, at ten of the clock nefore noon, and show
cause.it any they have, w by the player oi saui
petitioner should not be gianted
JA v> KS LIBBY. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
AHT11I H W. I.KON A HI*. Leglslci

ot

hdered, that notice |
week.' successively, in Tl

>

that the said

adnuaistialion

I

.•

He ia»t. v ;lm
At a 1’rob te Court .heal
for the County ot Waldo, ou the 1-Uli day
1
!•
A.
1).
October.
13.

ot

owanee.

at J-' llast, tSrat they may app ai at a Pioh.de
Court, to h«* held at i.ellast. wit 111 ;• ami t'oi sae!
County,on the 11 Hi day ot Nov. mb r. A.I>. 11)13,
at ten oi tin* clock before jiooij, allii show eauso,
if any lb« y have, why the prayer oi -aid pet.tom
er sllouk. Hot Im grant* d.
.1 A M E
I 11 t■ V, Judge.
A true copy. Attest
Airmen W l.iu>naim*. Uegister.

v..:;>t, within and
on the 14tli day oi

admlnislruioi

A. F.

will do the

account

Til Eli IN K A.SWKKN KY. widow of Patrick

C Ml II

continually

danger signals which

it

>dovv -f
-ii.ai d
15a.
-t. in s:u.! • utility of Waldo, deeeased, liaviic: pre-ente t a pet
tion praying that Harry It. Bings <>. >.• irspoi't.
Maine, may l«- appointed admiuistrnt<• of t',**
estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy -d cuold'-l to be published 111;'*•«• Wt fks Slice.-S- v**|y i||

a

tion movement started.

A

A RK 1’ i. PC I.T>K!• N, u
A. m rdeen, lat** of i’ro.sp*

Probate
O:deled. That the said petiti. r.ergive notice U
:• 11 pel sin
interested by causing a copy of tins
order to be published, tluec weeks successively
in 1 be id-publican Journal, a
ewspapei pub'
Imbed at Belfast, that they may appeal at a Probate Com i. t<. be belli at Bellas!, within and tor
on
tile
ot
11th
said County,
November, a. I)
day
15*13, al .eii of tiie clock la-imc noon, ami show
cause, if any they have, w hy the prayer of said
petitioner should not 1*-grant' d.
JAM LB 1.IBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
A in m n \V. Licnaj.T), Register.

The artificial rain

historic White House Conference of Governors in 1908. at which the conservashown in

a Probate Court held at in ilast, within :uv
tor the C« tintv *»f Waido, on the 14111 dav -i
a
I) 1913.

Octobei,
Ha ARC

I

UT

A*

tax m Ihe S' ate ot Maine, the pel son- interested
m the succession thereto, and the amount ot the
tax thereon, may be determined by tin* .Judge ot

At a Pi-bate Court hem at
for the County oi Waldo,
October, a l>. 15113.

A IDO SS —11( ( ,,l;, f ,,f ;•
,Je, I
on
the 14th da\ or net,
IVniatn W. Dean, admin t
on
d Israel Dean,
te of J.
hi s.i
leceased, having presented lus hist

<

p n
Bweeney, late of Winterport. in said
plainly the way in 'j
* ounty of W aldo, deceased, having presenied
r
Morgan !>.• :.pground is washed away, peiuioii praying thaT oiJohn
the estate ot -aid

country’s

was

JAMKS 1.1 BUY. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
VitTHCK W. 1.1 *N \UI), R* glster.

KELLY, executor of the last w ill ot
of U interport. in said
deceased, having presented a
Comity ot
the
that
aema!
praying
market value ot
petition
san'. property, subject to a coliatei al inheritance

:

5

i.

:i

Ki nk W. Keliy. late
IjM’lZKOY
Waldo,

out

map ever made by the Government and
has attracted attention at many exposi-

City Fish Market, corner of Main
Washington streets, where the
Try it, as
angler with a silver hook, or one baited medicine
with scrip, can catch as nice a fish as
troubles.
at the

left bare.

brings

which the bare

who was cook,

died here

is

while ground covered with trees holds
its place. The famous White House

honey,
here.

present a realistic
model, filled

One half of the

aur business circles, who died this year
FREE SUGAR.
were Bailey Pierce, Esq., who came here
from Frankfort, was for a while landIt Will Profit the Refiners.
lord of the Eagle Hotel, afterwards
durIt is generally admitted that when
Clerk of the Courts of this county
list in 1916, as it
firm in that faith which is “the subof Governor sugar goes on the free
administration
first
the
ing
will under the new Tariff law, the growstance of things hoped for,” re-opened
in
trade,
Kent, and afterwards engaged
ing of cane sugar in Louisiana will come
on
bath-rooms
Merrill's wharf. who died
the
April 3d aged fifty six; Captain to an end. It is also believed that some
in this
There is no evidence on the ValuationWilliam Barnes, for many years a ship- of the beet sugar manufacturers
country will suffer from free competition
book that he derived any income from
master afterwards in trade here, who
with raw and finished sugar from abroad.
the enterprise.
died April 23d aged forty-nine; Norman But the refiners of the cane sugar—the
Mr. Daniel Ring became landlord of
of
this
E. Roberts, Deputy Collector
largest of which is the American Sugar
obtain their raw
the Phoenix House the same month, and
Port at the time of his death, which Refining Company—who
material largely from other countries,
in December following Mr. John Hussey
died
who
from
held
1S41,
office he had
the change
seem likely to lose nothing by
became landlord of the public house at
December 7th aged thirty-six, and Sam- in tariff; in fact, there is a possibility
misforthe foot of Main street, then called the
uel Jackson, cr.e of the earliest inn- that they may profit from the
Farmers House, afterwards the Farmers
holders in the village, who died Decem- tunes of the beet sugar companies.
As raw sugar will be admitted free,
fcer 201 h aged sixty-six.
iiiii.
will
The annals of this year will be contin- the large refiners in this country
On the 29th of the month one John S. j
have a greater margin through which to
ued in cur next chanter.
Trafton, about twenty-five years of age,
reduce prices on refined sugar, if it is
meet the
was found by some boys who were play- j
necessary to do so in order to
Eutter from Argentina and Siberia.
competition of sugar which is refined
ing in the woods about half a mile from j
abroad. The result of these conditions
Chicago, Oct.28. The first bntte'r ever
the village suspended from the branch of j
fhe American Sugar Refinin the local market from Siteria may be that
received
a tree with a rope around his neck. From
produced
j and Aigentina made its appearance today ing Company, which last year
38.5 per cent of the sugar manufactured
the appearance of the body, and various
7E0 pounds from Siberia and 56 pounds
raw
sugar
will, when
from the Argentine. The importation in this country,
circumstances, it was inferred that he
free liBt, turn out more than
with a chance of profit w as made possible goes on the
had been hanging there for several days.
total.
50 per cent of the
by the new tariff law.
A Lodge of “Odd Fellows,” called the
Passagassawaukeag Lodge, was insti-

the second floor was occupied
Allyne as a law-office; the others
The roof
as workshops and storerooms.
of nearly the whole building was burned,
but the fire was extinguished before it
reached the ground floor.
Suspicion
pointed out a young man, John Greene,
tuted here on the 29th of June, and the
as the incendiary; he was arrested and
subsequently convicted and sentenced to following officers were elected: David
He ad- W. Lothrop, N. G., Samuel G. Thurlow,
the State Prison for five years.
mitted his guilt and stated that his ob- V. G., Ansel Lothrop, S., and George R.
The meetings of the
ject in entering the building was to rob Lancaster, T.
Mr. Allyne’s safe; that failing to obtain Lodge were held in Phoenix Hall which
rooms

styled Negro
concerts ar Wasnington Hail; and later
still the Baker Family, consisting of

in the columns of The Journal. ;
with all on board were lashed to 'he foreThe Portland was again on the route in
mast, unlashed himself and in the atthe fall of the year but suspended her
tempt to go aft was swept from the deck
trips on the 18th of December.
and lost. The late Edmund Wilson of
A schooner of about 90 tons burthen,
this
place was supercargo. Messrs.
named the Squirrel, built by Mr. William
Lucius Stephenson and Chandler MaTilden, was launched on the 11th of April,
two of the crew, are still living

the organ of the true
ported tie regularly nominated Demo-

Mr. Richardson

Notwithstanding the political turmoil
of this year there came a time when
music, other than campaign songs,
found an audience. Early in the season

lignation

the firsl

and
It

t.0

State Convention in

a

Lewis Riehardsor.

taken olT the route for one

June,

As its title
crat made its appearance.
indicated, it was of Democratic procliv-

ities; it

she could come

as

through the season, connected with the
Eastern Railroad at Portland; the fare
from this place to Boston was $3.50. She

pre-

newspaper called the Peoples Advocate and Independent Demonumber of

as near

The Charter Oak followed her before the
close of the month and continued to run

died out.

day of March

in

count of the ice; she reached our wharves,
for the first time, on the second of April.

payment of any tax assessed for the payWiser counsels ] rement of its cost.
vailed, however, and the feeing of hosthe first

highways,

Portland, who made her appearance
Saturday Cove on the 19th of March;

it was

ing held by the residents in that section,
to 'esist th<
a resolution was adopted

On

for

corner

of Fierce’s Block.

the Southern Appalachian region.
labor, $4000. A vote was passed by a
One of the most interesting exhibits
very large majority to instruct the Select- ! the Bath Quartette Club gave a concert
will be that of the Western Forestry
men not to e-rant licenses for the sale of i
“Conat the Court House; still later the
Conservation Association, composed of
»
would
spirituous liquors.
go Melodists,” who in these days
five of the Pacific Coast States, showing
The first steamer ot the season was be
two
Minstrels, gave
the

a

tility gradually

$1500,

of debts

ment

J

in the eastern part of the town,
public, or “Anti-engine” meet-

vailing
ai. l at

|

paupers
$800, for incidental expenses $500, for
repairs of bridges, <Src., $700, for pay-

Assist-

engine

of the new

the New Willard

j

searrelv

straighten up at
times.
My back
ached, I had no ap-petite and was so
nervous I could not
sleep, then I would
be so tired mornings that I could
scarcely
get around. It seemed almost impossi-

«■

strong feeling of hostility

was a

could

the tenth floor of

|

NEW

FRUITY AND DELICIOUS
YOUR GROCER MAS IT

PROBATE NOTICES.

ant.

to

ALOIGETHER

in both sides and
such a soreness I

»n:

and James P. Furber v-aschoset.
eoynton,

PEACH BLOSSOM FLAVORING

myself a terrible sufferer. I had pains

o

W. C. Hunneman and Cc., of Boston,
and cost, including hose, hose-carriage
and appendages, S1017.50. It was named the Hydrant. A new fire company
was forthvvi h organized under the name
of Hydrant Engine Company, No. 2, and
chosen:
were
the following officers
B.
Curtis
B.
Foreman,
Stephen
Day,
Merrill, assistant, John W. White,
Joseph Bean, 2d, Benjamin Griffin, Directors, Matthew C. Hazeltine, Clerk,
Nathaniel Merrill, Foreman of Leading
hose, Joseph Dennett, Assistant, Joseph
Ames, Jr., Foreman Suction Hose,
Charles Giles, Assistant, Josiah Hall,
Jr., and John S. Caldwell, Hoseman,
William Beckett and Daniel Murch, Polemen, Aiden D. Chase, Torchman. The
old engine, Vigilance, was thoroughly
roremun ar.-i Amos n.

One year ago I found

a

heads of many
of those young men have been for many
of
years whitened with the “blossoms
the grave’’ and a similar state of facts

repaired

statement.

own

—

am

thoroughly
The prediction

has been

which

Here is hep

Cary, Maine. “I feel it a duty I owe
to all suffering women to tell what
Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound did for me.

here next month. The

seen on

Vegetable

Compound.

,i\

so

has never since occurred.
The Fire Engine, for the

meeting

exhibit will be

Pinkham’s

1

would have gray hair on their heads beclosed

son,

By Timely Use of Lydia E.

|

were

fore this harbor would be

servation

S. H.
Esq., at the latter by Rev.
celebrations
above
the
of
All
Hayes.
from
were attended by large delegations
this place.

ml

WOMAN ESCAPES ^three^royvTbrand
OPEB ATIOH PEACH BLOSSOM FLAVORING

Hotel, where the ses- ,
One cup pulverized sugar, 1-2 cup butter, stirred together until iik•
5
sions of the Congress will be held. It
thick cream,
|
relieve constipation
n|
will be open free of charge to all who
Une teaspoonful Three Crow Brand Cream Tartar
and headache
§
The “American Olympiad, instituted
register as delegates or visitors to the
One half teaspoonful Three Crow Brand Soda
for the advancement of refined equestriCongress.
1-2 cup sweet milk, beat the whites of three eggs and add to a
with a most
cup n
an and gymnastic exercises,
Forest rangers, fresh from the trail,
ble to move or do a bit of work and I
flour mixed with the Tartar and Soda, stir and add 1-2 cup corn atari-!
|
splendid Bugle Band in a magnificent and other men in charge of the practical thought I never would be any better unFlavor with I liree Crow Brand Peach Blossom Flavoring.
Boston but who decamped immediately Chariot drawn by six beautiful Arabian
I comof the Nation’s forests til 1 submitted to an operation.
management
Bake
in
two
tins
in
moderately quick oven, and when done sand ici
|
alter the failure of their attempt to horses,” which being translated means a
with icing and
will be on hand to explain it. In addition menced taking Lydia E.Pinkham’s VegDunham's Shred Cocoanut
5jj Frost
break into the [safe.
The value of tax- circus, exhibited here, for one day only,
etable Compound and soon felt like a
with
clear
and sprinkle top with Cocoanut.
icing,
to the forests themselves, the exhibit
new woman.
*lw. nfiomnnn nnrl *'VPnitlPr of the 12th
I had no pains, slept well,
able property saved through the instruwill include an interesting display of had
good appetite and was fat and
mentality of our new engine furnished a of July.
used
instruments
woodsThree Crow Brand Cream Tartar
many queer
by
could do almost all my own work for a
were
At the annual fall meeting there
very convincing argument in answer to
men in their work,
Into the many win- family of four.
I shall always feel
Use Peach Blossom Flavoring in just a little less quanity tnan \
1
the reasons assigned by our people in the 861 votes thrown on the gubernatorial
that I owe my good health to your meduse Vanilla.
It can be subs ituted for all other Flavoring Extract-.
dows which light the rooms will be set
3
for
easterts section of the town why they
delicious
Most
in
Ice
ticket; lor Anderson, Dtm., 478,
icine.”—Mrs.
to
it
Hayward
the
natural
fruit
:
I
Cream, giving
flavor
beautiful colored glass transparencies,
Sowers, Cary,
fresh peaches.
should not contribute their portion of the Robinson,
3w45
Maine.
Whig, 366, for Appleton,
scenes from the national forests.
showing
A bob, 17.
Joseph bean was re-elected These have been made from actual
money paid for it.
If you are ill do not drag along until
Dunham’s Shred Cocoannt
phoAn
About midnight of the eighth of July
an operation is necessary, but at once
Representative to the legislature.
Pech Blossom Flavoring originated and made only by
The forest ranger will be
tographs.
and
take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
an old tenement, then recently occupied
Act in relation to "Town Courts,
shown riding the trail.
Pictures will
The Atlantic 5pice Company, Roc kland, Me.
Compound.
by Asa Day, was burned; the handiwork the question of summer instead of win- show how the
rangers build the trails
If you have the slightest doubt
of some sportive incendiary; it stood on ter sessions of the legislature, were suband how they fight forest fires.
The that
Lydia 12. Pinkham’s Vegetathe street leading to the bridge.. An un- mitted to the people at this election.
of wild game of the forests ble Compound will
protection
far
so
help you.write
A LI;o SS.~|n Couri of Probate, In
At a Piobate Court held at Reitast. within and
occupied house and barn at Mason’s Mills The Act referred to became a law
\lT
if
will be a striking exhibit, as well as the to Lydia K.Pinkhain MedicineCo.
fast, on the 1411» day of Oetoh.
tor the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesin
and
January
were destroyed by fire in the night of the
concerned
was
Michael Ward, executor of the will
as Waldo
of October, A. D. 1913.
for ad(confidential)
day
Lynn,Mass.,
of
the
tens
of
thousands
of
photographs
late of Searsport, in said <
Wa'd,
was
of
the
vice. Your letter will he
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
nineteenth, and on the night
following Manasseh Sleeper, Esq.,
•eased, having presented hi' first aim
sheep and cattle that graze on these vast read and answered by a opened,
A will ami testament of John C. Pillsbury, late .'.omit
of administration of said estate
woman,
twenty-sixth an old barn, the property ; appointed Justice of the Town Court of Government domains.
in
said County of Waldo, deceased,
of Belfast,
nice*.
and held i;i strict confidence.
of
having been presented for probate.
of widow Alden, was burned; it was an
Belfast. The movement in favor
Ordered, that notice thereof be
One of the most interesting exhibits
That notice begivmi to all persons inOrdered,
kveeks successively n. The Kepuhlican -I
are curable. All kinds
ancient local landmark, being the same ; summer sessions was successful.
gpm K
terested by causing a copy of this order to be
will be a miniature look-out tower, where
mean
newspaper
HI
I
■
suffering
I
published in Belfast, in sain
11
near the
published three weeks successively in The Re- Lliat all persons
temporarily occupied by the British
interested inav attend a
A granite cistern w as placed
Wm
Wm ■ ■
danger. The CAUSE
the rangers watch for forest fires. From
publican Journal, published at Belfast that they
>ate Court, to be held at Beiiast, on
is
■
always
internal.
this
fi;i
here
in
jig
1814;
troops when they were
may appear at a Probate Court, to ue held at
lay of November next, and show eau-M ■■ !■ ^Lm Dr. Leonh
d t
junction of Main and Franklin streets, these stations, the rangers ufteii dis- $i
within and for said County, on the second
Belfast,
limy have, why the said account shorn-.
fire, doubtless, was the work of some of on the locality now known as Custom- ; cover fires
HEM-ROID
Tuesday of November next, at ten ot the clock illowed.
", produce amazing results
at such a great distance that tablets
by attacking the
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
the “gay and festive cusks” of our vilJAM Kri UBBY. .'
house square, in the morth of Septem- it takes
INTERNAL CAUSE. The piles are dried up and
the
same
be
should
not
why
proved, approved
A true copy. Attest;
days to ride to them. There permanently cured. 24 days' treatment, $1.<M'.
and allowed.
lage, [quite a number of whom were run- ber. It was supplied with water through | will be an
Aimtut w. Leonard,
DIi.
LEONHARDT
N.
station
CO.,
Y.
(free
book'
J
Buffalo,
AM
KS
1.1
LB
i
equipment
showing
Y, Judge,
ning at large hetween July and Decem- pipes connecting with several reservoirs
A true copy.
Attest:
the tools with which the rangers fight Sold by Wm. 0 Poor & Son and all druggists.
Akthi k w I.KO.NAUI). Register.
VtT A 1,1)0 BS.--In Court of Probate, in
ber of this year.
and was intended especially for the bene- j the fires.
-i it fast, on the i4th day of Oetoh
Many fire fighters lost their
F. Parker, administrator, on tin
I
Myron
into
our
a
Probate
Court
At the annual spring meeting, March
At
held
at
within
and
cattle
Belfast,
and
coming
When
fit of horses
baby suffers with eczema orsomeitch.
lives in the forest fires of 1910. Another
Catherine Mayo, late of Monroe, in sam <
lot tlie* County of Waldo, on the second Tuesskin trouble, use Doan’s Ointment.
ISth, Thomas Marshall, Benjamin F. tillage from the country, the surplus model will
ing
A
leceased, having presented lus fust
of October, A. 1). 1912.
day
show a national forest as it
icconnt of administration of said estate
little of it goes a long way and it is safe for
Blackstone, and Samuel Haynes were water escaped into a reservoir under the
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
[owanee.
appears before and as it appears after a children. £0 a box at all stores.
will and testament of Mary <
A
Plummer,
!
construeits
chosen Selectmen, David W. Lothrop,
of
Ordered, that notice ther-of he aiv.
i late of Seal sport, in said County of Waldo, delistern. The expense
timber sale and will illustrate how Uncle
weeks
successively, in The Lepubh.-au
been
for
ceased, having
presented
probate
Clerk, and Timothy Chase, Treasurer. tion was defrayed by private subscripa new spa pci published in Be iaM. in
Sam’s foresters cut and utilize the govThat notice he given to all persons
Ordered.
that all persons mteicsiMi nr■ attend
was
The only representative of the Whig
Custom-House
the
After
interested by causing a copy ot tins order to be
tiun.
hate Court, to he held
ernment timber to the fullest extent
I I
;
th>
ely in The Rej published three weeks suei-ess,-.
>f November next, and show
party on the Board was the chairman of erected it came to be considered rather [ without
re. :t
of it go to waste.
publican Journal, publish'd at Belfast that they
letting
tile
any
'Hid
Heei•
.111
should
Wily
Hof
The largest number of an obstruction in the way of business
Piobate Court, t" be held at
the Selectmen.
may appear ;it
|uj\C,
Water power development in national
! Belfast, within and for v.iu County, on the
J A M KS LI BB\
votes thrown w-as 580. The monies rais- and was removed not many years since ^
second Tuesdav .d November next, at ten of t he
A true cpy. Attest:
forests will be shown by maps, charts At a Probate Court beb'
in ..a. and show cause, if any they
clock bcfoi
at
within
and
Helia»r.
near the
ed were as follows: for the support of to the
now
Airrm
\s
it
it
Lkmn uu>. i;
occupies
place
j and colored transparencies. This feature for the County ot Waldo on the 14th day of have, why the -.tine should not be proved, apschools $1800, for support of
October. A. 1). 1H3
proved and aliovv* -i.

Head. There was good skating
East Thomaston to the Fox Islands; an
event which had not occurred for fifty
years; at

j

everywhere

Parsons’ Pills

from

which

to

I. S. JOHNSON & CO., Inc.
Boston, Mass.

cut

passed

it in your

remedy. Keep

Ne'.v York City was frozen over for a
distance of twelve or fifteen miles from
the

^

is the never-failing

found great comfort in the fact that
the inclement weather extended over all
The

j
i

LINIMENT

we

States.

]

ANODYNE

days benind time, and the mercury
On the
twelve degrees below zero.
principle that ‘‘misery loves company”

the northern

!

JOHNSONS

(1844.)

XXXIX.

CHAPTER

THE CONSERVATION CONGRESS.
defence of the Order and explanatory of
the object ana design of the institution. Some of the Interesting Exhibits to be
The claims for charity upon this Lodge
Seen at the New Willard Hotel.
became heavier than it could bear, and
Washington, November 2, 1913. Rein 1857 its Charter was surrendered to
alistic rain storms, and foresters riding
the Grand Godge. The Messrs. Lothrop,
the trail, fighting fires and herding
two of the original officers, are dead.
thousands of sheep and cattle, will be
reMr. Lancaster, “our George,” now
seen in miniature at the Fifth National
Mr. Thurlow is now
sides in Bangor.
Conservation Congress, in this city, Noand for many years has been our worthy
vember 18, 19 and 20.
By an arrangePostmaster.
ment juBt closed with the United States
There was no formal celebration of
Forest Service, the working and managethe Fourth of July in this place beyond
ment of Uncle Sam’s forests will be
ringing the bells and firing India, crack- shown in
Washington for the first time
There was a large gathering of the
ers.
since these forests were created. DifferDemocracy at Bangor; Hon. Levi Wood- ent
parts of the exhibit have attracted
bury of New Hampshire was the orator conspicuous attention at expositions
a
Demoof the day. There was also
throughout the country, but never have
cratic Celebration at Black’s Corner, in so
many phases of forestry, water powCelebration
a
Prospect, and Temperance
er and Conservation been
shown at one
the
at Frankfort. At the former place
time as will be seen during this big ConDickerG.
J.
delivered
oration was
by

a

Prospect,

FLORENCE A. CUMMINGS.
October 14,1913.

A 1.1)0 ss— in < nun of Probate,
fast, mi the 14T11 day of Octohei,
Herbert T. Field, administrator, with
itinexed, on the estate of Fi'-dO. VVh
Belfast, in said County decease:, liavn
rented his third account ot aummhtia:
>aid estate for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof he iaix
weeks successively, in The Kepubliean
1
a newspnpei punilsliedin l.eiiast, -n
that all persons interest* d may attend at
Hate Coin t, to be held at It** I last. on the 1
*f November next, am: <how eaitse, it
Have, why the said account shorn not b
James LIBBY. .1
*d.
A true copy.
Attest
1
n Ai,i>.
a in nun V-.
p

Ur

J

f

....

<

4

I.IMINIS'I KxTOK'S NOTICE.

j

I h*

A er hereby i'i\e- M'l •ell •! lie Imappointed adin nostra tot of th> estate
NKI.L1. B. H ATT H, late of Mol

>,

>

:

in the County of \\ aUiti, deceased. Hi
bonds as the law diieets. .Ml persm
demands against the estate id 'iif.
are de-lied to ptc~eni tin sa ne tot set*
and all indebted then lo aie lequested
payment immediately.
I.N I’EAKsdS
Morrill, Oe.lobci 11.1 *.>13.
>

>

-I
I
KCl' 1 KlX's N »ric I
A by gives nolle- that she I ->* be--i
la-l will a-m u
ot
the.
executrix
pointed
of
C’HAKLKS F. 1IA\ h M l;. :ateof S*
W
de* ased.
111 the C oiml) ot
At*. pcfsoi
bonds as the'law diieets
ot s.»m *i< •*
estate
st
tin
de ilia tula again
desired t** pi* s» nt the same tor'sett 'email Molehled ilieu to are requested t<*

,.mm«

a,,l>.

S NOT IO
seriber lint la gives itotic* that
been duiy appointed a*nuini*tiati lx.
will annexed, ul the estate

^

I.

I
"

S

J

ELIHIIA .1. TOWKK, late ol Lin*
the County of W aldo, de-east u, an*
1
«•

Hi

*

AH pel soli
bonds as the Uw directs
*mantis against the estate ol said *1*
«
tor aettl* men
same
the
desired to present
all indebted thereto are requested It make pay
mrut

•—1lElt,T,AA.TO«M!.

Liucolnvtlle, October 14. IP13.

j

j

1

\|)MINISTUATHIX

j!

j

EjiX

| ,o l; A M. IIA\ ISeat sport, October 14. loin.
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ist;

AT NINETY
Hale and
W.

G.

\!;.jne, is

Heath
90

hearty.

'■■■de and

Hearty

Windham,
“young” —and stil

For 60 years, he has

i ”L. F.” Atwood’s

i

Medicine,

and

personal recollections of Mr. Atwood

interesting:

very

than 60 years “L. F.” All's Medicine has been a family rente-

For

more

my household. At the age of 90, I
-till using it, and my six children use
I bought it first
front time to time.
L.

•m
n

ve

F.

Atwood himself

in

1850,

he sold it front house to house.
1
others get as much benefit as 1
from the use of this medicine.”

G. W. Heath.

(Signed)

All Dealers.

bottle, 35 cents.

uge

Improve

Trial Bottle —FREE—From Us.

F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me.

i Troy Corner Reading Club. Its
Past and Present.
1

[From the Pittsfield Advertiser.]
many of

our rural communities,
most of their evenand
home
where few, if any,
ts
usements or entertainments either
or bad come, the need is felt for ; sion ticket
yesterday noon. And it was
oil reading matter in the home and funny when she confessed to something
1. wholesome entertainments and so- ! like 2500 of the washed and unwashed
i gatherings where old and young can that
hubby •‘didn’t like publicity at all,
::gle and pass an evening together just hated it, in fact, but it’s all right to
ih profit and pleasure. In the little, fool him when it’s for a thing like this.”
hustling town of Troy an organization
And it made even a bigger hit when
udi tills this need is being run very Mrs. Harriman jgot
up and dimplingly
and
the
of
this
ar.(•cessfully
purpose
confessed that, in all her 23 —count ’em
is to tell others about its past hisyears of married life, she and her husits grov.tr., its present condition band had not been able to
agree—once
its future plans.
on po itics.
And Mrs. Gibson bobbed
the fall of 1884 six young men with her
crowned
head
and
averred
golden
ir wives and two single gentlemen with a
stamp of her tiny foot.
■ed to buy each a hook and lend it to
“1 think it is a woman's duty to take
others. When all the books were read part in politics when there is so much
were
turn they
to be returned to the good to ne done.
ours, providing they did not wish to
But that was yesterday!
the
idea
But it was
rry
any farther.
Today the headquarters of the Wo1
before
their
and
neighbors
long
men’s Fusion Committee buzzed with
mis, tinrting out what was going on, preparations, and enthusiastic managers
i to join them, and the club grew, had
prepared a schedule as long as an
'lie who wished
to read the books
average person’s arm for the two star
only to buy one of his own and lend speakers, when
he others.
Mrs. Gibson burst into the office.
•uci: was the beginning of the Troy
"Never again,” she almost sobbed,
r Reading Club Library. It grew so
“Never again. You don’t want me to
;
that in time it became necessary lose
my husband, do you?”
;
Tin
permanent organization. OfThe riot of disappointment had almost
rs w
re chosen, a constitution and bysubside I, and the persuaders had almost
< were
adopted and the books given persuaded then selves that it was useless
the charge of a librarian.
The to
try to get her to change her mind,
lings were held at the homes of the when
■tubers every month,where the hostess
Mrs. Harriman came in, bringing the
the evening provided a brief literary news tiiat the cart tail
speeches, as taland
some
refreshments,
gram
simple
as she was concerned,
were henceforth
remainder of the evenings were forbidden.
.■sed with music, games and a general
And now there are two speakers less
time. Regular yearly dues were ar- 1 on the roll of the Women’s Fusion Comged for and a committee was appoint- mittee.
ach year to select and purchase new
“Wharl ’vp mpnri fnnl 'pTn',,!
>ks. The aim has always been to sesuch books as were pure and wholetogether with a proportion that
historical and educational, realizFOR FLETCHER’S
rhaf their influence was to live and
'Vet the character and lives of the
ys and girls of Troy for years to come,
e meetings were so popular that it beTHE MAINE TEACHERS CONVENTION.
■i<- necessary to limit the membership

people spend

re

at

I

—

being prosecuted

fifty.

funds occasional supserved,with literary and musiand
the public invttentertainment,
fhere was an antiquarian supper,
■ivster supper, a hulled corn supper, a
zy social and supper and a poverty
All these add■ml with a pie supper.
to the social life in Troy and brought
e
people together in a wholesome,
ighborly way that was helpful to all.
,e
memory of those days is a bright
's were

CASTORIA

■k upon them.
Vs tiie years passed membership grari;,y decreased by reason of added famcares, members moving from town
: also by the death of several memFor a number or years but few
etings were held, but in the fall of
there seemed to be sufficient deni 1 for some sort of literary and so1 club to warrant the reorganization
this once popular Troy Corner Read-

Club.

members of the old club, barely
for a quorum, n et three years
and elected tc membership a numr of tne younger people and placed
offices in their hands
Meetings
re held once each month at the homes
the different members. The club and
meetings increased rapidly in popu; ity and new members were received
each meeting. Before the end of the
st year it was found that the club had
crown so fast it was impossible to aconimodate it in the homes of the mem-even

:

ough

Larger quarters
necessary
Grange Hall was engaged for
meetings. Here the club meets
onthly as before and from the seven
ho met for re-orgonization the club has
crown to a membership of one hundred
ind forty.
Few clubs have such a
-'noothly running plan for making each
•mting interesting and still not putting
were

rs.

uid

the

: e

much work on a few. The members
divided into committees whose duty
is to arrange entertainment and prole the supper for one meeting.
No
■ember is asked to serve on a commithut once a year.
In this way the
uk is evenly divided and the members
re willing to put their best efforts into
aking their meeting as good or better
an those before it.
At each meeting,
ter the regular business session,
a
-od literary program is given,consisting
f music, songs, readings, charades,
kalogues and short plays. With the
ge membership and the splendid spirit
co-operation among the members the
■

ually growing better. A supper is
dining hall each night and
■rv one enjoys a good feed which al-

rved in the

i.ys tastes a little better at a time like
is.
Ice cream and cake is the usual
thing in summer, but in the fall and winpie suppers, baked bean suppers and
good hot oyster stews with all the trimings are in demand.
Not content with thp good it is doing
at present the club has this year launch1 an excellent five nights’ entertainment
course, the first concert of which comes
Saturday evening, Nov. 1st. While
towns of this size usually run about a
fl00 course, if any, Troy, this year, will
have a course costing $200. The club is
'iot getting this course as a money making scheme, for if they had been they
would have run a less expensive course,
hut they are running it wholly with the
the idea of giving the people something
fine in the entertainment line and equal
to what
people in larger towns are get
ting and giving it to them at first cost.
This is quite an undertaking for a town
of this size, but the demand for tickets is
surprising and shows that the people are
w
illing to support a good thing when a
t

The
course includes the Maurer Sisters’
Quartette in singing, whistling and orchestra program with a humorous reader;
Pitt Parker, the famous cartoonist and
humorist; the Winthrop Concert CornPuny, including reader, soloist and piangood

thing really

comes

along.

Bangor, Me., Oct. 31. Two thousand
school teachers and others attended the
closing session of the annual meeting of
the Maine Teachers association in City
hall tonight, when officers were elected,
various other business transacted and an
address delivered by Jacob Riis of New
York, who spoke for half an hour on the
subject of “The Bad Boy.”
The report of the nominating committee was unanimously adopted, these offi-

being elected:
President, D. Lyman Wormwood,

cers

Ban-

ger.
Vice

president, R.
Secretary, Harold

J. Libby, Caribou.
A. Allen, Augusta.
Assistant secretary, Grace M. Coburn,
Auburn.
Treasurer, John A. Cone, Brunswick.
Auditor, C. N. Perkins, Waterville.
Member of executive committee for
three years, Miss Clara L. Soule, Waterville.
The resolutions 'adopted thank Gov.
blames and thd Maine legislature for the
passage of laws providing for State
certificates for teachers and pensions
for teachers; indorse the proposition for
the establishment of an official publication by the association and advocate the
extension of the system of union superintendence.
A motion to amend the constitution so
as to provide for the election of officers
by ballot of the whole membership present at meetings was filed, to be voted
upon at the next annual meeting. The
place of the next annual meeting was
left to the executive committee for decision.
The registration report shows an attendance of 2903.

definitely postponed.

Gov. Haines stated to the Council that
besides the petitions, he had probably
received 100 letters from residents of
Knox county int mating that the officers
mentioned were in league with the liquor
dealers.
The mattter was taken up in executive
session and discussed to some extent,
but it was decided to take no definite
action in the matter.

Children

CASTOR | A
PITTSFIELD

Dr. E. A. Porter is contemplating leaving Saturday for Onawa for a two weeks’
hunting trip with Harry Goodridge and
E. T. McCabe of Palmyra and John Chapman and T. A. Anderson of Pittsfie'd.
—Pittsfield Advertiser.
Aerial Cable To

Carry

Milk Cans.

_

An

|

—

n
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Weakening of the blood tissues by continued
attacks of Rheumatism affects the heart and
produces complications which result fatally.
RHEUM A puts the blood in condition to ward
off other diseases and eradicates Rheumatic
conditions from the whole system. Recommended for all forms of Rheumatism 50 cents
at A. A Howes & Co.’s
This letter will convirce you of its great value:
“I was so crippled with Sciatic Rheumatism
I couid not walk. Doctors could do nothing for
me.
After taking three bottles of RHEUM A,
the Rheumatism had entirely left me.”—Guy
Torley, 129 Summit Ave., St. Paul, Minn.

BELFAST and

BURNHAM.
On and after Sept 28, 1918, trains connecting at Burnham and Waterville with through
trains :or an 1 from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Boston, will run as follows:

FROM BELFAST.
AM

aerial tramway is used for transmilk cans on a large dairy farm
l porting
near Biltmore, N. C.,
The Long-Jailed Roosters of Japan.
says the November
Popular Mechanics Magazine in an illusThe cableway leads from
The breeding of roosters with long tail ! (rated article.
feathers has long been the pastime ot the milking barns to the ice dairy houEe
the natives of Shinewara, on l»he island i and twice each day great quantities of
of Shikoku, Japan. By patient selection j milk are sent over the line to be pasteurized and packed away for shipment.
of a breed of fowls, continued through
100 years, the tail feathers of the ordi- Two large cans make one load for the
nary barnyard cock have been lengthened two-wheeled truck which runs along the
cable. Gravity
furnishes the
until some of the roosters on the island heavy
motive power for the cableway; the supnow have tail feathers measuring 18 ft.
From the November Popular Mechan- ports at each end of the line are arranged
so that either end of the cable can be
ics Magazine.
raised or lowered.

Auburn, Muiue.

j

and

county.
Back of his badinage and
balderdash
a core of real sense.
He was true
to his friends and
bitterly opposed to his
enemies, and made his mark in the times
among which he lived.
Colonel Buck s reply to Mr.
Heagan
*
is as follows:
To whom it may concern:
This may
certify that from all the statistics which
1 have been able to
collect it is my opin■OH that
was

STATE OF MAINE.

uuhuuk

r uidiun.

Late last week in the Fort Fairfield
market potatoes reached a little more
than $1.50. One or two of the top loads
were quoted in the sixties.
This week,
however, they have been a little lower,
in
at
under
starting
considerably
$1.50,
Tuesday bringing from $1.30 to $1.40,
and Wednesday from $1.30 to $1.45.
They have been arriving rather moderately.—Fort Fairfield Review.
Saved. His Foot.
H. D. Ely of Bantam, O. suffered from
horrible ulcer on his foot for four years. Doctor advised amputation, but he refused and reluctantly tried Bucklen’s Arnica Salve as a
last resort. He then wrote: "I u ed your
salve and my foot was soon completely cured.”
Best remedy for burns, cuts, bruises and
All
eczema.
Get a box today. Only 25c.
druggists or by mail.

FLORA

|

PERSONALS.

Mrs. J. W. Mansor. returned Friday
from two weeks spent in Boston with
relatives.
Mrs. Ernest S. Thompson has been in
Unity on account of the illness of her

aded roads and consequently damaging
his business, according to a ruling received trom the Maine Law Court. The
action is under a Maine law seldom heard
of in the courts, that snow blockades
must be raised within a reasonable time
or the town is liable to a suit for damThe town claimed that the roads
ages.
were made passable, but the Law Court
rules otherwise.

t

Springs, was something of
Republican politician. He was a rough
ready man, and his sayings about fat
being the best color for a cow, about the
lnd
? PLlow he wanted for the plowing of his three hundred acre
farm; his
rough and often vulgar replies to old and
y°u.nS women have become by-words for
Waldo
a

|

RHEUM A Purifies the Blood and Throws
Off Complicating Diseases.
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City Point. ‘7 10
17 20
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Knox. l7 44
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heard from her. December 1912,
was still a friend of Peruna.*
other testimonials on catarrh
of the stomach, see “Ills of Life." sent
free.
Address Peruna Co.. Columbus,
Ohio.
The stomach and bowels are lined
with a mucous membrane.
They are
therefore subject to catarrh, the same
as the nose and throat.
Catarrh of
the stomach and bowels will derange
the functions of these organs.
growing worse.
The
stomach can no longer digest food.
I Was In Despair.
The ford lying in the stomach, even
“In my despair I caught at every for a short
time, without digestion,
straw. Picking up a newspaper I saw
immediately sours. The souring prosome account of Peruna.
There was duces
gas and irritation.
a testimonial from a woman who had
Fcod Sours In the Stomach
been troubled much like myself.
I
concluded to try Peruna.
A portion of the undigested meal is
absorbed into the system by the blood
I Wrote to Dr. Hartman.
vessels of the stomach. This poisons
“At the same time I wrote to Dr.
the whole system, producing a condiHartman.
He pronounced my case
tion now known as autointoxication;
catarrh of the stomach and bowels.
'self poisoning. The fermenting, irriI soon began taking Peruna.
At
tnting mass, as it passes down into
once I began to improve.
After takthe bowels irritates the bowels, proing half a bottle my stomach was so
ducing sometimes a chronic diarrhea,
improved that I could eat some.”
| sometimes producing the very oppoI Be gan to Recover.
site. constipation.
The average dyspepsia medicine
Then this good housewife goes on
o artificially digest
the food.
to narrate in detail her rapid im- helps
Even
vvhen such medicine does' its
She
provement and final recovery.
said. “After taking two bottles of Pe- work i is only temporary. A permanent relief can only be expected when
runa I was strong enough to stand up
to wash the dishes.”
When she be- the catarrh is overcome.
gan taking Peruna she weighed 3 02 Symptoms of Catarrh of the Stomach.
After she had taken five
pounds.
The symptoms of catarrh of the
bottles of Peruna she weighed 122
stomach are:
First, heartburn. SecShe
concludes by saying ond.
pounds.
food rises in throat after meals.
that she is well.
Third, sour stomach. Fourth, heavy
It Was Twelve Years Ago.
Fifth, stomach
feeling after eating.
Sixth, palThe letter from which the above bloated, belching of gas
Seventh, poor diquotations were made was received pitation of heart.
have
Eighth,
dyspepsia.
In a later letter, gestion,
January 29. 1901.
Ninth,
written September 11. 1904. she says. tongue coated light brown.
of
stomach,
over
tenderness
pit
“I sing the praises of Peruna far and
bear tight
clothes
cannot
It is used a great deal in cur Tenth,
near.
This seems to be a bad around waist.
vicinity.
place for catarrh.” We have received
People who object to liquid mediletters from her since.
The last time cines can now obtain Peruna Tablets.

being
brothGeneral Samuel S. Heagan

WALDO SS.
To the Honorable Justices of the Supreme
Judicial Court, next to be holden at
Belfast,
within and for said County, on the first Tues1
day of January, A. D. 1914:
B. ALLEN of said Belfast, in said
three years as wagoner of Co. D.
County, wife of John E. Allen, respectAfier the war Mr. Burns conducted a
represents: that her maiden name was
lodging house in Boston for a number of ! fully
Flora B.
that she was lawfully
He was a member of Edwin Lib- married toPatterson;
years.
the said John E. Allen, at Halifax,
j in the
by Post, G. A. R.
Province of Nova Scotia, on the third’
! day of July, A. D. 1909, by the Rev. Wofford N.
Ryan, a minister of the gospel; that since their
said marriage your libellant has always conj ducted herself toward her said husband as a
true and affectionate wife, but that
| faithful,
libelee, wholly regardless of his marj the said
riage vows and duty, on or about the fifteenth
of July, A. D. 1909, utterly deserted your
j day
! libellant and has continued such desertion for
three consecutive years next prior to the filing

Orv

FOR FLETCHER’S

brother, Albert Hillman.
Karl Cottrell of Stockton Springs has
joined Mrs. Cottrell, who has been visiting
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Martin,
Towns Must Break Snow Blockades.
for the past two weeks.
Dr. and Mrs. W. Cargill of Liberty,
Bangor, Me., Oct. 29. The town of who will locate in Pittsfield about tne
Exeter must pay one of her citizens $62 10th of November, were in town
Friday
for failure to break out the snow-block- for a few hours.

I find that worms is one of the most common of children's diseases—either pinworms
or stomach worms.
These
parasites attack the
stomach and bowels and make
their presence felt through deranged stomach, swollen upper
lip, sour stomach, offensive
breath, hard and full belly,
pale face of leadish tint, eyes
heavy and dull, twitching eyeTrade Mark
lids, short dry cough, grinding
ing of the teeth, little red
points sticking out on tongue, starting during
sleep, slow fever.
For over 60 years. Dr. True's Elixir, my
father’s discovery, has been the standard remedy for worms and stomach disorders. Take
no chances, but use the time-tried remedy—
Dr. True’s Elixir, the Family Laxative and
Worm Expeller. At all dealers, 35c, 50c and
$1.00. Advice free. Write.

eTf °ftth.e,late

of Stockton

or

prosecute instead of protect the rumsellers.
“We want nullification stopped at once
in Knox county, as it has been in other
counties in Maine, along with the farce
of making search under warrant, where
the parties get word in advance to hide
their liquor, thereby wrongfully increasing the debt of Knox county, and failing
to prosecute the rumseilers.”
Capt. William P. Hurley, a member of
the Democratic State Committee, is the
judge ot the Rockland police court; Adelbert J. Tolman of Rockland is sheriff of
Knox county, and Philip Howard of
Rockland, county attorney. During the
last session of the Legislature, impeachment proceedings were instituted against
Sheriff Tolman, but because of the fact
that he was quarantined in the jail on account of smallpox, and the lateness of
the session, the order for the impeachment proceedings against him were in-

Children Cry

To increase the

*hpse

protected: to see
whether or not the present judge of the
Charles P. Burns, a well-known ie-ipolice court at Rockland has ever jailed a
rumseller, and that if said officers are dent of the South End, Rockland, and a
found to be guilty that they be removed Civil War pensioner, died Oct. 30th, agtd
He enlisted in the 24th Maine Inand punished, under their bonds, and 72.
men appointed in
their places that will fantry, June 15. 1861, and served more
than

--

“Yes, I was starving to death,”
said Mrs. Emma Bell, of Fort Pierce.
Florida. Box 204. “when I began t‘o
take Peruna.
I could not eat anyIf I swallowed anything it
thing.
soured on my stomach. My stomach
was very much swollen.
My hovels
acted as if I had acute dysentery. I
was in great distress and pain.
Three
doctors had been employed, but gave
no
me
relief.
I
was
continually

^
Say il a"d
the hafrflies. ’’°
In
days of more than 60 years
ago John Heagan
an older

1

■

Was Mrs. Bell, of Florida, When
She Began Taking Peruna.

f-k

■

—
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county was a communication from Colonel Rufus Buck, one of the
leading
families in the town of
Bucksport,
to
that
Maine,
famous old farmer, John
Heagan of Prospect, Maine, who claimed to have the honor of first
introducing
the Hereford cattle to Maine
farms. In
the foot-note Mr. Heagan
says:
“I send you a few lines from
Rufus
of Bucksport.
He says that in
1820 they took some pains to
get the
amount of fish taken on the
Penobscot
river, by net and weirs. It was one
hundred and
thousand dollars, and
I send you Mr.fifty
Buck’s own hand-writing
in relation.
He has statistics.
Please
write me when you receive
this, and if

When the grocery man called at the
the amount of fish,
home of Mrs. Eunice Smith, 88 years old,
including
and widow of Elijah Smith, at' Pine and shad, salmon and alewives, taken in this
Proprietor, Belfast, Me.
Pond streets, Bucksport, O.-S. 29th, he town in the year of 1820, amounted to
failed to receive a response to his knock. j thirty thousand dollars, and it is my
I
1A
INLLLIr KJATiUIN
KrMUA LUUiM 1Y.
Fearing that something was amiss, he opinion that the town of Prospect must
called the neighbors and, together they have taken at that time an equal amount.
Governor and Council to Take no Action broke into the house, where
Rufus Buck.
r,
they discovBucrtsnort, January 27, 1820.
ered Mrs. Smith’s dead body. She had
on Petitions.
“Knox coun- apparently been dead for some hours.
Augusta, Me., Oct. 28.
She was partially disrobed and was evity can look after its own affairs. I shall
call no special session of the Legislature dently about to retire when the end
came.
Mrs. Smith had lived alone most
to investigate conditions in that county,”
declared Gov. Haines, in view of numer- of the time since her husband's death,
declined
all offers of help or com- Is
having
ous rumors that the law makers would
Easily Stopped; also Dandruff and ItchShe leaves one nephew, Capt.
pany.
soon be convened.
ing Scalp—Use Parisian Sage.
Turner
of
who
Philip
arrived
Boston,
At tiie executive session today Gov.
Since
Haines presented some petitions, con- Thursday. She was highly respected by moves Parisian Sage, the remedy that redandruff with one application, has been
all who knew her.
taining several hundred names, asking
placed on sale, thousands of purchasers have
the investigation of the doings of the
found that dandruff is
Zemro
R. Thompson, well known
unnecessary; that fallpolice court at Rockland, and the sheriff as Capt.
ing hair and itching scalp can 'he quicklya master
mariner, died Oct. 28th at stopped and that
and the county attorney of Knox county
hair which is brittle, matted
his home in Malden, Mass., after a brief
stringy or dull and faded, can he made soft,’
as regards
the enforcement f the proillness.
He was born 07
in
and abundant.
hibitory liquor law. The body of the pe- Bucks Harbor, Me. At an years ago he riuffy
To everyone who wishes to eradicate danearly age
tition reads as follows:
took to the sea and when 26 received an druff, stop falling !i iir and have an immieu“We, the undersigned, men. women
as masti r mariner.
During lately clean scalp, free from ilciimess, A. A.
and children of Knox county in said appointment
h s entire shipping life he never was in Howes & Co. agree to sell a large 50 cent bottle of Parisian Sage witn a guarantee to reState, who have the right to petition, if a serious accident.
He retired from the fund
the money if not satisfied. It is aa
we do not have the right to vote, ask
ideal,
sea about 10 years ago.
He is survived daintily perfumed
hair tonic, fro- from grease
use
to
to
cause
an
invesyour power
you
his
Mrs.
Florence A. Thompson, and stickiness. Delighted users
by
wife,
of
the
of
the
court
p-enounce
police
tigation
doings
and two sons, Martin V. Thompson of Parisian Sage tn best, most
pleasant and inat Rockland, and the sheriff and county
Sacramento, Calif..and Lester R.Thomp- vigorating hair tonic made.
attorney of Knox county, to see whether son of Malden.
The body will betaken
or not the rumseilers in
said county are
to Machias, Me, for burial.

■

“STARVING TO UtATtl”

Among old files of letters preserved in
ancient sealskin trunk in Penobscot

an

tories in Boston, where the many celebrated
Harmony Perfumes and Toilet preparations
are made.—City Drug Store, Edmund Wilson

—

er

FISH IN THE PENOBSCOT IN
18*0.

Ugly

of South

years

the Pierces, society entertainers, in
To
Recent Deaths.
Pretty Hair and
selected drama and original specialties;
and the Thomas Original Jubilee Singers
Hair.
Beautify
Rev.
Russell Woodman, whose death
with a company of six happy negroes
in London was announced last week,
Harmony Hair Beautifier, a delightful liquid
in a program of music and mirth. The
was a native of
Bucksport, the son of
course as arranged, has great variety hair dressing, is just what it is named—a hair
Theodore Woodman, who was one of the
and appeals to all who enjoy good, clean, beautifier. No matter how
hair
pretty your
most prominent residents of that town.
wholesome entertainment with plenty now is. it can be made to look even better
by Surviving relatives are three sisters,
of music and fun.
Hair
Beautifier. To those who Mrs. O. P. Cunningham, Mrs. Albert C.
using Harmony
The officers are as follows: President,
mour.i because the hair is stringy, dull, lustreSwazey and Miss Charlotte Woodman'
Arnold W. Dodge; vice president, John
all of Bucksport.
Mr. Woodman was
E. Pratt; secretary, Laura E. Pratt; less and homely, Harmony Hair Beautifier will
unmarried.
For
years he hail
treasurer, Alfred L. Estes; librarian, pr ve a real blessing and pleasure It seems been the rector of many
the
Episcopal church
Clara B. Bagley; assistant librarian, to polish and burnish the hair, making i* in
Rockland.
went abroad several
He
Freda Shibles, trustees, Fred H. Bag- glossy, silky-soft and more easy to put up in weeks
ago for the benefit of his health.
ley, Mary W. Dodge, Blendon L. Myrick. graceful, wavy folds that “stay-put” It over- Mr. Woodman was a
graduate of Oxford
comes the oily smell of the hair with a dainty,
University and a man of .unusual cultivation
true-rose fragrance, very pleasing to the user
and breadth of learning. Of keen
DIVIDED HOUSEHOLDS.
mind and fine oratorical
and those around.
ability he was
one
of
the most able clergymen in the
Mrs.
Harriman
Mrs. Gibson and
Worried
Very easy to apply—simply sprinkle a little
while
State,
his
sympathetic nature,
Over Campaigning.
on your hair each time before brushing it.
It
genial disposition and courteous and
contains no oil, and will not change the color
[Special Dispatch to The Boston Herald.]
kindly manners, made him one of the
of the hair, nor darken gray hair.
best beloved.
NEW York, Oct. 30. To choose beTo keep hair and scalp dandruff-free and
tween the devil and the deep sea is a
clean, use Harmony Shampoo. This pure liquid
Capt. Ephraim E. Post of Rockland, for
simple proposition compared to that
an instantaneous rich lather
which confronts Mrs. J. Borden Harri- shampoo gives
many years a deacon of the First Baptist
that
to
of
immediately
penetrates
Dana
every
part
Mrs.
Charles
Gibson
and
toman
Church, to which he had belonged 56
day. They’ve got to choose between hair and scalp, insuring a quick, thorough years, died suddenly Oct. 28th of heart
Fusion and their husbands!
cleansing. Washed off just as quickly, the disease, aged nearly 82. Capt. Post deIncidentally, you can fool your hus- entire operation takes only a few moments. voted 57 years to seafaring in the several
capacities of cook, mate and master.
band all yourself; and you can tell it to Contains
nothing that can harm the hair; In 1862 he was
mate of the schooner
your unmarried siBter-in-law; and you leaves no
harshness or stickiness—just a sweet
Lucy W. Alexander, which wt’ bomcan giggle over it in the privacy of your
cleanliness.
barded
the
rebels while carrying proown boudoir; but—it’s a blamed poor
by
Both preparations come in odd-shaped, very visions from Baltimore to
Harrisons
idea, so they say, to stand on the end of
ornamental
with
HarThe
at
and
Sixteenth
a wagon
bottles,
Landing.
sprinkler tops.
timely arrival of a union
Broadway
the schooner
street and tell a crowd of admiring vot- mony Hair Beautifier, $1.00. Harmony Sham- gunboat probably saved
from being sent to the bottom. The
ers how you kidded hubby along so as to
poo, 50c. Both guaranteed to satisfy you in
skipper left the sea for good in 1889 and
get away to make that speech.
every way, or your money hack. Sold in this held various shore
This is especially true if hubby happositions. He was
community only at our store—The Rexall married in 1855 to Melisia
Simonton, who
pens to near ol it.
Store—one
of
the
more than 7,000 leading drug
died
a
few
years ago. Two children
It was awfully cute when pretty Mrs.
stores
of
the
United
Canada
and
Great
States,
Mrs.
A.
T. Prescott and Frank
survive,
Gibson got up on the wagon and made
her maiden speech in behalf of the Fu- Britain, which own the big Harmony labora- E. Post.

STATE OF MAINE.
! Waldo ss
Supreme Judicial Court, in Vacation.
Belfast, October 16. A. D. 1913.
Upon the annexed Writ and Libel, it is ordered by me, the undersigned, a Justice of
said Court, that notice be given to the Libelee
by publishing an attest >d copy of the same, or
1
an abstract thereof, together with this order
thereon, three weeks successively in The Rej publican Journal, a newspaper printed in BelI fast, in the County of Waldo, the last publica! tion to be thirty days at least before the next
term of said Court, to he holden at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the first Tuesday of January next, that he may then and
there appear in said Court and answer thereto,
if he see fit.
WARREN C. PHILBROOK,
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy of the Writ and Libel and Order
of Court thereon.
3w43
A
Attest: GEO. I. KBTATING, Clerk.
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Successfully treated by

i

the most

Profession.

^

is all the time
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THE ADAMS METHOD

J

of Liquor and Drug treatment secures by far the largest
percent of permanent results
of any known treatment.
Endorsed by the Medical Profession. Ask your family physician
i vestigate for
He KNOWS. No hyDodertnies. No secret formula. No sudden stopping of
you.
drugs or stimulants. No suffering or pain.
Call or address

T
t

t The Adams Institute, 777 State St.

r

Flag station
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
H. D. WALDRON,
$5.25 from Belfast.
General Passenger Agent.
D. C.

DOUGLASS,

THE KICE

Is situated on

Nothing better

on

the

W. G. PRESTON,

n857

LET YOUR CROPS DECIDE
They will tell

C

<

|

you to

use

Attorney

EASTERN

C

Practice in all

at Law.

spec altv.

WINTER FARES
BELFAST AND BOSTON. $2.25

TBOGK!

TUR3INE STEEL STEAMSHIPS BELFAST
and CAMDEN
Leave Belfast at 2.00 p. m. for Boston Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday.
For Bangor at 7.30 a. m„ Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday and Saturday.
RETURNING

l

prepared to do all kinds of trucking
Furniture and piano moving a specialty. Leave
orders at the stable, corner of Main and Cross
streets, and they will receive prompt atten
tn n.
Telephone connection
am

Leave Boston

126 WaldoAve

u

at

5.00 p.

m.

day, Thursday and Friday.

Monday,

loyalty of its
citizens to one another. Each one’s prosperity
depends on the prosperity of ail.
city depends

on

the

The merchants and professional men of Belfast are the peers of any in
Maine. They help support our schools and our homes. Patronize
them and you will help to make Belfast prosperous.
at

home

and works for the

welfare of Belfast.

city is prospering as never before.
ment depends in large measure
ot

every home

Its future

growth and develop-

upon your own

support

industry.

NOTICE.

DO IT FOR MUTUAL GOOD.
DO IT FOR

Tues-

Leave Rockland at 5.15 a. m. (or on arrival
steamer from Boston) Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday and Saturday.
FRED W. BOTE, A«;ent, Belfast, Maine.
B -iiist. J
of

W. W. RLAZO,
14tf

STEAMSHIP

Bangor Line— Fall Schedule.

Probate’ practice
2tf

Courts.

<

CORPORATION.

BELFAST, MAINE.

a

p

THE COE-MORTi WER COMPANY. NEW YORK

GEO. E. JOHNSON,

I

mH

E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
in the Best Equipped Factory in the Country at Belfast, Maine.
JACKSON & HALL BELFAST AOENTS.

p

SPEND YOUR MONEY AT HONE

Full line of all kind* or Hair Work at ay
parlore over Shlro’e Store, Phanlx Row.
MISS EVIE HOLMES.
H. E. Bueklan ft CO., Philadelphia or St.Loole
3M

\

Proprietor.

BROOKS, MAINE.

Guaranteed work In Chirjrody, Manlcurng and Shampooing. Alto '.Faolal Work.

♦

street just off Main street. I have single and
double hitches, buckboards. etc. Careful driversjf desired. Your patronage issolicited. Telephones—stable 235-2, house 61-13.
Iy28

market. For sale by

MARCELLUS J. DOW,

♦

Washington

Trade in I elfast

Our

♦

Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable

Every dollar spent with them stays

Potato Dip
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PRESTON’S

t

General Manager, Portland Maine
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The welfare of

X
♦
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12 50
5 10
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Medical
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13
3 35

TO BELFAST
Boston.

to the

required for relief from the Drink Habit.

5
12 25
2 18
4 50
m 8 10

\

HABITS

LIQUOR

approved and scientific method known

THREE TO FIVE DAYS

t
^*

of this libel; that since their said marriage
your libellant has always resided within the
State of Maine; that the residence of the libelee
is not known to your libellant and cannot be
ascertained by reasonable diligence.
Wherefore your libellant prays that a divorce
I
from the bonds of matrimony existing between
her and the said libelee may be decreed, and
that her name he changed from that of Flora
B. Allen to tha. of her maiden name, Flora B.
Patterson.
October 16, 1913.
FLORA B. ALLEN.

Subscribed and sworn to this 16th day of
October. A. D. 1913. Before me.
J.S. HARROVIAN,
[ls.]
Notary Public.
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Norfolk, Oct 30. Sld, sch White Wings
Mowry, were disguised with masks and make
avannt h.
j
ups so that it was hard to tell ••tother fror
Port Reading, N J, Nov 1. Ar, sch Annie R
fun was the outcome of thi 1
Much
which.”
of
Mass
Mrs.
F.
Kimball
Walter
Brookline,
foi
|
, .ewis. New York (and cleared for Islesboro, \
Lincoln R. Colcord left by train Tuesday
Gamea in keeping with th< * left last Thursday for home after a week1 ■
: clever program.
1 *e).
Portlard.
Bangor, Oct 30. Ar, schs Clarence H Vennight were played later and other Hallowe’ei 1 visit with her sister, Miss Mabel F. Simmoni
Miss Lena Nye visited friends in Bango1
ter, Philadelphia; Edith H Symington, do; 31,
stunts indulged in. Shrimp and rice, cake am * School street.
tm F J Lisman, Newport News; Nov 1, ar,
last week.
coffee, were served. The guests were Dr. an< 5
ton Bay State, Newport News; schs Harold
Mr. Andrew Holmes left Friday for a busi
Pike Bros, cooper shops closed Saturday unMrs. S. L. Fairchild. Dr. and Mrs. F. K. Saw
Beecher, Philadelphia; Alice B Crabtree,
ness trip to Boston, the advance in the pric
til Jan. 1st.
Mra
Newark;
Mr.
and
Harry W Haynes, do; Ida B Gibson,
yer, Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Gilkey,
of fish rendering some changes necessary a 1
>outh Amboy; Wm Jones, do; N E Ayer, do;
will
find
and
you
George E. Carr made a business trip to Rock- O. C. Atwood, Mr. and Mrs. James Duncan the Bardine canning factory.
rene E Meservey, Perth Amboy; Grace Davis,
Mrs. Harold E. Marr and Miss Florence*Col
land last week.
lo; Susie P Oliver, New York; Eagle, Boston;
Mrs. Henry D. Shute left early last week t
ild, schs Edith H Symington, Stockton; Lizzie
cord.
Ernest Murphy left Thursday for a visit ir
is unusual.
join her husband in Rockland. She had bee:
Lane, Boston; 2, ar, schs Annie P Chase, South
The Bucksport district ministerial aasocia
Bangor and vicinity.
for a few weeks with her mother, Mrs. A. C
tanboy; Kit Carson, do; Carrie A Bucknam,
means a careful selection of
Hudson Bay; Orronto, Gloucester; sld, stm F J
Miss Phoebe A. Clifford of Newburg is visit- tion opened at the M. E. church here on Sun
Colcord, East Main street.
all materials and best posLisman, Newport News; 3, ar, schs C B Clark,
day, when Rev. Frederick Paliadino preachei *
ing friends in town.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Flanders, East .Mail
St George, S J; Georgietta Lawrence, New
sible
manufacture.
both morning and evening to large audie. ces
flaven; R L Tay, Boston; Mary Weaver, do; 4,
street, returned Monday by steamer Miili
Miss B. E. Thurston visited relatives in
ir, schs Robert A Snyder, Baltimore; Maude
The Barnard baby, Alden Cobb, aged 8 months nocket from a
ASK YOUR NEIGHBORS
trip to New York—fine weathe
Bangor Saturday and Sunday.
Palmer, Newport News; Emily I White, New
The wate: and nice
was baptised before the sermon.
all-around outing and recreation!
what CLARIONS are doing.
fork; Northern Light, Weymouth; Regina,
Smelt fishing along the water front is quite
used in baptism came from the River Jordan
Boston; Mineola, do; aid, sch Lizzie Griffin,
Alvah C. Treat, Stockton's superintenden
One will do the same for you.
lively and some good catches are made.
Borne Bay, Nfld.
being sent Mrs. Barnard by Mrs. Harry Has
of schools, was in Bangor last week attendini ;
wear with smart
The most
dealers sell
Searsport, Oct 29. Ar, stm Penobscot, NorMr. and Mrs. E. L. Savery are visiting Mr. kell, who is with her husband in Jerusalem
tuf HOME
home CLARION
oariom
THE
the Teacher’s Convention. It was an enjoy
folk; barge R & R L Co No 7, Elizabethport;
CLARIONS.
and Mrs Horace Parker in Belmont Mass.
street costumes a
Special music was given by the c'.oir botl able
stm George Hadley, New York; 30, sld,
sld,
and profitable meeting for all intere: te<
stm Penobscot, Lamberts Point; Nov 1, ar,
Dull LeathCapt. C. E. Averill has been confined to his morning and evening. The examinations tool in public schools.
&
Me. Established 1839
stm Seaconnet, Norfolk; barge Lehigh Valley
er Boot is the most adheme on Main street the past week by illness. place in the vestry while the other service*
sch Ellen Maria. RockNo
781,
Elizabethport;
The Ladies Aid Society of the Universalis
were held in the auditorium.
Monday eveninf
vanced
land; 2, sld, sch Ellen Maria, Rockland.
of
Mrs. Chester A. Clark, who has been visiting
parish will meet this, Thursday, afternoon
Rev. J. A. Whitside preached an able sermon
IN BELFAST BY W. A. HALL.
Stockton, Nov 3. Ar, stm Millinocket, New
in Somerville, Mass., returned home Saturday.
present-day style.
York.
The feature of the services was the burning o]
socially, with Mrs. Albert C. Cobord, Eae
Barge Kennebec finished discharging 3,100 the note which the church has been six year* Main street. The cordial hostess extends ai conducted
FOREIGN PORTS.
$3.50 to
YVINTERPORT.
by M. W. P. G. Master, Frank E
at the Penobscot coa! dock
tons of coal
in paying. Rev. Harry Hill, who rebuilt the invitation to all to join in the sociability of th< Sleeper of Sabattua, the Grand Lecturer, in his
Puerto Mexico. Oct 27. 3 n m.
Ar. stm
Monday.
New
Yor. ; 28, sld 10
Miss Mildred Donlin, a student at the E. S. Pennsylvanian, Nichols,
church, was invited to the church to burn the occasion.
customary pleasing and dignified manner, He |
a
Panaman, Sweetser, Delaware
m, stm
1
Steamer Penobscot, Capt. Nickerson, linish- note but could not be present and the note
The Current Events Club will be entertainet accompanied the brethren through the rituaj N. S., was in town for a few days last week.
Breakwater; 30, 6 a m, ar, stm Vigilancia,
ed discharging Friday and sailed Saturday for was burned by church treasurer,J. L. Cunning- Wednesday afternoon, Nov.
Mr. Joshua Treat,Sr.,has sold his business in I Jones, Progreso, and sld at 5 a m 31st for New
12th, by Mrs. Al of the three degrees in a most thorough manNorfolk.
ham, who has faithfully served the church in bert C. Colcord, East Main street. The topii ner. There were four D. D. G. Masters pres- i Boston and will remain at home during the York via Progreso, Havana and Nassau); Nov
1, 6 a m, ar, stm Minnesotan, Curtis, New
that capacity for eight years. Wordfe of praise
for reading and study (to be selected by eacl ent, who received instructions which should ! winter.
Mrs. Mari ter Decrow of Stockton Springs is
York; sid 11 a m, stm Dakotan, Simmons, New
of Rev. J. A. Weed w ho raised the
prove very beneficial to the lodges within their
visiting Mrs. N. F. Gilkey and Miss Angeline were spoken
York.
hostess) will be Current Events.
Mrs. E. H. Herrick of Herricks is visiting
remainder of the note while he was here.
Twelve lodges were j
Salina Cruz, Oct 30, 6 pm. Ar, stm AriN. Carver.
respective districts.
Miss Leora Partridge, Church street, after
| her daughter, Mrs. Frederick Littlefield, for
zonan, Patterson, San Francisco.
in the morning session and others
represented
We are indebted to B. M. Packard of the
i several weeks.
Obituary. Capt. Nicholas Parse, one of the discouraging nervous breakdown, continuing
Halifax, N S, Oct 25. Sld, sch Edward H
were present in the afternoon and evening.
Lake House, Sebec Lake, for a copy of tne
Blake, from Chatham, N B, for New York.
She hai
oldest and most respected citizens of the town, several weeks, is slowly improving.
Dr. William Ellingwood is
conM. degree,
M.
receiving
the
worked
Mount
Kineo
Lodge
Digby, N S, Oct 21. Ar, 24, sch Flora ConMaine Woods.
passed away last Saturday morning at the walked to a near neighbors a few times re in the
gratulations on the arrival of a son at his don, East port.
on one candidate, the work
evening
home of his son, Capt. William M. Parse, or cently. Numerous friends hope her gain maj
Mrs. Charles B. Richards of Rucksport is
St John, N B. Oct 28.
Cld, sch Ralph M Hayhome, Nov. 2nd.
j being inspected by the local D. D. G. M., Harry
ward, Boston for Hillsboro; 31, ar, sch Mary A
visiting her father, James B. Sweetser, on Steamboat avenue, after an illness of three prove permanent.
Mr. Ira Veasie and Miss Harriet Nickerson
A. Fowler, assisted by the visiting deputies.
New York; Nov 3, ar, sch Gen Adelbert
Hall,
Uptown, provided in King: at.
months of a complication of diseases. He was
Nichols street.
Last week the pleasant weather was accom
Mr. Kneeland was enthusiastic in his praise of of Swanville were guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. Ames, New York.
Russet Calf. Price $4 00.
j
Capt. F. I. Pendleton underwent an operation born in Cardiff, Wales, Jan. 1, 1831, and came panied by an unexpected cold wave—a seven the unbounded hospitality and general good C. Moody Sunday.
MARINE
MISCELLANY.
to
in
1855, frost Friday night which chilled the autumi
Searsport, accompanied by his wife,
at the Carney Hospital in Boston Friday for
fellowship of the brethren of Mount Kineo j Miss Dixon, who has been visiting Miss
with Capt. Phineas Pendleton, in the ship flowers and the fruit upon the ground and ii
Boston, Nov 2. Salvage of $1250 and exstomach trouble.
Lodge, the memory of which, he declares, will Esther Prescott for several weeks, returned to
Charter Oak. He followed the sea for a time some localities upon the trees.
penses amounting to $155 25 have been awardOctober, al long linger with all the visiting brethren so her home
Miss Kate Dow of the M. C. 1., Pittsfield,
ed
the crew of the Bay State fishing trawler
Monday.
with Capt. Pendleton in the bark Delphine
though unusually wet, was exceptionally mild royally entertained.
Swell by Judge Morton in the united States
6pent Sunday with her mother, Mrs. Cora E.
Miss Bertha Cole of Boston, ...ass. is in town
with Capt. B. B. Park in the ship H. B
district court for nicking up and towing into
Mr, and Mrs. George S. Staples of Pittsfielc I
Dow, on Main street.
for a few days overseeing the
of her port the schooner Henry R. Tilton on Dec. 22.
Wright; in the brig Melazzo with Capt. R. E are receiving
closing
THE
OF
NEWS
BROOKS.
the
birth
congratulations
upon
1912. The schooner was wrecked off Cape Cod
Authorized Regal Agents.
house for the winter.
George P. Carter is driving John Murphy's Patterson, and also in the schooner Challenge
Oct. SOth, of a daughter, in which felicitation:
and subsequently abandoned by her crew.
grocery team in the absence of his son Ernest,
with Capt. Martin of Bangor. He then gave
Mrs. Evelyn Ward well will go to
a
Nov
1st.
The
Chas.
H.
Forbes
home
from
two
weeks’
Boston
ocean
Charles
is
at
P.
tug
their many Stockton relatives and friend:
Bangor
who is on his vacation.
this week to spend the next few months with Greenough, on a trial trip down the harbor
up the sea and went to work in the shipyards
heartily join. Mr. Staples is the second son o: trip through Aroostook county.
yesterday was accorded the customary ovaThe teachers who attended the Teacher’s in Searsport until 1871, when the schooner F
her daughter, Mrs. Arthur Archer.
tion. The vessel is owned by the Commercial
Hamilton Jenkins shipped a car load of lumCapt. ana Mrs. Horace Staples, West Man
A. Colcord was built for him, which he sailed
Convention in Bangor Thursday and Friday
Dr. William Ellingwood has moved his
office Towboat Company and was built at Rockland,
ber from this station the past week.
returned home Saturday.
in the coastwise trade. Later he commanded
Me., the machiney having been installed at
and residence from the Cole house on
Main Portland. The
Mrs. Clark and little daughter of Searspor
Mrs. Lena West of Lynn, Mass., is here this
Rethe schooner Stephen E. Woodbury.
Greenough is 144 feet long and
Miss Annie G. Gilkey of Bangor spent the
street to the Abbott residence on Elm
street.
called upon Mrs. Carrie A. Gardner at th< week at her father’s, Capt. Stanley Perkins.
registers 400 tons gross. For the present the
week-end with her parents, Capt. and Mrs. W. tiring from the sea he again entered the
is
to
be employed in towing coal
The friends of Mr. George H. Fisher are Greenough
Charles Miller, wife and child of Oneonta,
shipyards of Searsport. He was a skilled home of her father, Master Albion P. Good
R. Gilkey, on Steamboat avenue.
barges between Chesapeake bay and New- Engto
learn
that
he
is
glad
Middle
recovering finely from land ports. Her cost was about $100,000.
street, last Sunday afternoon
1 workman 8t his trade, and with the late Petei hue,
N. Y., who spent the month of October with
Lehigh Valley barge No. 4, arrived Friday
the serious operation performed on his
Mrs. Clark is a niece of the late Mrs. Gliddei his
eye
Ward put the finist ing touches on many of the
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Miller, returned
from Cartaret with 1,8C0 tons of fertilizer to
and is keeping Mr. Glidden’s house open durrecently.
vessels built in Searsport. He retired from
Comes
the A. A. C. Co. at Mack’s Point.
Miss Geneva Thompson
active work a few years ago and had since ing his absence on a business trip in ti e West
spent the week-end
Edwin BoodyJr.was called hereby the serious
in
The weather changed very suddenly Thursthe
Orcno,
of
her
After 3000 Years
guest
lived quietly at his home and with his son-inMrs. John McLaughlin, School street, sufsister, Miss Charillness of his father, who was operated on for
lotte Thompson, who is one of the teachers in !
day evening, the mercury going down to 20
fered a serious ill-turn last Saturday, he:
aw, Capt. Albert B. Fendleton. Capt. Parse
and
remained
until
Oct,
27ih,
appendicitis,
tne public schools there.
with a strong northwest wind blowing.
Buffalo House Takes the Taste Out
was well read in the general news of the day;
chronic heart trouble inducing unconsciousSaturday when his duties as engineer on the
Mrs. Henry Eldridge entertained the memMiss Maud I. Smith of Charleston spent
ness for an hour, to the
of Castor Oil.
a kind neighbor, a genial companion, and had
Central
called
for
his
alarm
Maine
return.
He is one
of hei
great
Saturday and Sunday with her parents, Mr. hosts of friends who will regret to hear of hie husband and family. Dr. G. A. Stevens sue of our many smart Brooks boys who is mak- hers of the Sieben Club at her home last ;
Since the earliest days of medicine
and Mrs. Fred B. Smith, on Church street.
demise. The funeral services were held at ceeded in reviving her, and at this writing
Thursday evening. Miss Mane French was chemists have been trying to take the
ing good in his chosen profession.
WE HAVE IT
as the guest of the club.
taste out of castor oil.
Stcamer Seaconnet, Capt. Smith, arrived his late home Monday afternoon, Rev. O. C. Monday evening, the patient is comfortable
Carl Jenkins and family have moved from present
The secret has at last been discovered
Her
friends
of the M. £.. church officiating. Inlur
Barnard
News
with
tons
restoration
bt
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many
from
3,460
hope
have
been
received
Newport
may
in
town
Saturday
announcthe Forrest Roberts rent to one owned by
bv Spencer Kellogg & Sons of Buffalo,
as rapid as possible!
terment was in the family lot in the Village
of coal to the Penobscot Coal & Wharf Co. at
Fred Emmons, formerly occupied by Mrs. ing the birth of a son, William Edwin, to Mr. who are
among the largest producers and
Mathwere
The
bearers
Chesley
and
Mrs. Clement D. Cates of Jacksonville,
cemetery.
Miss Beulah Nickerson, eldest daughter ol
Mack’s Point.
Affie Thompson. Mrs. Thompson, who sufrefiners of vegetable oils' in the world.
j
ews, James B. Sweetser, Clifton Whittum and
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Nickerson, Church street
fered a shcck recently, has beer, removed to Florida. Mrs. Cates, formerly Miss Mary They have removed the castor oil taste
Wr. A. Bowler found a buffalo robe on the
Capt. John W7. Sweetser, associates of Capt. a student at the Maine Central Institute, Pitts- the home of Fred Emmons, where she will be Carter, has been a frequent visitor in town at and smell, too, purifying the oil and
Mount Ephraim road last Thursday. The ownParse in the shipyards [of Searsport. He
the home of Lewis Atwood.
field, Maine, ai riveu home Thursday to remair cared for.
making it better and more effective.
er can have the same by calling on Mr. Bowler
leaves three sons: Capt. William M. Parse and
Nothing is added to it, nothing taken out
during the brief vacation at the school to alThe wedding of Mrs. Hattie H.
and
at his residence on Pike avenue.
j
Simpson
Nov.
was
the
last
service
of
2nd,
Sunday,
of it.
Capt. James B. Parse of Searsport, and Frank low' the instiuctors to attend the Teacher’s
the Rev. H. G. Booth’s pastorate at the Union Frederick D. Alexander both of Bangor, took j
Miss Henrietta Gilkey, who is assistant in Parse of Colorado; and one daughter, Mrs. Convention in
Kellogg’s Tasteless Castor Oil is tastelast week. Miss Nick1
Bangor
Oct.
place
at
7
last
Saturday
evening,
25th,
o’clock, less in the true sense.
Even children
church, where he has been the loved pastor for
the Stonington High school, was in town
Albert B. Pendleton of Searsport.
erson left Monday by early train to resume !
at
the
residence
of
Charles
N
ison, W'intertake it easily, for all the nauseating ef- i
three years. Much against the wishes of the
week, the guest of her mother, Mrs. N. F.
her studies with the senior class at the semii
W
Mrs.
James
I
unalter
afternoon
A.
removed.
Last Thursday
Cowan, Justice of the Peace, feet is
entire parish he has decided to take a pastor- port.
Giikey, on her way to the teacher’s convention
nary.
Sold now at all drug stores in 25c. and
officiated. The single ring service was used.
ate in New York, near his people, who had
in Bangor.
30c. sizes. Ask for Kellogg’s Tasteless
the ceremony lunch was served.
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was
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persuaded
by
happily
Clinton L Cash of Westbrook was before
Oil by name, for there are sev| tions.hearing weird designs,bade the guests call Rose Club (an association of the young ladies been a most energetic, conscientious and hard- Mr. Alexander is a well known public driver Castor
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in
of
castor
the
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Monday
mixed
Sullivan
municipal
oil,
preparations
Judge
i “At the sign of tr.e Black Cat,” on Thursday ! of the Congregational parish) in Hichborn working minister, creating and increasing the and with his bride is the recipient of countless md
flavored, which are not tasteless and
on the complaint of Jan.es Nickels of North
wishes from many friends. Mrs. Alexafternoon from 2. 30 to 5, and but few regrets, I hall, the
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j lo not act as well.
girls appearing in appropriate cos- interest in church work, the Sunday school, good
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sent.
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affair
resident
real
of
formerly
and
regrets, too,
The public is protected by the trade
Winterport
with his fine
tunifcs, wearing masks, the invited male partthe Christian Endeavor, and
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f.lpn nf triiiitv ami was sentenced to fifteen
her
friends
and
here
wish
of
Miss
Harriet
her
in
honor
much
was given
Erskine, ners each having to select the
happiness. nark, a green castor leaf, bearing the
lady to whom voice and great love of music had stimulated
|
days in jail at Belfast.
who leaves in about a wee k to spent the winter he owed his invitation to the festivities. Much
The various Hallowe’en parties last week signature, Kellogg’s.
the musical talent of the place to an enthusij
entertained
last
B.
Smith
Made only by Spencer Kellogg & Sons, |
Mrs. F.
Friday ; in New York with he r brother, Dr. James P. merriment ensued; and later
were in every way a success.
At Union Hall
games and sea- astic weekly choral rehearsal, where a dozen
j
?iight in honor of Hallowe'en. The house was ! Erskine. After an hour’s sewing in the gaily ! sonable pranks made ;he occasion one of much or more voices regularly prepared a specia. on Wednesday evening the Junior class of W. [nc., Buffalo, N. Y., refiners of vege;able
oiis.
prettily decorated and tne guests filled four decorated living room, where the flowers were j joy for the young participants.
anthem for every service^as well as consider- H. S. had their party. Games were played un
tables, the game bein' Five Hundred. The held in receptacles made of pumpkins, and
solo work. Of a very social nature, al- til 9 o’clock and then dancing began with
EELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
42tf
Phone 125
From Cape Jellison piers the follow ing ship- able
sc. re cards were in keeping with Hallowe’en
music by Hall’s orchestra. Ice cream and
squashes and black cats, witches and half ji
Joriectpd Weekly for The Journal.
ways genial, a great favorite with the young
was telephoned Monday evening:
ping
report
and tne prize was won by Mrs. B. F. Colcord,
in way of extra attracmoons were used
PRODUCE MARKET.
PAID PRODUCER.
whom he has done some especial- home-made candy were for sale during the
Oct. 29th, steamer Millinocket arrived with a folks, among
who was presented with a pack of Congress
10 00a 14 00
tions, the guests wrere given paper and j
\ppies, per bbl, 75al.0‘) Hay,
ly good work; heartily liked and respected by evening and an opportunity was also given to
from
general
New
Oct
and
sailed
10
cargo
York,
dried, per lb.,
7j Hides,
playing cards. Miss Georgia Ford was given pencils and told to write a chapter on j
both young and old, he will be greatly missed have your fortune told for the small sum of
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2
50a2
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ieans,
Lamb,
with
for
pea,
Boston. Nov. 2nd, sch
paper
VaUcp
I'ircf
Mi'pHmi nt {^VPflil.
the consolation, a big iron spoon “to beat
What Happened to Harriet,” after the
At the Methodist vestry on Thurshere. On Sunday, there was a large congre- 5 cents.
2 50a2 75jLamb Skins,
40a50
leans.
E.,
Edith
Symington arrived, light, to load potaThe other guests were Mrs. Amos
with.”
motion picture play of What Happened to
8 In the District Court of the United State
28a32j Mutton,
Sutter,
the church being well filled, special daj evening about fifty young people, memgation,
toes. Nov. ord, sch. Emily I. White arrived
9al0 Oats, 32 lb.,
42
the District of Maine.
teef, sides,
Nichols, Mrs. N. F. Gilkey, Mrs. Henrietta Mary. Each drew for her subject and the
music was rendered-, the child of Mr. and Mrs. bers of the senior class of the Junior League,
9 Potatoes.
50
I with a cargo of cement, and steamer Milliieet,forequarters,
>: Tit
In the matter of the parm »rshi|
Young, F. C. Whitcomb, Mrs. F. A. Nye, Mrs. story grew and grew, the guest of honor being
Hale Rose was christened, five persons were and invilid guests, gathered and the usual
60
Round
10
Hog,
Parley, bu.
a
nocket arrived with a general cargo from New
Brothers, the individual co-part n
W. M. Parse, Miss Lida Curtis, Mrs. Pyam made to pass through some fearful and w’onwere played.
and
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24
into
the
9.00
taken
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'heese,
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Straw,
church,
baptised
large
i Yoik.
are Arthur L. Titcomb and E.w >od N
corn were served by the committee in charge.
20 Turkey,
26a2<‘
hicken,
Gilkey, Miss Elsie Gi key, Mrs. H. L. Perry, derfu experiences during the coming winter.
of
the
and
communion service.
number partook
comb,
they individually, Bankrupts.
Special mention should be made of the witch, 1 2alf Skins,
18 Tallow,
2
The Misses Colcord, East Main street, were
Mrs. C. N. Meyers. Sandwiches, wafers, cake
At the close the chapters were read and a vote
Bankruptcy.
Mr. Booth left early in the week, deeply reCharlotte Parker, whose costume was espec2<> Veal,
12ai3
Tuck,
informed
last
week
of
the
death
of
their
of the partnership oi
and coffee were served.
the
Creditors
To
pataken as to which was the most interesting
:
43 Wool, unwashed,
20
gretted by nearly every person with whom he ially good and she performed her duties in a 2ggs,
comb Brothers, the individual co-partne
16a 17 Wood, hard,
5.00
and artistic. The prize, a Salem witchcraft ternal uncle, Mr Fred D. Colcord of Brooklyn, | has come in touch during his three years pas- fine manner. Rita Cookson, as the ghost, Fowl,
A large number attended the public Hallowhich are Arthur L Titcomb a id Klv
carried out her part in welcoming the mem- Teese,
18 Wood, soft,
3.50 j
N. Y., from a cancerous trouble in the stomwe’en su’jper given last Friday night in the coffee spoon, was awarded to Sumner C. PatTitcomb, and they individually, of 1torate, and his place will be hard to fill.
bers and guests.
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ach.
Mr. Colcord recently had a surgical
in the County of Waldo and 1 istrict.
Methodist vestry. The decorations were car- tee, who wrote What Happened to Harriet on
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IS Lime,
1
for the removal of a lip cancer. He LIBERTY.
Beef, Corned,
j said. Bankrupts:
Her Way to the Boat. Mrs. F. K. Sawyer was operation
ried out in yellow and black, with the tradi5
Butter Salt, 14 lb., 18a22 0at Meal,
PERSONAL.
Notice is hereby given that on the 2f»th
His wife
The officers of Liberty Lodge, No. Ill, F. Ational black cat, witches, etc., and the vestry a close second, receiving but one vote less leaves several grown children.
4
88 Onions,
Jorn,
October, A. D. 1913. the said partner I
several years ago. Sympathy
S3 Oil, kerosene,
12al3 Titcomb Brothers, the individual co-pa"
bracked Corn,
M., were installed Friday evening at Masonic
presented a unique appearance. The supper than Mr. Pattee. Her subject was, What passed away
Mrs. Ada L. Wildes left Monday to spend a
is extended to all mourning relatives and acL'orn Meal.
83 Pollock,
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Hall in the presence of a number of invited
was delicious, and much credit is due
in which are Arthur L. Titcomb and
Miss
Happened to Harriet on the Fall River Boat.
few weeks with relatives in Somerville. Mass. Cheese,
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24 Pork,
N. Titcomb and they individually wen
Emnn Hichborn who solicited the food.
The There were nine chapters and Miss Hurley of quaintances. Mr. Colcord was the third son guests. The work was done by P. D. D. G. M.,
1.13
otton Seed,
85 Plaster,
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Bankrupts;
Mrs.
Thomas
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adjudicated
Orne of Pleasant Point,
10 Rye Meal,
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housekeepers were Mrs. Charles Closson and Bangor competed in writing a six line poem of the late Capt. and Mrs. Josiah Colcord of W. J. Greeley, assisted by Hon. L. C. Morse as
Codfish, dry,
Meeting of their Creditors will be he!', .t'
1 45
10 Shorts,
Mrs. Ernest Gray, and the following ladies had on The Adventures of a Black Cat. Miss Ers- this village; but had long lived in New York, marshal, in a very creditable manner. After Cushing, Maine, is the guest of her sister, Cranberries,
office of Dunton & Morse. Savings Bank !
Mrs. Mary C. Wadsworth.
'lover Seed,
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and was a very successful business man.
closed
the
officers
of
was
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the
tables: Mrs. W. R. Gilkey, Mrs. E. A. Sargent,
from
ing, Belfast, Maine, on the 14tn day of N
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kine receiving her inspiration
Tennyson
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5 75a7 25 Salt, T. I.,
Flour,
her. A. D. 1913,at ten o’clock in the formMrs. Frances Patterson, who had been the
Mrs. E. C. Pike, Mrs. John Flinton, Mrs. ElizaMiss Fannie A. Mudgett, Church street, is j St. Georges Royal Arch Chapter were installed
3
H
i. Seed,
2 60a2 75 Sweet Potatoes,
(using the book fora lap desk) and received the
at which
time the said Creditors may
assisted by P. H, P. guest of Miss Jane Otis for some time, went to Lard
15 Wheat Meal,
beth Aden,Mrs. H. L. Perr.s ,Mrs. 0. N. Meyer,
4$ tend, prove their claims, appoint a I ras
prize, a silk pincushon in the shape of an still suffering severely from her recent injury, by P. H. P. G. H. Cargill,
examine the Bankrupts, and transact such
Mrs. Cora Dow, Mrs. Mel vena Hichborn, Mrs.
apple. Miss Hurley also received a like gift, which she fears from present indications may Arthur H. Norton. Music was furnished for Worcester, Mass., last week to make her home
business as may properly erne before
Elden Harriman, Miss Rowena Colcord, Mrs.
BORN
Delicious refreshments were served by the be tediously long in recovering. She desires the occasion by Dr. W. L. Cargill, Miss Susie with her son.
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JOHN K. MASON.
James H. Clark will leave on the Boston boat
In Providence, R 1
Falk.
October 19, to
j
After speeches by some of the
Referee in Bankruptcy
whenever practical the viands were served in Bethany Chapter, N. 76, 0. E. S., Mrs. Elmer organist.
this afternoon for Palatka, Florida, where he
Mr. and Mrs. Mervyn F. Falk, a son, William
Mrs. S. C. Pattee gave a most enjoyable HalNovember
3, 1913.
Maine,
in
was
served
the
addifine
and
the
entire
Bangor,
E. Thompson,
made of pumpkins. The guests,in
supper
banquet will spend the winter. It will be his fifth win- Lewis.
sisterhood, es- guests a
lowe'en party last Friday night in honor of bowls
| Gross. In Oceanville, October 1?, to Mr.
to those already mentioned, were Miss pecially sister Mrs. Faustina D. Berry and j hall... Mrs. Ella Greeley, Miss Flora Knowl- ter in Florida.
tion
Miss Kate Hurley of Bangor, who has been
and Mrs. Francis C. Gross, a son, Francis Lane.
father, brother Frank V. Davis, for their ton and Mr. Ernest Higgins, principal of LibMabel Griffin. Miss Lucy A. Sargent, Mrs E.
Parlin. In Belfast, November 5, to Mr.
her guest. The house was darkened, and as
Letters have been received announcing the
S.
Mrs.
L.
watchfulness
and
care during her help- i erty High School, went to Bangor Thursday to
Chester
Mrs.
Mrs. Phil I). Parlin, a son.
W.
Bailey,
kindly
and
Gilkey,
the guests arrived each was given a match
safe arrival in Cuba of Mr. and Mrs. C. C.
Snowman. In Orland, October 20, to Mr. and
They report
Fairchild, Mrs. O. C. Atwood, Miss Jess Nick- lessness and suffering. She expresses great attend the teachers convention.
and candle and told to greet the hostess. DumPineo after a very smooth and pleasant pas- Mrs. Thurman Snowman, a son.
Miss Gladys Butappreciation of the generous financial aid ten- a very enjoyable and profitable session.... Hon.
who are not saving their votes
In South Brooksville, October
mies were placed about tne rooms and the host- erson, Miss Rebecca Ross,
Wardwell.
sage from New York.
the pony contest at the Colonial 1‘hea
man, Miss Harriet Roulstone. Misses Mildred dered in her great misfortune by her employer, A. J. Skidmore was a business visitor in Bel21, to Mr. and Mrs. Pearl A. Wardwell, a
ess, with the guest of honor and Mrs. Ella
Mrs. E. S. Pitcher returned Wednesday from : daughter.
for anyone, to please give them o me.
Shute, Florence Colcord and Mrs. E W, Mr. Andrew Holmes, superintendent of the fast Friday... .Mr9. C. B. Hoit spent the
MISS HEL EN E. ELLIS,
visits in Chelsea and Wellesley, Mass., accom- j
Fletcher were unable to attend. A unique canning factory at Lowder Brook, and each ol week-end with her son John in tlampden_
23 Bay View Street
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Belfast, Ma
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her fellow-workers in the business, theii | C. M. Hurd was a visitor in Waterville one day panied by
feature was the entrance of five real, live
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in
her engagement
teacher of music
j
black cats, who entered sedately at the call ol liberal contributions testifying to the genuine- I last week.Dr. and Mrs. W. L. Cargill spent pleted
In Camden, October 23,
Carver-Hardy.
Portland last the Chelsea High school.
a few days in Pittsfield and
ness of their sympathy in her sad accident
James Russell Carver and Jennie Carpenter
the hostess.
If we did not believe doctors endorsed
Hardy, both of Camden.
week. They will move to Pittsfield this week,
To the ladies of the Congregational churct
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral for coughs and
In Ellsworth Falls,
Candage McCarthy.
“Had dyspepsia or indigestion for years
colds, we would not offer it to you.
she also expresses heartfelt thanks for th< where Dr. Cargill will open dental rooms in
October 27, Samuel Whitefield Candage of Seal
No appetite, and what I did eat distressed me
! the Donson block. While ail regret losing the
Sold for 70 years.
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numerous manifestations of sympathetic in
|
Harbor and Miss Laura Lavinia McCarthy of
the
rerched
Bitters
Burdock
Blood
terribly.
FEW MOKE RELIABLE MEN TO LEA
Ellsworth Falls.
Ask Your Doctor,
terest in her condition, shown by words anc
cause.”—J. H. Walker, Sunhury, Ohio.
genial doctor and his estimable wife, they will
to repair and drive Autos and prepare
Gordon Pushaw. In Camden, October 25,
deeds. The act9 of kindness by neighbors ant take with them their best wishes for success.
of $i5 to
I
Harry Melvin Gordon of Chelsea, Me., ami to till vacancies at salaries
friends are cherished deeply, as is the kindh
for winter.
week
Write, stating age,
....Donald Walker has returned to New York
Rockland.
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Pushaw
of
Miss l.ucn
SHIP NEWS.
MAINE AT TO COMPANY
Howard Murphy. In Camden, October 29,
thought which prompted the expressions o: j City after passing a week at his home here4w4-l
Taylor Street Garage, Portland
Harold A. Howard and Miss May Murphy, both
Miss Mary Kent Davey left last week for
sympathy.
of Camden.
AMERICAN
PORTS.
Boston, Mass., where she will resume her
Monkoe-Coffin. In Searsport, October 27,
Charles Knee land, D. D. G. M., of the eightl i
New York, Oct 28. Sld, sch Frederick Roessduties as a teacher of French-Mr. and Mrs.
by J. W. Black, Esq Benj. H Monroe of LinMasonic District of Maine, and Alvah C. Treat
sch
L
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to
I;
Humarock,
of
Searsmont
Neck,
sld,
Paul
ner,
coln
ville and Miss Jennie M. Coffin of Sears- j
j Harry
Mr. Paul Charleston; 30, ar, sch Hattie H Barbour, St port.
W. M. of Pownal Lodge, No. 119, F. & A. M. | Postmaster C. 11. Cargill’s house.
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via
New
John
sld,
Frank
Bennett
the
Bedford;
Brigadier,
during
Morse-Avery. In Belfast. November 5, by
left for Guilford Oct. 29th to attend a Schoo i I will work for Mr
»
I winter_W. D. Sanford is making extensive Stonington; 31, ar, sch John Bossert, George- Rev. A. A. Blair, Albert Henry Morse and j A single furnished room and a double A;
of Instruction held with Mount Kineo Lodge i
I
droom and sitting-room.
improvements on the hotel-The members town, S C; Nov 2, sld, sch W D Hilton, Eliza- Miss Alma Winnifred Avery, both of Belfast. suitable for b
W. B. WOODBURY.
No. 109. The session was presided over ant 1 of Georges River Grange gave an entertain- bethport for Camden, Me; 3, ar, sch Andrew
In Bennington, Vt., ! to
Pillsbury-Taylor.
Belfast
108 High Street,
ever
Nebinger, Bangor; 4, ar, schs Mattie J A lies, ! October 25, ( harles Henry M. Pillsbury of j 2w4o
ment at Crockett’s hali Tuesday evening, Oct.
28th, which was well patronized, and was a Bangor; Wawenock, Sullivan.
Rockland, Me., and Myrtle Irene Taylor of |
I
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T
Garret
sch
Oct
28.
Steward
who
Ar,
Boston,
success financially..
Knowlton,
Bennington.
a
has been visiting his brother Claude B. Knowl- son, Norfolk; 30, ar, sch James A Webster, j
Ward-Pearson. In Belfast, November 3,
Portsmouth; 31, ar and sld sch J R Atwood, j by Rev. I). B. Phelan, Clyde W. Ward of Thornton. for two weeks, returned last week to his
rose
Isle au Haut; ar, sch Nellie Grant, Bangor; dike and Miss Bessie L. Pearson of Morrill.
home in Camden.
Nov 1, ar, sch Mary Augusta, Bangor; Catawauteak, Rockport; 2, ar, sch Methebesec,
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Deafness Cannot Be
Darien; 3, ar, sch Itasca, Bangor; sld, sch
MAPLE, BEECH and BIRCM
M Snow, Bangor.
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cannot
reach
the
MANUFACTURER OF
Southwest
Harbor.
October
by local applications, as they
In
Atherton.
sths
Harold
B
Oct
28.
Cid,
Philadelphia,
diseased portion of the ear. There is only one
Cousens, Calais; Margaret M Ford, New Or- 22, Emily E., widow of Benjamin T. Atherton,
that is by constitu*
way to cure deafness, and
78
years.
Clapboards, Spruce, Basswood, Pine
leans; A B Sherman, Charleston; Nov 2, ar, aged
You Breathe It—No Stomach Dosing- tional remedies. Deafnese is caused by an in- sch Brina P Pendleton, Calais.
Bunker. In South Gouldeboro, October 13,
flamed condition of ha mucous lining of the
20tl
L. C. MO<SE. Liberty, Me.
San Juan, P R, Oct 27. Ar, sch Gov PowCapt. Charles H. Bunker, aged 59 years, 10
Clears the Head.
Eustachian Tube. When the tube is inflamed
months and 26 days.
ers,
McKown,
Philadelphia.
or
hearsound
imperfect
you have a rumbling
Use nature’s remedy for catarrh, or cold ir
Gray. In Bluehill, October 26, Mrs. Mary
Brunswick, Ga, Oct 28. Ar, sch S G Haskell,
the head, one that is harmless yet quick anc ing, and when it is entirely closed, Deafness is Staples, Boston; Nov 3, ar, sch Frontenac, San A. Gray, aged 80 years and 8 months.
the result, and unless the inflammation can be
effective.
Knight. In Belfast, November 5, Adelbert
Juan.
taken out and this tube restored to its normal
It is the healing oils and balsams of Hyome
Knight, aged 72 years, 9 months and 19 days.
Jacksonville, Oct 27. Ar, sch Blanche C
be
will
destroyed
forever;
a
small
in.
condition,
hearing
breathe
which you
pocket
through
Moody. In Chelsea, Mass., November 1,
Pendleton, Turks Island; sld, sch D H Rivers,
haler. This curative and antiseptic air reachei nine cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh,* Perth Amboy; 30, ar, sch Wm E Downes, New Dennis Moody, aged 74 years and 6 months.
condition
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of
an
but
is
which
nothing
the most remote air cellB in the nose, throal
PARSE. In Searsport, November 1, Captain
Haven; Nov 1, ar, schB Theoline, Boston; Fred
same
a
in
and lungs, killing the catarrhal germs, stop, the mucous surfaces.
Nicholas Parse, aged 82 years, 9 months and 23
San Juan.
Twenty-five years experience and skill
will give One Hundred Dollars for any W Ayer,
We
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breath,
raising
ping
enables me to fit any eye .tha’
Oct 25. Sld, sch Mary EH (I Dow, days.
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by
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Phillips. In Brooksville, October 19, Mardroppings in the throat, crusts in the nose anc
New York.
will help. Consultation Free.
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for
S. Phillips, aged glasses
all other catarrhal symptoms.
Newport Newa, Va, Nov 1. Ar, sch Alice garet Wright, wife of Albion
circulars, free.
The complete outfit costs only $1.00 and A,
78
stm
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Stodyears.
44 South Main St., WINTERPORT, MAINE
May Davenport, Bangor; slJ,
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
A. Howes * Co. will return your money if not
Vaughan. In Wells Depot, October 31, Rev.
dard, Sears port; 4, sld, sch Alice May DavenSold by Druggists, 76c.
63
satisfied. Do not continue to suffer catarrhal
of
Jonas W. Vaughan
Belfast, aged
years.
Office Days, Mnndavs and Ittsdays
port, Bangor.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
now—today.
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WANTED

THOSE

Doctors Endorse

Children

CASTORIA
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WANTED AT ONCE

Cry

j
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To Let

Soap Bargain

j

The best soap
cents
cake. A

sold in Belfast at ten
large cake of transparent glycerine soap, white
perfumed;
cake
and
in
odor to
bigger
superior
similar soap retailed in the city for 35c.

Hardwood Matched

Floorings,

Cured

On sale at OLD CORNER DRUG
STORE beginning today.

DR. E. H. BOYINGTON

We have also Colgate’s latest, the
“Natural Soaps,” in six perfumes, at the
price, 10c. cake.
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